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Sony creates seventh row, center. Ibrever.
INTRODUCING THE SONY COMPACT

DISC PLAYER.
The inventor of digital audio pro-

cessing is pleased to raise the curtain
on the CDP-101. Hailed by the discrim-
inating ears at High Fidelity as "the
most fundamental change in audio tech-
nology in more than eighty years."

There are compelling reasons for
such applause.

The CDP-101, based on the world's
first compact disc system co -developed
by Sony and Philips of Holland, offers
concert -hall freedom from distortion,
wow, flutter, and other sonic gremlins.
Plus an awesome dynamic range
exceeding 90dB. To bring you the full

beauty of Mahler or the Moody Blues
as never before.

This highest of fidelity remains
faithful, toe. Because the digital discs
are read by laser beam, there's
none of the physical wear inevitable
with tape or vinyl. While the CDP-101
ingeniously ignores scratches,
dust, and fingerprints.

Equally ingenious, an infra-
red remote control even lets you
select tracks without budging
from your armchair. Yet for all its
sophistication, the CDP-101 is
thoroughly compatible with what-
ever sound system you now own.

We suggest you hear the CDP-101

soon. For a sound you can't believe,
from the audio innovator you assuredly
can. SONY

THE ONE AND ONLY

1d. 1983 Sony Corp of America Sony ,s a registered trademark of the Scoy Corp 1 Sony Drive, Park Ridge. New Jersey 07656.
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No hangover!
Hangover-a rather loose
term to describe the stored
energy resonance in a
loudspeaker, the principal
cause of coloration that
immediately tells you
you're listening to a
loudspeaker.
Take it away and there's a
new world-the
loudspeakers have nothing
more to say-instead
there's just the orchestra and
the magic of the music.
If music is an important part
of your life, then a pair
of ESL -63 loudspeakers
could be the best
investment you've
ever made.

Perhaps even
something

to celebrate about.
For further details and the
name and address of your
nearest QUAD ESL -63
retailer, write: QUAD,
425 Sherman Avenue,
Palo Alto, CA 94306.
In Canada: May Audio
Marketing Ltee, Ltd. ,

Longueuil, Quebec J4G 1P8

QUAD
for the closest approach

to the original sound
,c)1982 QUAD
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HIGH TECH trg tlA N EMM1s

Objective: Create European-
style radials that
set newstandards
in design and
performance.

Solution: Introducing the
Comp T/A 60V
and 7011
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The Comp T/A radial is world-
renowned for its innovative construction
that combines BFGoodrich
state-of-the-art technology with
European -style design and

performance. And now, the Comp TA is
available in 60V and 70V series sizes.
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13FGoodrich

Its black-on-blaci design and
outstanding handling give our Comp 'VA*
tires the qualities ci a Europeon-born

radial. The Comp 7'./A even holds the
prestigious V -speed rating-the highest
rating attainable in Europe.

Other Corm. T/A radial achievements
include superior handling and
cornering, ulta-responsive steering,

and sizing for direct appication on most
original equipment wheels.

The design d the Comp T/A
includes this Anique combination of
advanced materials and technology:

A. High-modu!us bead fillers provide
quick steering response and
speed handling.

B. Lightweight folded fiberglass belts
and rayon carcass optimize ride
comfort.

C. Dual compound tread offers
outstanding traction and mileage.

D. Computer-opEmized tread diets
outstanding handling and cornering.

E. Low aspect ratio helps ensure
stability.

The Comp T/A radial is available in 50V,
55V 60V and 70V series sizes.
BFGoodrich makes a complete line of
advanced TA" High Tech® Radials.
When you're ready fora tire with

exceptional performance, there's a
T/A High Tech Radial designed for you.



AUDIO ETC
EDWARD TATNALL CANBY

TALKIES, STEREO STYLE
Ithink maybe I'll stay with pure au-
dio, two -channel, for awhile longer.
My first experience with homemade

hi-fi stereo sound wedded directly to
the TV image was, shall I say, soul
shaking. It was David (me) and Goli-
ath, but David didn't win. I'm not dis-
couraged! There's a gleam in my eye,
and I'll be back. Meanwhile, I've
played around with some of the fanci-
est equipment, a brand-new VCR
equipped with-yes-two discrete
channels of audio. And a video camera
to match.

My thought was simple and, I think,
a valid one. Hi-fi stereo and color video
pictures are at last getting together for
the consumer. Terrific idea but why
limit it? As noted last month, there is
more to come, much, much more. All in
due time, but do you think I'm going to
wait? I wanted to try for myself, insofar
as I could, ahead of time. All you really
need, my argument went, would be
one of the new VCRs that will take
down any two -channel audio you want,
instead of the obstinate mono of all
previous equipment. And, if you want
to make your own, not merely copy
things off the professional tube, you'll
need a set of mikes and that camera.

Well, it's one thing to limit yourself to
ready-made professional offerings and
quite another to get out there and do
your own, as anybody ought to know,
including me. You very quickly learn
respect for the pros, the people who
provide us with most of our vaunted hi-
fi sound, ready to play, and those who
produce the home TV image. You don't
just transfer all that technique to the
home consumer area with a couple of
snaps of the finger. Hobbyist stuff is a
lot trickier than we sometimes think.

Yet the old human spirit won't be
kept down and "hobbyism" usually
gets there, eventually, if with modifica-
tions. Thus it becomes "commercial"
again and again. In every area of this
sort there is a steady outflow from the
professional into home hobby, a sort of
leakage. The line between the two is
never really sharp. The better the pro
stuff gets, the more are the amateurs
inspired. And so, as it specializes and
adapts, do-it-yourself becomes an
enormous market with its own ever -so -
definite demands on the designers
and manufacturers. From the very first
Kodak Brownie right up to instant Po-

laroid, from Edison's Philips'
cassettes, we on the outside have
horned right in on technology to de-
mand equipment that we can use.

I do see it coming. First, "home"
video pictures with home sound at-
tached, versatile, with those dual audio
channels, apt for all sorts of marvelous
new things, once that revolutionary
Phase III gets started: Micro miniatur-
ization of video components, the elim.-
nation of the Tube, a whole new age of
video technology. Hitachi already has
its video camera without a tube and
talks busily in its ads of cameras thee.
size of cigarette packs. Just go on
from there-that's what I mean.

So I borrowed an Akai VS -7U video-
cassette recorder, VHS and stereo ca-
pable. Also a video camera, the VC -
X2, a little five -pounder (tiny as com-
pared with studio pro cameras). With
enthusiasm, I set about making for my-
self a few futuristic examples of AN,
home pictures combined with home hi-
fi. Phew! Did I soon begin to sweat.

Yes, in the end I got a few shaky
home -type "movies" of self and
friends-like so many home films the
very first time you try. I was embar-
rassed at myself-I thought I knew how
to take movies, but this was something
else again. No, video is not merely an
electronic version of old-fashioned
film! Wish I could go into details-later,

later. But what matters is this: Yes,
talked, visibly and audibly, right there
on my giant 19 -inch monitor. With in-
stant playback, faster than Polaroid.
Shaky or no, my friends were aston-
ished and delighted to see and hear
themselves too. The potential was ob-
vious! This could be far ahead of any-
thing that ever previously moved and
talked via recording, consumer -style.

But it's still today, and by the time I
got all this to working, more or less, I

had accumulated maybe 200 pounds
of decidedly non -portable gear and a
roomful of cables. Reminded me of my
first experiments with "home" stereo
recording, long before the audio cas-
sette. The nearest I got to the great
outdoors, where most consumer pic-
tures are made, was the steps of my
front porch via extension cables. No
matter. I got the feel of what is in the
future. Yes, I know there are portable
VCRs, including JVC's little five pound-
er. Steps along the way. But it'll take
more than that to open up this new
entertainment in commercial form. I got
the essentials out of the strictly indoor
VS -7U, and so can you, even if it won't
fit into a hip pocket.

Note that these experiments were to-
wards "movies," pictures with sound
added. How about the opposite-our
familiar hi-fi recording in stereo, but
with pictures? A different emphasis but

8 AUDIO/MARCH 1983



NEW!

Every so often, a new development
contributes so decisively to performance,
that it re -defines the state-of-the-art.
Such a development has taken place in
the laboratories anc listening rooms of
Ortofon in Denmark.

A dramatic new way of evaluating
performance has led to a design concept
called Ortophase° and a new Ortofon

ortolan
122 Dupont Street, Plainview, New York 11803

moving coil cartridge. The MC2000 is
the first cartridge ever designed on the
basis of new understandings of the
critical role of both amplitude and
phase response in the performance of
phono cartridges.

The result? We make only a modest
claim for the new Ortofon MC2000.

Spectacular.

Write to us for complete information.
See and hear the Ortophase-designed MC2000

at your Ortofon dealer now.

Enter No. 16 on Reader Service Card



"I thought I knew how to
take movies, but this was
something else again.
Video is not merely an
electronic version of film!"

just as promising. Music. Take down
your local orchestra or pop group or
opera in hi-fi stereo sound, and also in
pictures. An all -new idea, never feasi-
ble before (at .least in the home -based
consumer world). With stereo, the sky's
the theoretical limit. Keep in mind our

present top -grade stereo cassette re-
corders. Do you think a rough equiva-
lent with video would be any less pop-
ular? Big potential, I say. Just a few li'l
problems to be solved before we get
down to Walkman size.

When you do add video to your hi-fi

Our speakers were designed to work

the way your ear

was designed to hear.

Perfectly.
The human ear is a marvelous

listening mechanism. Its full -range,
single element diaphragm lets you
detect all the subtle details of a fine
musical performance. Unfortunately, the
ear can also detect the weaknesses and
defeLts of fine music poorly reproduced
by an inferior speaker.

Because all Acoustat electrostatic
speakers utilize a full -range single
element just like the human ear, they are
capable of reproducing the performance
exactly as it was recorded. Instead of
taking the music apart with woofers,
tweeters and mid -range speakers,
Acoustat gives it to you in one piece.
with all the detail of the original

performance. Acoustat speakers provide
musical enjoyment unequalled by any
other loudspeaker system, regardless of
price.

\At'd like you to hear the full story of
the Acoustat speakers. Call us toll free
for the name of your nearest dealer,
then give your ears the music they
deserve.

ACOLbTAT
BRINGING MUSIC ID LIFE

3101 Southwest First Terrace
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33315
Telephone 305/462-6700

Tbll Free 800/327-3136
Dimensions of model shown: 597 x28" x3-1/2"

recording, you will have some new
things to learn, of course. The two ele-
ments have to match and that isn't so
easy. As I've already found, you run
right into the inevitable "simulcast"
problems, namely, a wide spread of
sound in the stereo playback and a
narrow spread in the picture. Not nec-
essarily contradictory, if you are care-
ful how you do your recording. You
must stress ambience in your stereo
music, rather than too -discrete direc-
tionality. Don't get too close! A close-
up singer, heard way over to one side,
will be seen just away from the center
of the tube. When the sound source
moves yards, the picture moves inch-
es. This can be crazy and you'll have
to give it a thought. Avoid, avoid. But
with less obvious directionality and
more ambience-this can be a splen-
did sound-you will have no trouble
with the sound -sight combination.

On the other hand, if you are into
people and people talking-the "home
movie" approach, again, I found that
an exaggerated sonic separation of-
fers some surprising new effects in an
oddly literal way, as you record (and
photograph) people. What you do is to
extend your working "stage" far off to
the left and right beyond the tube itself.
The sides are audio only. The center
brings the people into view. It's amaz-
ing! You can have conversations be-
tween people off to one side, invisible,
and people in the picture. Audio
ghosts, you might say. Your folks can
walk casually on and off the tube, or
stand just outside it, even stick a hand
into sight or peer around the edge of
the TV display. Tell me where that has
ever been done before! The tube in
this case is like a window in a wall. But
the wall is transparent to sound.

Note that the video makers today, as
might be expected in Phase II of audio/
video equipment consolidation, are
emphasizing stereo pairs of loud-
speakers that sit right next to the tube
itself on each side. Good for TV mono
sound, natch. Not very good for stereo.
Not at all good, indeed, unless you
move up so close that the picture
hurts. You will be wise to keep your
options-use your speakers freely in
wide and narrow spacing, according
to need, leaving plenty of room. For
those new "offstage" effects, the wide
spacing is far more dramatic. Also, of



"The better the pro stuff
gets, the more the
amateurs are inspired. So
do-it-yourself becomes
enormous, with its own
demands on designers."

course, for ambient music, though
again you must watch out for the direc-
tional disparities.

As to mike settings, my camera was
a mono model. Evidently the two -chan-
nel idea is going to be slower to reach
this area. The VCR operates in mono
too with all standard TV, and with this
mono camera. Necessary at this point.
There's a built-in mike on the camera,
electret, extendable forward on one
side. You can plug in another, of your
own (watch out for loud raster buzzing
if it gets too near the camera tube), but
the signal's still mono, feeding the
VCR's left channel. For stereo, you
must plug the right -channel mike into
the VCR's right mike input; for the left,
you can use the camera mike, or plug
a second mike into the camera or the
VCR's left -channel mike input.

Rather to my surprise, the "binaural''
setup, two mikes close together with
some solid object between-the cam-
era, a head, even a block of wood or
plastic-gave surprisingly useful loud-
speaker directionality to my pictures. It
might be the best way for many home
purposes. Especially speech. But
don't get too far away, and keep the
room sound dead-or go outdoors. In
this sort of speech recording, ambi-
ence merely means off -mike, an ama-
teurish voice quality. Maybe Bob
Carver and Sound Concepts and JVC
could help here with their respective
binaural -for -loudspeaker circuits? As
we all know, the techniques for good
voice sound do not match those for
camera placement-especially with a
prodigious zoom such as the one Akai
has on its VC -X2 video camera. You've
seen the TV reporters stick their mikes
into people's faces. That's the pro way,
or via lapel mikes, mikes overhead but
unseen, and so on. So get close for
people, more distant for music.

All of this, of course, is really for the
future, or assuming that you can ex-
periment with present two -channel
equipment as I did. And assuming
muscles and patience in the hooking
up. We do have a way to go before we
have home -recorded video "movies"
with equipment expressly designed for
the purpose. That is for Phase III when
video goes truly miniature-or maybe
gigantic, wall to wall. But you can fuss
with it now, as soon as you can get
hold of two channels. And camera. A

R evox B791
The Straight Line on Precision Engineering

First, a few words about our straight line tracking system - Una -
track®. Under the guidance of a sensitive Infrared -Interrupt servo circuit,
LInairack® guides the ultra -short (13/4" long) low mass tonearm straight
across the radius of the disc, thus eliminating tracking error. Llnatrack®
mounts most popular cartridges, and the entire tonearm module swings
aside for quick record changing.

Next, the heart of the B791: precision engineering. A quartz -
regulated Hall -effect direct -drive motor assures absolute speed sta-
billy with no cogging effects. Even the vari-speed Is quartz -locked,
with an LED display to show the nominal speed and exact percentage
of deviation.

The Revox 8791 Is
solid, substantial, and

meticulously assem-
bled. It Is designed for

maximum user conven-
ience, sonic accuracy,

and exceptional longev-
ity. It Is not Inexpensive.

That's the
straight line. Hear

the full sound at
your nearest

Revox dealer.

1425 Elm Hill Plke, Nashville, TN 37210 / (615) 254-5651
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Illtintosh
STEREO CATALOG

and FM DIRECTORY
Get alt the newest and latest information on the new
McIntosh stereo equipment in the McIntosh catalog. In
addition you will receive an FM station directory that
covers all of North America.

SEND

TODAY!

r
McIntosh Laboratory Inc.
East Side Station P.O. Box 96
Binghamton, N.Y. 13904-0096
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ADDRESS
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A

STATE ZIP

j
If vou are in a hurry for your catalog please send the coupon to McIntosh.

For non rush service send the Reader Service Card to the magazine.
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CLASSICAL RECORDINGS
EDWARD TATNALL CANBY

WINNING STRINGS

Schubert: String Quintet in C. The
Alberni Quartet; Thomas Ignoi, second
cello.
Vanguard Bach Guild HM 79 SD,
$5.98.

Sound: B + Surfaces: B- Recording:A -

The earlier releases in Vanguard's
large music history series, decked out
with uniform flowered tapestry covers,
were mostly reissues from the label's
well-known earlier catalog, notably the
numerous Alfred Deller recordings.
Many of these are now somewhat dat-
ed, not in the engineering but in the
performing style for older music.
Things have changed mightily in Re-
naissance and Baroque performance
in the intervening years. Lately, how-
ever, Vanguard has moved on, using
the same series covers and at the
same low price for newly released im-
ported tapes made within the last few
years, virtually up to the present. This
one is 1975. The new material is splen-
did, no less.

Here we find absolutely first-rate
Schubert playing, a sort very rare even
among the famous virtuoso groups.
The music is from that fabulous last
year of Schubert's life, 1828, the year
of numerous, absolutely hair-raising

works of incredible length and tension,
often with a well-nigh eerie power.
These players, with the extra cello,
have a masterful understanding of that
power, the vast dramatic lengths, the
strange, weird harmonies, the hypnotic
pulsing rhythms-it's all there. After a
few hearings (or one, if you know the
music), you'll find your hair on end.
This was one of earth's towering musi-
cal minds.

Though the recording is older than
that of the companion Mozart Quartets
in the series (HM 80/1/2), the sound
seems somewhat cleaner and, oddly,
the Schubert surfaces are considera-
bly better than the Mozart. Quality con-
trol at work?

Mozart: The Six String Quartets
("Haydn"). Chilingirian Quartet.
Vanguard Bach Guild HM 80/1/2 SD,
three discs, $17.94.
Sound: B Recording: A Surfaces: C

So you really think the "name -brand"
string quartets are best? Indeed, they
are brilliant, virtuoso; they "project" like
mad. But do not be fooled. There are
literally hundreds of string quartets,
world over, who can do as well or bet-
ter for recordings. This quartet is a
prize example.

These six Mozart quartets were ded-
icated to Mozart's newly found older
friend, Haydn; the interplay between
those two composers, each on each,
has been the wonder of the musical
world these 200 years. Here is a quar-
tet (the players, that is), unknown to me
by name, which does the six in won-
derful fashion. Their playing is stylish,
easy, relaxed, yet disciplined-but
most of all it is somehow friendly. None
of that taut, tense achiever stuff here,
as in so many top-flite groups! You
sense immediately that these four mu-
sicians simply enjoy the music and the
playing of it. So will you. They are really
good.

The first violin, to be sure, could be a
bit stronger-his role is always the
leader and this one doesn't put out
much leadership. But the others make
up for it. And an unusual sound, at
least in recordings, is a very clear vio-
la, quite prominent, where usually the
viola is lost in the shuffle. Interesting.
Microphoning? The player? Who
knows. I enjoyed hearing that cold -in -
the -head viola sound throughout.

As for the sound itself, not more than
average in cleanliness, but the record-
ing is lovely. The performances are in
an English church, and for those with
any sort of rear ambience reproduc-
tion-whether "four -channel," delay
line or whatever (I have both)-the fre-
quent short pauses in the music pro-
voke a lovely transferral of the reverb
from front directly to back. It almost
can be heard going past you. Very
nice indeed.

All this is a part of Vanguard's older -
tapes program, at a now -low price,
though these recordings are evidently
only two years or so old.

P.S. Not good surfaces-pops,
ticks, stuck -on dirt. Check yours.
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Salieri: "II giorno Onomastico"; Sin-
fonia; Variations on "La Follia." Lon-
don Symphony, Zoltan Pesko.
CBS 37229.

Doubtless the profit motive raises its
tiny head here, thanks to recent public-
ity concerning Mozart and Salieri, who
is said to have poisoned Mozart in Vi-
enna, where Salieri was the top musi-
cal dog. (False.) Nevertheless, this is
an unusually interesting disc, beautiful-
ly and enthusiastically played by my
favorite British orchestra, the London
Symphony.

Violent contrast. The first two works
date from the 1770s in Vienna, when
Mozart was entering his twenties; the
style is of that period, more of Gluck
(who was Salieri's early patron) than
Mozart or Haydn. It must be said that,
at least at this early time, Salieri's in-
strumental music was nice but superfi-
cial. Pleasant listening, just the same.

But tacked onto these works come
the really quite extraordinary Variations
on the familiar "La Follia" theme, com-
posed much later, not far from 1815,
when Salieri was the teacher of such
noted Romantics as Beethoven, Liszt
and Schubert. Accordingly, his style of
composing is radically altered-now
it's the big sound of the 19th century.
And the "La Follia" Variations are bril-
liantly executed, with all the tricks of
the new Romantic orchestration, in-
cluding even a harp solo and numer-
ous violin solo segments. It is an im-
pressive piece.

Grand, big sound-is it from British
engineers? The record is licensed
through an Italian label.
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If },OL G like to know more about our charcoal mellowing process, drop us a line

WE BURN quite a few ricks at Jack Daniel's.
That's because it takes a lot of charcoal the
way we smooth out our whiskey.
The oldtime way we mellow our whiskey
cab for seeping every drop through charcoal
vats that stand as tall as a good-sized room.
Just to fill one vat takes the charcoal from
three ricks of hard maple
burned in the open air. That's
why our rickyard gets pretty
full. And why it'll never
get empty. After a sip of
Jack Daniel's, we believe,
you'll be glad of that.

CHARCOAL
MELLOWED

6
DROP

A
BY DROP

Tennessee Whiskey  90 Proof  Distilled and Bottled by Jack Dan el Distillery,
Lem Mallow, Prop Inc., Route 1, Lynchburg (Pop. 361), Tennessee 37352

Placed in the National Register of Historic Places by the United States Government.



ROCK/POP RECORDINGS
MICHAEL TEARSON
JON & SALLY TIVEN

WALK ON H2O

Daryl Hall

H2O: Daryl Hall & John Oates
RCA AFL -4383, $8.98.

Sound: B Performance: B+

It is surprising with a band as talent-
ed as the one Hall & Oates have as-
sembled that there is such reliance

upon machines and player -substitutes
on H20. Of course, you'd expect these
guys to jump on the rhythm box/syrlh
trend, but as far as the technological
side of things go, they're a few steps
behind even The Human League. They
were, however, quick to hire away
XTC's excellent engineer/producer
Hugh Padgham to do the mixing. De-
spite these vacillations away from their
successful formula, H2O eventually tri-
umphs-but it's a case of meter al
struggling to overcome the bonds of
somewhat inhuman arrangements.

On a Hall & Oates album there's
seldom a lack of strong compositiors,
given the duo's mastery of hit-sincle
chord sequences and lead vocal st
Hall's outstanding "white boy does
R & B" pipes. The success or failure of
their work depends on the treatment of
the material, and here they seem to be
fumbling for a new light in which their
considerable talents might shine. First
the flops. On "Crime Pays," the futuris-
tic synth setting and use of drum ma-
chine, instead of the real skins of their
resident rhythm whiz Mickey Curly,
simply don't work with a singer whose
soul stylings demand a warm back-
drop. Oates' chance to shine as scle
writer and lead vocalist results in the
amusing tune "Italian Girls," on which
he does a convincing Jerry Vale imper-
sonation-cute, but surely not the new
direction for the group.

The rest of the album is surer going,
with "Man Eater" getting things off or a
Motown groove (if Squeeze can cet
away with "Black Coffee in Bed," Dayl
& John are allowed to liberate the beat
from "You Can't Hurry Love"). H2O
rocks out on a few numbers: The block
chords and a super -distorted guitar
sound give "Family Man" a healtiy
kick in the pants, while the Carlos Ab-
mar-styled rhythm guitar provides "The
Art of Heartbreak" its considerable
drive. And let us not forget ace sax
man Charlie DeChant whose work on
the latter track only makes us wish
there had been more use of him.

Clearly, this is not a band of soloists,
despite the Olympian abilities of all the
players. From song lyrics and arrange-
ments to overall production, you could
say that Hall & Oates' only sin is that of
moderation. We long for some rough
edges in their work, a few instrumental
or compositional excesses from which

4"

John Oates

to glean an expanded impression of
the group's personality; all we see is a
twosome trying to produce records
which are more pristine and less hu-
man. HopefulIy, the next Hall & Oates
record will put the accent more upon
the soul and less upon the blue-eyed
part of their idiom. Jon & Sally Tiven
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Vertical Drirer Alignnsent provides
the most useful horizontal and
vertical sound dispersion patterns.

S -Stop Overload Protection Circuitry
makes the 105.2 virtually damage -

proof even with the highest power
amplifiers.

LED Listening
Window! Peak Power

Indicator provides a visual indication ofoptimum listener
positioning and signals when peak input levels are
reached

Directable, phase -compensating mid -range treble
enclosure is adjustable in both horizontal and
vertical planes to provide further control of dispersion.

MODEL
105.2

Every 105.2 individual driver is computer matched
to within 1/2 db to its mate and to the other drivers

in the enclosure to guarantee absolute unit -to -unit
and side -to -side consistency.

3 -point shock -mounted bass
driver prevents any possible

twisting of the basket or
transmission of unwanted

vibrations to the speaker
enclosure.

Each 105.2 full system is matched to its mate
to within 1/2 db to assure absolutely precise
stereo imaging. (A slight variation at one
frequency spreads, or smears the sound)

Each separate piece of the carefully selected
woods on every 105.2 is precisely matched
to its mate to achieve a level of cabinet finish
rarely found on the finest furniture.

Switchable Peak Indicator
from 50-200 watts triggers
front LED to help avoid
distortion due to amplifier
clipping.

Advanced Bextrene 70 er drive units
exhibit far less sonic coloration than
conventional paper or other plasticized
materials.

An advanced crossover network designed with
aerospace quality components (tolerances
to within 1%) provides smooth, rapid roll off
between drivers for the absolute minimum
lnterdriver interference.

The Com atple*
Loudspeaker.

.In
Olde English, the word "compleat" is used to connoti the most exhaustive, comprehensive study of a given subject.

Unlike manufacturers who would try to convince you that one form of
technology or product feature solves all acoustic problems, KEF engineers
address every minute aspect of loudspeaker design. The result is a level of
balanced performance that exceeds the overall quality level thus far achieved
by any loudspeaker currently on the market. This explains why KEF is the favorite
choice of professional musicians, equipment reviewers, and serious music
lovers worldwide. They don't listen to sales pitches;
they listen for music that sounds real. And they know
that there is no substitute for thorough engineering. EFIN
KEF Electronics, Ltd. 425 Sherman Avenue, Palo Alto, California 94306 The Speaker Engineers
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Dynavector's
Moving Coil

is Now
Affordable.

You can now experience
the superb musicality of
Dynavector's moving coil
cartridge at a reasonable price
and without the additional
expense of a step-up device.

The DV10X3 is a high
output cartridge (no step-up
device required) that embodies
all the design advantages of
Dynavectors moving coil
technology, including low
mass for wider dynamic range,
precision wound silver coils for
lower distortion and powerful
Samarium cobalt magnets for
increased product life.

With our DV10X3, you can
hear the improvement-
honest music reproduction
without coloration.

The big surprise is that
this new DV10X3 retails for
only $150.

We know that once you
listen to the DV10X3, you'll be
sold on Dynavector. Write or
call for information or visit
your audio specialist.

Dynavector
World leader in moving -coil cartridges

Dynavector Systems USA
1721 Newport Circle
Santa Ana, CA 92705
(714) 549-7204

Dynavector 1982

"The queen of heavy metal
and the high princess of
R & B are victims of their
material."

Pat Benatar

Signals: Rush
Mercury SRM-1-40631, $8.98.

Sound: B - Performance: C+

The most interesting aspect of
Rush's latest is how relaxed Geddy
Lee's singing is. For a change, he
doesn't sound as if he'd just been
kicked hard below the belt, and as a
result the songs appear uncommonly
melodic and flowing for this Canadian
power/art rock trio. Perhaps they are
mellowing a bit with advancing age.

Granted, their songs remain lyrically
ponderous, unemotional and tedious
tracts about the trials of modern life.
But the increased raw listenability is a
real saving grace.

Their production style is clean and
finely detailed, particularly for Neil
Peart's drums, but really nothing ex-
traordinary. Michael Tearson

Get Nervous: Pat Benatar
Chrysalis CHR 1396, $8.98.

Sound: B Performance: B -

Silk Electric: Diana Ross
RCA AFL1-4384, $8.98.

Sound: B Performance: B+

The queen of heavy metal and the
high princess of R & B are both victims
of their material. In Benatar's case, the
outside compositions are only slightly
better than her band's songs, making
for an album with no great highs or
lows, just mediocrity hyped to the full-
est bombast. Ross fares far better with
a variety of musical styles-her "Fool
for Your Love" outdoes Benatar at her
own idiom-but the songs themselves

Diana Ross

still aren't up to the artistry level of the
singing. The world is still waiting for
Diana Ross to put out an album that's
as solid as her singles, which set high
standards for all other Diana Ross per-
formances.

On the other hand, the world would
be shocked if Pat Benatar put out a
record that could stand above her
"state of the this is art?" albums, which
barely go beyond standard. She rarely
varies her delivery, and although her
husband/arranger/ guitarist/ producer
Neil Geraldo may have mastered the
ability to get on the airwaves, that's
about all he's mastered. He hasn't fur-
thered the art of rock guitar one iota,
still owing much to teacher Rick Derrin-
ger. When it comes to being a man
behind the throne, he can't touch Jim-
my Page. Instead of creating a new
sound, they merely tap whatever is
current and ape it-although audi-
ences haven't seemed to tire of it yet.

Jon & Sally Tiven

T -Bird Rhythm: The Fabulous Thun-
derbirds
Chrysalis CHR 1395, $8.98.

Sound: B+ Performance: A

If you thought that Nick Lowe's pro-
duction touches might somehow ham-
per The Fabulous Thunderbirds' magi-
cal approach, sit back easy: Mr.
Lowe's standard tacky drum sound
and generally shrill EQ are nowhere to
be found. This disc doesn't stray too
far from the sound of the previous
three Fab T -Birds albums, except that
it's even better! Of course, Nick Lowe
fans are probably dismayed that there
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are no new nicked Lowe tunes. His
musical ability is not in evidence (ex-
cept for a wee bit of organ on one
track, we suspect), and the best white
blues band in the world-or at least
Texas-remains intact.

The T -Birds have made a simple,
even bare approach to arrangements
into their signature sound. Guitarist
Jimmie Vaughan doesn't show off
much, though his occasional instru-
mentals are always memorable. One of
his stylistic idiosyncrasies is to play
abbreviated forms of traditional rocka-
billy or blues licks, a sort of musical in-
joke that complements the usually hu-
morous lyrics. It's interesting to note
that while vocalist Kim Wilson's self-
penned "Can't Tear It Up Enuff" is one
of the strongest cuts on the album, The
T -Birds depend, for the main part, on
outside material. Interpretation is right
up Wilson's alley, with a commanding
bass register and penchant for humor-
ous inflection. Unlike 99% of the re-
cords out today, T -Bird Rhythm conveys
tons of personality with a modicum of
instrumentation and production.
Armed with an ace guitarist given to an
antique trebley tone and a frontman
ready to sing his do -rag off on every
track, The T -Birds have created an al-
bum that makes them more than just
keepers of the flame-they are a per-
sonable and remarkable blues entity.

Jon & Sally Tiven

Love Over Gold: Dire Straits
Warner Bros. 23728-1, $8.98.
Sound: B Performance: D +

Love Over Gold isn't nearly the al-
bum that Dire Straits' previous album
Making Movies is. Leader Mark Knopf-
ler's guitar lines remain distinctively
snaky and seductive, but his songs
this time are not very distinguished.
The element of human drama that ran
through Making Movies is all but ab-
sent here. Even when it is apparent, as
in "Telegraph Hill," it gets buried under
lengthy and unfocused instrumental
noodling-very much less involving
than the urgent playing of "Tunnel of
Love" and "Skate Away" on Movies.

The special magnetism that Dire
Straits first demonstrated on "Sultans
of Swing" and refined on Making Mov-
ies is missing from Love Over Gold.
Maybe next time. . . . Michael Tearson

BALANCED

LOGIC
Regardless of the vibrations in the room, a Logic DM101

Turntable provides a uniquely stable platform for both the
cartridge and record. The chassis/platter is suspended from
the plinth on a three point system using two tension springs
at each point.

As a result, it is possible to reproduce the signals pressed
into the record with utmost accuracy.

Logic IQ
Made in England. Distributed in the U.S. by Meridian Audio of America, P.O. Box 653,
Buffalo, N.Y., 14240. (416) 438-7484. In Canada by Remcron Electronics Ltd., Toronto.
Members of the 44 isobanke International Group.
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Digital Ready
Introducing tie Tandbe -g TIA-3012 integrated
amplifier, designed especial'? for tomorrow's
highly -dynamic source materials. Its specially -

designed dig tal input can ac7,ept up to 20 volts
without over) Dad. Hear he TIA-3012 at your local
Tandberg dealer, or cortact:

TANDBERG'
Labriola Court Armonk, New Yo -k 10504 (914) 273-9150
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AUDIOCLIN IC
JOSEPH GIOVANELLI

Subsonic Energy
Q. What damage do subsonics

cause to bass drivers? When will this
damage most likely occur?

My equalizer's filter cuts off sound at
the rate of 18 dB per octave below 20
Hz. Will this be sufficient?-Bob Con-
nelly, Green Bay, Wisc.

A. There is no real answer to the
questions you have asked. Much de-
pends on the amount of subsonic ener-
gy which is present and on the power -
handling capacity of the bass drivers.
Bass drivers are made to handle pow-
er and should "expect" a certain
amount of such subsonic energy.

I would think that your 18 dB roll -off
below 20 Hz would be sufficient to re-
move any possibility of damage, ex-
cept where there is a case of acoustic
feedback at frequencies above the 20
Hz we have just discussed.

Laterally Cut Discs
Q. / have read that a mono switch

on a preamplifier is best set to the
mono position when playing laterally
cut mono records, to cancel vertically
modulated components. What are "lat-
erally cut" records? And will the mono
records now being produced benefit
from being played this way?-Paul
Tomatani, Honolulu, Hawaii

A. All of today's mono records, and
most of yesterday's, are laterally cut;
that is, the groove is modulated from
side to side, rather than up and down.
Stereo records are cut with monopho-
nic information common to both chan-
nels, modulating the groove laterally,
while stereo difference information is a
vertical modulation.

Setting the preamp switch to mono
will clean up some mono records-and
even some noisy stereo ones, if you
don't mind hearing them in mono. It will
only help, however, if the noise is in the
vertical components, such as vertical
rumble (in the recording or the play-
back turntable) or stylus motions due
to "pinch effect." The mono switch will
also clean up noisy FM stereo broad-
casts, though it's better to switch to
mono at the tuner, where possible.

Old Edison, discs and cylinders
(and, I think, Pathe discs) were cut with
vertical modulation, as were some ra-
dio transcriptions on 16 -inch discs. If

you collect these, you can play them
with a modern stereo cartridge by wir-

ing its two channels together out of
phase-the exact opposite of the con-
nection made by a preamp's mono
switch.

Outer Groove Record Noise
Q. I notice that, when playing pho-

nograph records, a "roaring" noise oc-
curs somewhat before the start of the
program. I am puzzled because, when
I hear recordings over my tuner, there
is absolute quiet.-Victor Ogorodnick,
Narrowsburg, N.Y.

A. Phonograph records tend to be
noisy at their unmodulated outer
edges. Most of this noise has to do
with problems in molding the raised
area at the outer edge, sometimes
known as the "groove guard." If you
could start playing your discs at the
point just prior to the start of the pro-
gram, this noise would not usually be
heard (except where modulation be-
gins too early or where the raised area
extends too far into the disc).

That's how the broadcasters do it
(though they do it primarily to have the
selection start right after it's an-
nounced, without "dead air"). And
some stations play tape recordings of
their records rather than the records
themselves; this allows the edge noise
to be edited out and prevents subse-
quent wear on the records.

"Bad Vibrations" Again
I recently moved from the comforts

of a semi -soundproof home to a very
"hard," reflective apartment. My Thor -
ens TD160 MKIIB turntable does not
"like" its new location. After setting up
my SME Type II tonearm (fitted with a
Shure V15 Type IV cartridge), I got
acoustic feedback when the volume
control was advanced a very small
amount. The frequency of the feed-
back was in the range of 30 to 40 Hz.

My turntable sat on a base, sus-
pended from the ceiling, to prevent
"bumps" from heavy footsteps and di-
rect vibrations from stands, tables, etc.
There was quite a pronounced bass
resonance.

I attempted to stop the "bad vibes"
by adding weight to the base, by sur-
rounding the base with soft materials,
and even by putting cord and foam
under the feet of the table. No luck! In
a last-ditch effort, I bought a tube of
silicon rubber and proceeded to line

the entire inside of the table, with the
exception of wires and moving parts.
Success at last!!! No feedback!!!
Sound is great, with the volume control
well advanced. The turntable now sits
31/2 feet from a loudspeaker. The unde-
sired bass resonance is also com-
pletely gone.-Victor Wasend, Van-
couver, B.C., Canada

I try to answer all questions, but it is
also very nice to receive comments of
this kind. Information of this sort broad-
ens our knowledge. I wish, therefore, to
thank all of you who have taken the
time and effort to share your problem -
solving experiences.

Mixing Buss
Q. Please explain what a buss is, as

applied to recording gear.-Christo-
pher Berry, New York, N.Y.

A. A buss is any electrical line used
by several different circuits at once.
Recording mixers usually have several
signal busses. At a minimum, there will
be one such mixing buss for each out-
put channel, and all inputs assigned to
that channel will feed that buss. There
may also be effects busses (feeding
signals to echo or delay systems),
equalizers and other signal processors
whose outputs are fed into the output
buss. Monitor busses control which
signals within the console feed each
monitor speaker. Busses are also used
for ground and power.

Load Impedance and
Amplifier Power Output

Q. Why does an amplifier put out
more power into a lower imped-
ance?-Bob Robinson, Warrensville
Heights, Ohio

A. The lower the impedance of a
load, the more power that can be sup-
plied by an amplifier feeding that load.
This is true because the lower the load
impedance, the closer to an imped-
ance match that load becomes. We
never match loads to the output stage
of an amplifier. If we did, the amplifier
would attempt to supply more power
than could be dissipated as heat, and
the amplifier would be destroyed.

If you have a problem or question about audio,
write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Maga-
zine, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All
letters are answered. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
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The new Technics cassette decks with dbx!
They don't just reduce tape noise.They eliminate it.

There is a new line cf Technics cassette decks so
technologically advanced they are capable of
reproducing music with virtually no audible tape
noise. None.

They not only feature Dolby* noise reduction,
but also the dbx noise elimination system. With dbx,
a Technics cassette deck compresses the signal so
the dynamic range is halved. When a tape is payed
back, the process is reversed. The original dynamic
range is then restored and noise is pushed below
audibility. Loud passages can De recorded without
distortion, and soft Ines without tape noise. Tiere
is even dbx disc decoding available for playing
dbx encoded records.

The Technics RS-M255X goes even furthe-

Wide range (-40 to +18 dt), three-cDlor FL meters
hanc le the dynamic range dbx gives you. An
elect-onic tape counter doubles as a remaining time
indicator to show how much time is left on your
cassette. Bias and ED levels are automatically
selected for any tape form- ulation. Microprocessor
feather -touch controls give you fast, easy, mode
switching. And Technics RS-M255X g'ves you the
stabi ity and accuracy of a two -motor drive system.

Audition all of the sophisticated Technics
cassette decks with dbx. Indud ng the very
affordable RS-M228X.

Why settle for tape noise reduction when you
can rave tape noise eliminatior? From Technics.

 Dolby is i trademark of Dolby Laboratones.1-ic  dbx is a registered trademark d dbx. Inc

Technics
The science of sound.
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TAPE GUIDE
HERMAN BURSTEIN

Graphic Realism
Q. I notice that reviews of cassette

decks specify the frequency response
curves at -20 dB, and of course the
high -end response always looks good
on the graphs. But is this realistic?
Everyone knows that we tape at levels
typically around 0 dB, and I am sure
the high -end response will then
droop.-Alfred Chiesa, Springfield,
Mass.

A. It is true that when tested by a
series of constant level audio signals, a
cassette deck will ordinarily show tre-
ble droop if the recording level is in the
vicinity of 0 dB (such droop is less with
metal tape and when noise reduction is
employed). However, in most music
and other program material, the rela-
tive amplitude of the high frequencies
is substantially lower than the ampli-
tude of the mid -frequencies. Hence,
one can usually record on cassette at
0 dB level, particularly from FM or disc,
without noticing treble loss. Of course
there are exceptions, particularly when
recording live material with strong tran-
sients, such as guitar. But these are
exceptions for most people, and in
such cases one can reduce the re-
cording level to preserve the high fre-
quencies, albeit at the cost of reducing
the signal-to-noise ratio, too. Consider-
ing the very high S/N ratios achievable
today (thanks to advanced noise -re-
duction systems), sacrificing a few dB
of S/N usually entails little if any reduc-
tion in listening pleasure.

Tape Deck Mis-Phasing
Q. / feed a mono source into both

channels of a stereo tape recorder; in
playback, both outputs are combined
and fed into another unit with mono
input. When the playback signals are
combined, the sound seems to lose its
original quality and level. Even if I bring
the level up, there is a loss of quality. If
I disconnect either playback channel,
the sound regains its original quality.
Any help will be appreciated.-Cicero
LaHatte, Jr., Vicksburg, Miss.

A. There is a probability that your
tape deck's output signals are some-
what out of phase with each other, re-
sulting in partial cancellation. Even
though there is no phase problem
when the mono signal enters the deck,
phase differences occur at the output
owing to characteristics of the heads

and perhaps to the electronic circuitry.
Conceivably, there is a gross wiring
error in your deck which has changed
phase of one of the channels by 180C
from which it should be. This would, of
course, produce gross cancellation
when the outputs are combined. It

seems that your best course is to use
just one channel of your deck for mono
recording until you can get it fixed.

Bias Percentages
Q. Why is bias measured in per-

cent? To wit, I have seen that Type I
tape requires 100% bias; Type II,
150%; Type Ill, 250%.-H. P. Kornick,
Sanford, Fla.

A. Type I tape (ferric oxide of the
low -noise, high output type) provides a
reference standard for the amount of
bias required, and therefore is arbi-
trarily rated as requiring 100% bias
The actual amount of bias current fed
to the head would depend on the bias
frequency, on the head construction,
and on the deck maker's judgment as
to the trade-off he wishes to make be-
tween extended treble response (re-
quiring reduced bias) and other perfor-
mance characteristics, namely low dis-
tortion and low noise (requiring more
bias). If Type I tape requires a certain
amount of bias current in a given deck.
Type II would require about 50% more
than Type I and Type IV would require
about 21/2 times as much as Type I.

Format Fuddlement
Q. / am going to buy a tape deck

and am oscillating between cassette
and open -reel units. In my opinion, one
can get better reproduction at a high
tape speed than at a lower speed. So.
at the same price, should I buy a cas-
sette or open -reel deck?-George
Nour, Reading, Pa.

A. There is no definite answer to
your question. It depends upon you'
personal needs and expectations.

Owing to improvements in tape, in
deck electronics, in heads, and in me-
chanical design and construction, a
high -quality cassette deck is capable
of truly high-fidelity performance: Wide
and flat response extending to 15 kHz
or better, low distortion, high signal-to-
noise ratio, low wow and flutter, and
accurate speed.

In fact, those improvements have
been given most prominently to cas-

sette decks, both because cassette's
slower speed (17/8 versus 33/4 to 15 ips)
puts it in greater need of these benefits
and because there is more demand for
cassette decks. This has helped nar-
row the gap between the formats.

Open -reel's advantages of greater
high -frequency headroom (ability to re-
cord high frequencies at higher levels
without tape -saturation distortion) and
easier editing are more significant in
live recording than when taping off the
air or copying phono discs. Cassette's
chief advantages are low tape cost,
convenient loading, compactness (es-
pecially for tape storage) and a pletho-
ra of convenience features such as
automatic tape -selection programming
on some decks..

Listen for yourself, to see how much
difference you can hear, and how sig-
nificant those differences are to you.

High -Speed Cueing and Head Wear
Q. A friend of mine refuses to use

the cue feature on his cassette deck-
that is, he never fast -forwards the tape
while the deck is in play mode. He
claims that running the tape at fast
speed while it's in contact with the
heads will wear out the heads. If I cue
my tapes a lot, am I decreasing the life
of my tape heads?-Garth Whetzel,
Sharon, Pa.

A. Yes, cueing the tape past the
heads at fast speed will accelerate
head wear. However, depending on
the type of head, it may outlast the rest
of the cassette deck. This is particular-
ly true of ferrite heads, which are
claimed to have lifetimes of at least
20,000 hours and up to as much as
150,000 hours in a cassette deck at
normal operating speed of 1 7/8 ips. Al-
lowing for a reduction owing to cueing,
they should still have a very long peri-
od of serviceability. With other types of
heads, there might be a problem, but
probably not for a long time.

[I believe there are some decks
which hold the tape a minute distance
from the heads during high-speed cue,
which would eliminate the problem al-
together. -LB.] A

If you have a problem or question on tape
recording, write to Mr. Herman Burstein at
AUDIO, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036.
All letters are answered. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
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VIDEO SCENES
BERT WHYTE

COOKING WITH LASER(DISCA
Last month I reviewed
the new Pioneer LD-
1100 LaserDisc player

and its greatly improved soft-
ware. Gone are the glitches
that plagued the early Laser -
Discs. Instead, we have op-
eras and ballets and classical
music concerts that are visu-
ally enchanting, with a quan-
tum leap forward in the audio
portion through the success-
ful implementation of CX
noise reduction for the stereo
sound.

While one freely admits that
feature films constitute the
bulk of LaserDisc viewing, it is
nice to have classical material
available. No matter how avid
a movie buff might be, how
many times can a film be
viewed? The operas, ballets
and classical -music Laser -
Discs are really analogous to phono-
graph records in that great music en-
dures. You may have listened to Bee-
thoven's Fifth Symphony 190 times, but
you can listen for the 191st time and
the music is just as timeless, just as
fresh, and just as enjoyable (maybe
more so, because with familiarity
comes understanding) as your first en-
counter with this masterpiece.

Since writing the last column, I at-
tended a Pioneer press conference
showcasing the LaserDisc. Pioneer
didn't present anything new in the way
of equipment, but they revealed very
ambitious plans for all kinds of new
software. Cultural programming was
given a high priority, and we were told
that the music -oriented discs were
among the best sellers-not "block-
busters" like some movies, but for day -
in, day -out consistency. And because
of the degree of picture control (from
freeze frame, step frame, variable slow
motion, indexing and frame search)
that is possible with the LaserDisc,
educational subjects are particularly
well suited to this format.

The lastest buzzword among media
types in the video world is "interac-
tive." This describes a LaserDisc in
whose material the viewer can actively
participate. Intelligent use of the spe-
cial LaserDisc controls can involve the
viewer so deeply that the educational
process is greatly accelerated. Inter -

CRAIG CLAIBORNE & PIERRE FRANEY

active LaserDiscs will be prominently
featured in Pioneer's software pro-
gram. One of the first titles in this cate-
gory is a model of its kind, The Master
Cooking Course by Craig Claiborne
and Pierre Franey. These gentlemen
are familiar to readers of the New York
Times Sunday magazine section.
where they have been discoursing on
food and presenting fascinating reci-
pes for many years. Craig Claiborne
has been restaurant reviewer and food
writer for the Times for over 25 years.
Pierre Franey was head chef of the
legendary Le Pavillon, long considered
the finest restaurant in America. He's
also an old acquaintance, for reasons
I'll get to shortly.

But first, the disc. It is just fabulous.
Pierre and Craig are each on one of
the LaserDisc's two, independent au-
dio tracks. Pierre goes through the ac-
tual preparation of each dish on one
track, while Craig gives supplemental
comments and anecdotes on the oth-
er. Four menus are presented, with
complete visual guides for preparing
each dish. In addition to the food prep-
aration, there are sections on such
things as knife sharpening and other
handy tips. The Pioneer 1100's special
effects permit the most thorough study
of how Pierre prepares the various
dishes. For 'example, he shows how to
separate egg yolks from egg whites by
breaking an egg into the palm of his

hand, with his fingers sepa-
rated just enough so that the
whites slither through his fin-
gers, while the yolk remains
intact on them. I pushed the
"Still" button to check just
how far apart he kept his fin-
gers, then used "Slow Mo-
tion" to watch the whole pro-
cess. In watching Pierre chop
vegetables or cut up a chick-
en for Poulet Portugaise, I

used "Slow Motion," "Still"
and "Step Frame." If I didn't
quite understand a point, I'd
simply press the "3X Fast" re-
verse button and go over the
scene again. This LaserDisc
is tied into the random-ac-
cess system through the re-
mote control. Thus, if I want to
take another look at Pierre
preparing Hollandaise Sauce,
I press the "Search" button

on the remote control, punch in num-
ber 31033 on the keyboard, press
"Search" again, and in seconds I am
watching how Pierre whips up this lus-
cious sauce. The menus are well cho-
sen and balanced. The dishes are not
particularly complex, but this is all to
the good for those not experienced in
preparing haute cuisine. The Mousse
de Poisson and Steak au Poivre were
staples at Le Pavillon, which sadly has
been only a memory for many years.
All in all, with the expertise of Pierre
and Craig, and the extraordinary
teaching methods possible with this
LaserDisc, you too can concoct a
Mousse au Chocolat that is truly sinful!

How do I know how good Pierre's
cooking is? Not just from the disc, I

assure you. You might, however, say I
know Pierre from the movies, even
though he wasn't in them.

Let's set the scene by going back to
1953. Television was already giving
movies a bad time, and many theaters
were closing. In an effort to rekindle
public interest in motion pictures, 20th
Century -Fox introduced the Cinema -
scope process. This featured a huge,
wide -aspect -ratio movie screen and
three -channel stereophonic sound
(four -channel when special effects
were used, as in the "thunder" from the
rear in the Crucifixion scene of Ben
Hur). Sound quality was quite good
when everything was working right, as
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Dolby HX Professional
Dolby HX Professional is a program -adaptive
bias technique which can significantly
improve the quality of cassette recordings.
High-level high frequencies can be recorded
more accurately, without sacrificing signal-
to-noise ratio, while such side effects of tape
saturation as distortion are reduced. For both
the home recordist and
the duplicator of pre-
recorded cassettes,
Dolby HX Professional
improves the perfor-
mance of good conven-
tional tapes to match that
of costlier, more exotic
formulations.

The problem of self -bias

Even when a cassette
deck is adjusted for the
nominally optimum bias
for a given tape, per-
formance is nevertheless
compromised under some
signal conditions.
In particular, music
which is rich in high frequencies has what's
called a self -biasing effect. The musical high
frequencies act in and of themselves as
recording bias on the tape, effectively adding
to the external bias supplied by the recorder's
bias oscillator. The net result under such
signal conditions is momentarily too much
effective bias, which leads to the familiar
symptoms of tape saturation. The highest
frequencies don't get recorded at all, and
considerable IM distortion is generated at
lower frequencies.

How Dolby HX Professional deals
with the problem

Dolby HX Professional is a special circuit
which constantly monitors the total effective
bias -a combination of bias from the
recorder's oscillator and self -bias contributed
by the musical signal - while the recording
is being made. If it senses the total bias

increasing beyond the optimum level as a
result of high frequencies in the music, it
instantly compensates for the increase by
lowering the bias from the recorder's oscil-
lator, thus keeping the total effective bias
constant. Even on music with a great deal of
high -frequency energy, the tape remains

optimally biased, and so
tape saturation and its
side effects are signifi-
cantly reduced. The
improvement in high -
frequency headroom can
be 6 dB or more, depend-
ing on the particular tape
formulation.

0 2 8 12 14 18 18
84Hz)

Spectral analyses of two high-speed (32 times)cassette
recordings of the same selection of rock music show
the highest levels accumulated over time at each fre-
quency. Both recordings were made on conventional
iron oxide tape of the type favored for commercial
cassette duplicating; in this example, the high -
frequency headroom improvement provided by
Dolby HX Professional is as much as 10 dB.

Improve both the
cassettes you make and

those you buy

Dolby HX Professional,
which was developed by
Bang & Olufsen with the
assistance of Dolby
Laboratories, is provided
along with Dolby noise

reduction in home cassette deck models
from Aiwa, B&O and Harman-Kardon. Just
as important, Dolby HX Professional can be
applied to high-speed cassette duplication,
where its ability to improve good con-
ventional tape formulations is economically,
as well as sonically, significant. The first
commercial duplicating facility has now been
equipped, and the first pre-recorded cassettes
made with Dolby HX Professional (as well
as Dolby noise reduction) are expected in
the near future.

For further information, including a
complete technical explanation of Dolby HX
Professional, contact Dolby Laboratories at
the address below.

DO DOLBY HX PRO

Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp., 731 Sansome Street,
San Francisco, CA 94111,415-392-0300. "Dolby" and the double -D
symbol are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp.
582/4806



the perfect combination...
The musical accuracy of Bryston components is a
revelation. Every note emerges with perfect clar-
ity from a background of silence, then vanishes.
The progression of musical events seems real,
tangible, almost visual in its presentation....

Bryston believes there is a need for reference
standards of musical accuracy. That is why we
designed our Models 2B, 36 and 4B power ampli-
fiers, and our Model 16 preamplifier. Their only
reason for existing is to provide the most faithful
electronic rendition of a musical signal possible
within the bounds of available technology. Write
to us and we'll tell you how we do it, and where
you can listen to our perfect combination.
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If your mind has a ravenous
appetite for the new, here's the
foodstuff for you. About 2700
magazines. And 5000 paperback
hooks. Available at 155,000 stores
nationwide. Reading is food for
thought. Stop by for some mind
nourishment today.

Reading is food for the mind.

"Pierre Franey shows how
to separate egg yolks from
whites. On the LaserDisc,
you actually see the whites
slither through his
fingers."

the projector had magnetic heads and
the film used magnetic tape stripes,
rather than an optical system. Ironical-
ly, the three -channel stereophonic
sound was the first commercial use of
this format since Bell Labs and Leo-
pold Stokowski proved its superiority in
their famous 1933 experiments.

Although Cinemascope was well re-
ceived by the public, the process soon
ran into problems. The wear on the
film's magnetic stripes was high, and
the projectionists neglected to proper-
ly clean the oxide from the magnetic
heads. Then it proved too difficult to
use stereo sound in shooting a film
because of the constantly changing vi-
sual and audio perspectives. The pro-
ducers therefore went back to mono
sound, and it was incongruous to see
an actor on the extreme left of a wide
Cinemascope screen, and another ac-
tor on the extreme right, with both of
their disembodied voices obviously
coming from the loudspeaker behind
the center of the screen.

By this time I was associated with
the late C. Robert Fine (see obituary in
this issue), one of the greatest record-
ing engineers in the world and a pio-
neer in many aspects of audio technol-
ogy. Bob and I were mutual friends of
Sherman Fairchild (whose father was
one of the founders of IBM), and Sher-
man was a large stockholder in 20th
Century. He told us about the Cine-
mascope problems. Bob analyzed the
situation and came up with an elegant
solution: He invented Perspectasound,
a form of pseudo -stereo particularly
well -suited to the wide screen.

In Cinemascope, lateral directivity
was of primary importance, because of
the wide screen. Bob's Perspecta-
sound system added this lateral direc-
tivity to monophonically -recorded
soundtracks. This required a return to
Cinemascope's original three -speaker
sound system. During the "post -mix-
ing" process, the film was projected.
Then, using a special mixing console
with panning pots, the lateral "action"
was created by directing the various
voices and sounds from the appropri-
ate speakers. The film's final optical
soundtrack was still monophonic, but it
also contained low -frequency cue sig-
nals (at 5, 10, and 15 Hz), proportional
to the positions of the console's left,
right and center output pots.

23 PARK ROW, DEPT. A3, NYC NY 10038
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"The latest buzzword
among media types in the
video world is
`interactive'-material the
viewer can actively
participate in."

In the theater, when the cue tones
passed the film gate, special filters
sensed them and used them to control
the appropriate amplifiers and speak-
ers. Thus, in The Bad and the Beauti-
ful, Lana Turner is on the left of the
wide screen and when she yells and
throws a bottle at Kirk Douglas on the
far right of the screen, you hear her
voice properly from the left loudspeak-
er and the bottle smashing realistically
against the wall behind Douglas, with
the sound coming from the right loud-
speaker. And so the directed lateral
action is heard from the three speakers
across the width of the screen.

We were given a print of High Noon,
demonstrated Perspectasound, and
sold it to Arthur Loew, head of the
Loew theater chain. I became General
Manager of the new Fine Sound Divi-
sion of Loew's/MGM. We set up elabo-
rate studio facilities, including a big
Cinemascope screen on the two-story
top floor of 711 Fifth Avenue in New
York City. From day one of our occu-
pancy, we were driven mad by the
most mouth-watering, tantalizing aro-
mas of grand cuisine filtering up the
elevator shaft. Yep, you guessed it: Le
Pavillon was the friendly neighborhood
restaurant on the ground floor.

Thus we knew Pierre Franey and his
fabulous cuisine, and his autocratic
boss Henri Soule. Unfortunately, even
in those days, Le Pavilion's prices did
not encourage frequent dining, but we
had our share of Pierre's inspired cre-
ations. We post -mixed many films at
711, and there was a constant stream
of movie moguls and film celebrities
who, needless to say, often dropped in
to Le Pavillon when they were visiting
us. To use a well-worn but apt cliché,
"those were the days!" I hope I haven't
digressed too much, but I thought you
would be amused by the story, as well
as interested in some of Bob Fine's
activities.

Incidentally, another old friend, Jac
Holzman, has produced an interactive
LaserDisc. Jac was an early enthusiast
of binaural recording, and a former
vice-president of WEA (Warner/Elektra/
Asylum) and founder of Elektra. But his
disc isn't about sound or music. It's
The Creative Camera, a primer on sin-
gle-lens reflex photography. It looks to
be a splendid production, too. At some
future date, I'll report on it. Al
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P.O. Box 653, Buffalo, N.Y. and in Canada by Remcron Electronics Ltd., Toronto.
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BEHIND THE SCENES
BERT WHYTE

A ROSE BY ANY (ANTI-) ALIAS
As I noted last month in my re-
port on the 72nd AES Conven-
tion in Anaheim, digital audio

was the star of the show. In addition to
the digital equipment I covered last
month, there were other interesting
new digital items.

The dbx Model 7000 delta modula-
tion digital audio processor I reported
on in my January column caused quite
a stir at its demonstration. A number of
pop music recordings were played; in
general, they had all the usual desir-
able digital attributes. The dynamic
range of a recording of the Boston
Symphony Orchestra was especially
impressive. There were many favor-
able comments on the availability of a
professional -quality 16 -bit digital pro-
cessor for $5,000, but I also heard res-
ervations in respect to the editing ca-
pabilities of the unit.

Although there were a number of
digital compact disc players around
the show, the only demonstration I

heard was in the TAD (professional
speaker division of Pioneer) room.
They were using the neat -looking Pio-
neer CD player, and as I entered, I was
greeted with a blast of raucous rock
music. With one exception (JVC with
some beautiful harpsichord music), at
all the digital demos-with equipment
capable of 90 dB dynamic range-
"rinky-d ink" pop music was being
played, with a dynamic range of 10 dB
at best. C'mon, fellas, what's the point?
[Gee, Bert, even the worst of rock man-
ages 20 dB or better, and the best has
real, if not quite classical, dynamics. -
1.8 and E.P.] In any case,
I knew there were some
classical CD discs at the
TAD room because Bart
Locanthi, their erudite
consultant (and head of the AES
digital committee) had told me so.
After some rummaging, Dvorak's
New World (9th) Symphony performed
by the Czech Philharmonic Orchestra
was played on the CD unit and audi-
tioned through TAD's big monitor sys-
tem. I had some quibbles about mike
placement, but in general it was very
clean, dead quiet, and with such im-
pressively wide dynamic range that
one of the assembled "rock types" ex-
claimed, "Gee, that's almost too
much!" In all fairness, however, I must
say that I recently have been able to

play some digital tapes of pop/rock
persuasion that have actually made
some tentative approaches to wide dy-
namic range. In the right creative
hands, digital audio could revolution-
ize pop music recording.

A development that could have sig-
nificant effect on digital recording and
playback was the subject of a paper
by John Meyer. John is the brilliant
young engineer who designed the
high -power speakers used for special
effects in the film Apocalypse Now,
and he currently manufactures high -
power, phase -corrected speakers for
monitoring and sound reinforcement.
John was also my colleague in my
Crystal Clear direct -to -disc and digital
recordings, being the designer of the
special low -noise preamps for use with
the Bruel & Kjaer 4133 instrumentatioi
microphones I used. (At the conven-
tion, B & K introduced their own
preamp for the 4133.) John's paper,
"Time Correction of Anti-Aliasing Fil-
ters Used in Digital Audio Systems,"
details studies he has made of a num-
ber of digital audio processors which
exhibit high -frequency phase anoma-
lies, due mainly to their anti-aliasing
filters. John found that these proces-
sors exhibit a total delay which is the
product of two components: A linear,
pure delay resulting primarily from the
data conversion process, and a nonlin-
ear, frequency -dependent delay pri-

The Meyer Sound MS -8201 stereo
time correction filter.

The Studer A810 pro/broadcast
tape recorder

marily due to the anti-aliasing filter. He
points out that the phase shift starts
around 5 kHz, and reaches 50° by 12
kHz, 100° by 15 kHz and 175° by 17
kHz! John freely admits that the audi-
bility of high -frequency phase shift is a
controversial subject. He notes, how-
ever, that there seems to be general
agreement that "pure delay"-delay
which is not frequency-dependent-
does not change the perceived char-
acter of a sound. On the other hand, he
states that we seem to be sensitive to
frequency -dependent time distortion.
John feels those who proclaim that dig-
ital recordings have a different high -
frequency sound are reacting to this
phase distortion.

On the basis of his studies, John has
produced an analog all -pass stereo
correction filter with complementary
circuit group -delay characteristics, the
Meyer Sound MS -8201. It is supplied
as a 3 x 4 inch epoxy module for
printed circuit mounting. Each channel
is completely independent, with provi-
sion for separate power supplies for
each channel. Power required is ± 15
volts a.c. The unit has an active, bal-
anced input, with a maximum output
level of + 18 dBV into 10 kilohms. The
MS -8201 can be used in digital record-
ing and playback. John has found that
most digital processors are 180°
phase -inverted. Even without the MS -
8201 filter, I can personally attest that if
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you reverse the leads on both of your
speakers, you'll hear marked improve-
ment in respect to imaging, depth,
stage width and projection.

The MS -8201 is adaptable to differ-
ent digital processors and recorders.
Trim pots adjust the filter's delay to
match the phase characteristics of the
unit it's being used with, and it can be
set up to correct the phase inversion of
some digital units. How does the MS -
8201 work? The corrected system be-
haves as a pure delay line, with con-
stant delay to 18 kHz. In practical
terms there is no phase shift up to 15
kHz and only 10° shift at 17 kHz. As to
the audible effects on digital sound, an
early report is very positive from Peter
McGrath, who operates Sound Com-
ponents in Coral Gables, Florida, and
whose engineering skills are evident
on his fine piano recordings. He states
that with the MS -8201, recordings
made on his Sony PCM-F1 have more
precise and stable imaging, better
depth and, most especially, smoother
high -frequency response. In short, Pe-
ter is very enthusiastic about this de-
vice. John Meyer supplied an MS -8201
to Dave Fletcher, the head of Sumiko,
importer of Supex and Grace phono
cartridges. Dave packaged the MS -
8201 in a neat cabinet with power sup-
ply and RCA input and output jacks.
Dave tells me the filter not only cor-
rects digital processors, but works
equally well on compact digital disc
players, and even on digitally mas-
tered analog phonograph records!
Perhaps there is some slight alteration
due to the phasing in the cutter head,
but evidently the phase shift character-
istics of the digital master are trans-
ferred to the lacquer and subsequently
to the LP. Dave claims the filter makes
digital/analog records tolerable to
those people who are always com-
plaining about "edgy digital string
sound." The MS -8201 is available from
Meyer Sound in San Leandro, Califor-
nia for $485. Dave has indicated that
he may market the MS -8201 in a pack-
age similar to the unit he assembled.

Last month I mentioned that Studer
had introduced a new analog tape re-
corder, the Model A810. One is tempt-
ed to say that perhaps this unit is
Studer's "last hurrah" in analog tape
recorders before digital becomes the
"standard" recording technology. It

would be hard to imagine an analog
tape recorder with improvements be-
yond those Studer has incorporated in
the A810. It is a recorder of great com-
plexity with a staggering array of fea-
tures and it literally would taKe a half -
dozen columns to fully describe. The
A810 is 19 -inch mountable in rack,

FOR
LOS

console or portable case. Any two
speeds between 33/4 and 30 ips can
be selected. Its servo -controlled cap-
stan motor has capacitive speed -sens-
ing and microprocessor quartz refer-
ence, while its electronically -controlled
tape tension has servo -controlled
spooling motors. The tape counter op -

E SHEER
OF MUSIC
The Linn Basik LV-X

The second best tonearm in the
world. Surpassed in performance
only by the renowned Lunn Ittok
LV-II, and incorporating several
design features of the Wok, it
provides an exacting link
between turntable and
cartridge. Both the sound, and
the price, will astound you.

Linn Basik. It must be heard.

For further information contact:
AUDIOPHILE SYSTEMS LTD., 6842 HAWTHORN PARK DRIVE,
INDIANAPOLIS. INDIANA, USA 46220
ALDBURN ELECTRONICS LTD., 50 ROLARK DRIVE,
SCARBOROUGH, ONTARIO, CANADA MIR 4G2
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"It would be hard to
imagine an analog tape
recorder with
improvements beyond those
Studer has incorporated in
the A810."

erates in real time for all tape speeds.
In the electronics section, record and
playback amplifiers are phase correct-
ed. There is an elaborate microproces-
sor control keyboard for many func-
tions, with such exotic amenities as an
integrated test system which automati-
cally monitors main functions. SMPTE

intertrack time code recording is op-
tional. There is an audio -frequency test
generator with five frequencies. Re-
mote control is very complete, includ-
ing remote calibration of the recorder!

Digital technology gets into even this
analog machine. Audio parameters are
entered via keyboard. All adjustments

\'

Audiophile,
heal

thyself!
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OMNIDISC A COMPLETE SYSTEM CHECKUP
FROM STYLUS TO SPEAKERS. TWO RECORDS PLUS
INSTRUCTIONS. TEL -10073/10074 $29.95

Without test equipment of any kind except your two ears, and without
prior experience, you can test and adjust your stereo system for optimum
performance with the new OMNIDISC from Telarc.

Use Side 1 to insure correct mechanical alignment of your tone arm
and cartridge in every plane. Then use the test tones on Side 2 to verify
correct wiring, speaker placement, and control adjustments.

Side 3 tells you clearly how well your phono system tracks high level
music, while Side 4 uses both popular and classical music to reveal stereo
separation, imaging, and overall sonic accuracy.

An illustrated instruction manual leads you step-by-step through
each test, explaining every detail. If you have a great
system, OMNIDISC will prove it. And if you have a
problem, or suspect one, OMNIDISC will find it and
help you solve it.

OMNIDISC from Telarc. Check it out today!

TELARe
Dirdirm

audioutechnica

are made via 8 -bit A/D converters, with
256 -step adjustment ranges. Such pa-
rameters as treble and bass correc-
tion, level and bias are read out on the
tape -counter LCD. A nonvolatile elec-
tronic memory retains the calibration
parameters even when the recorder
has been switched off. I could go on
and on, for this is just the tip of the
iceberg. The basic A810 is expected
to sell in the $6,000+ area.

At Gotham Audio (celebrating their
25th year), owner Steve Temmer intro-
duced me to Horst Redlich, Technical
Director of Teldec. As most audio-
philes know, Teldec (jointly owned by
Telefunken and Decca) has become
very well-known for its audiophile -qual-
ity premium pressings. Herr Redlich
and I discussed the fabulous new Tel-
dec Direct Metal Mastering, a process
first shown to me by Arthur Haddy,
former Technical Director of Decca
Records, in his London studios in
1976. Although it was applied only to
videodisc technology at the time, Ar-
thur indicated that someday audio
discs would be cut in a similar manner.
Essentially, by means of a special Neu-
mann lathe and cutter head, a copper -
plated disc is used for disc mastering
instead of the usual lacquer blank. The
result is the creation of a direct -cut
mother. The whole thing is a clever,
complex and rewarding new technol-
ogy. I have auditioned some DMM
pressings, and they have no trace of
surface noise, nor any ticks or pops or
any other kind of noise! Like cavalry
ever coming to the rescue, new tech-
nology has given the venerable phono-
graph record a new lease on life.

As usual, there were many other in-
teresting items at the convention which
must go unheralded, while others are
significant enough to deserve sepa-
rate, in-depth reports. In this category
is Crown International's Tecron TEF
System Ten. TEF is the acronym for
"time, energy, frequency" measure-
ment techniques, based on TDS-
time-delay spectrometry-invented by
Audio Senior Editor and speaker test-
er, Richard C. Heyser. The Tecron TEF
System Ten is a dedicated instrument
for this technology. It does a great deal
more than the assemblage of instru-
ments heretofore needed for these
measurements, and is available at a
substantially lower cost. A

AUDIO-TECHNICA U.S., INC., 1221 Commerce Dr., Stow OH 44224
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Achieve Mitsubishi
in Cordia.

The contemporary
sports coupe.

If style can be defined as looking right,
then Cordia is an "1E'

Not only is it sleek, it's slippery. Smooth
design has created an arrow -front that
produces a minimal drag coefficient of
only 0.34.

Inside, the Cordia LS features a Liquid
Crystal Display that gives you a graphic
readout of speed, temperature, tachom-
eter, and fuel
levels.

And, Cordia
offers plenty of
interior space.
There's room to
move around.
Plus all Cordias
come with stan-
dard features
that include bi-
level heating
and ventilation
system, electric
rear window
defogger, fully
reclining front
seats, split fold -
down rear seats, remote trunk lid and fuel
lid inside releases, and more.

Cordia offers front -wheel drive. A fully
independent suspension with MacPherson

['mina I_ Shown with

Cordia LS. Liquid Crystal Display instrumentation

struts-for agile road handling-lets you
know you're driving a sporty car. And
Cordia's 4+4 Transmission, on L & LS,
gives you your choice of two driving modes.

Cordia also comes with Mitsubishi's
advanced ELC (Electronic Control) auto-

matic transmis-
sion available on
both the L and LS
models.

Under the hood,
Cordia's engine is
a single overhead
cam MCA -Jet en-
gine that produces
a minimum of en-
gine vibration thanks to Mitsubishi Motors'
patented Dual Engine Stabilizers that
damp out the noise and vibrations usually
found in smaller engines. It makes 4-

cylinders feel almost as smooth as a six.
The Cordia gives you three models to

choose from: The Cordia, the Cordia L, and
the Cordia LS. You start off with luxury and

optional tr.heets and tires, $300 cram.

Cordia L. interior

things get better after that.
The Cordia. Contemporary beauty. Inno-

vative engineering. And advanced tech-
nology. All from Mitsubishi Motors.

To see and test drive Cordia, call (800)
447-4700 for the Mitsubishi Motors Dealer
nearest you. In Illinois,
call (800) 322-4400. $7,849*

CORDIA L
Manufac hirer's suggested retail price for Cordia L. Actua prices set Ig dealers. Taxes,
license, freight. options arid other dealer charges extra. Prices may change without
notice. Availability at dealers of vehicles with specific features may vary.

Under its 1983 Limited Warranty
Mitsubishi Motors will replace or repair
most components of the Power Train,
which prove to be defective, for 24

months or 24,000 miles, whichever comes first. See your
Mitsubishi Motors Dealer tor details.

24/24
WARRANTY

Mitsubishi
takes you where

you've never
been before. MITSUBISHI

Enter No 1 on Reader Service Card



SPECTRUM
IVAN BERGER

WIDE SCREEN SOUND

Video Speaker Spacing
Stereo TV is coming. Stereo

videocassette and videodisc are
here. And pictures of the new,
component TV systems all show them
with two speakers ... nestled next to
the screen, too close for "proper"
stereo.

It's not so puzzling when you know
the reason, as Jensen demonstrated
to me recently. Speakers spread the
usual six feet or more apart give good
sound perspective when the sound
is the main focus of interest. But give
that sound a visual focus, from a
central video screen, and the sound
can seem too separated; your ears
and eyes are working with two
separate spatial perspectives.
Speakers nearer the screen merge
those perspectives for you-although
the sound becomes more spacious

when you add two more speakers, at
more normal stereo width.

A single, center -fill speaker could
also work with a standard stereo pair,
says Jensen, if made for video use.
(TV speakers are magnetically
shielded, so as not to disturb the
color picture when near the screen.) It
should be no more than two feet from
the screen, I'm told. And though
some component TV tuners (such as
Jensen's) have outputs for two pairs
of speakers, none that I know of are
set up for center fill.

It struck me for a moment that a
pair of speakers near the screen
might work well with side speakers
connected to an audio delay line. And
so it would ... for interior shots. You
don't expect reverberation in exterior
shots, however, and it would probably
sound disturbing if you got it.

Quotes Without Comment
"There are people-like myself-

who got their first system with the
idea in mind of making a collection of
all of Beethoven's sonatas as played
and interpreted by pianists who have
made history, and then find out that
their system sounds well only when it
plays the Pink Floyds as pressed ...
by Mobile Fidelity, while the only way
to really understand the Waldstein
sonata is to study the piano and play
it by oneself. It's a fact that a good
high-fidelity system's food is not all
the records that you might want to
buy for their own sake, but is rather
those records, and only those, that
sound well on it."-Marino Mariani, in
Audio Visione (Italy)

Local Audio
We are considering adding a

column of dates and places of audio -
related functions, such as meetings of
local audio societies or AES sections.
So if you know of any local audio
clubs or societies, please send us
their names, mailing addresses and
meeting schedules (e.g., third
Thursday in Town Hall). If you know of
any regularly scheduled radio or TV
shows about audio, please tell us
their names, times, stations and
moderators. We'd also be interested
in "radio -row" shopping centers,
where electronics stores cluster
together. (We already know of New
York's West 45th St. and Canal St.,
and Tokyo's Akihabara.)

Beethoven Rolled Over
Bruno Walter's recording of

Beethoven's Sixth Symphony was the
disc that first sold me on stereo. I

wore out the original Columbia
release (MS 6012), then replaced it a
few years ago with the Odyssey
repressing (Y33924). Now it's out in a
new pressing, as part of Columbia's
"Great Performances" reissue series
(36720); remixed and remastered
from original tapes, using the. Dolby
system-greater dynamic range and
higher signal-to-noise ratio, says the
jacket.

The sound strikes me as very
slightly improved in the new version-
a little cleaner, a little more focused
spatially, the strings a little more open
and less metallic. The tape hiss is
slightly diminished, but still faintly
audible in quiet passages, and the
bass is still a trifle tubby. The stereo
is still lush but undifferentiated-on
the other hand, it was that lushness
which originally convinced me that a
second amp and speaker might be
worth my while.

The remastering, then, hasn't
accomplished all that much. But the
performance (joyful and romantic)
does as much as ever. It's still my
favorite Pastorale in stereo (my overall
favorite, by Furtwangler, is only
available in mono, alas).

The packaging, however, is a little
chintzy-thin cardboard that began to
tear at the top as soon as I first
opened it. And I do wish that either
the Odyssey or Great Performances
reissues had duplicated the very
pastoral photo of a farmer plowing
which decorated the original.
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The purpose of a turntable
/ is to remain quiet. It should
contribute no noise or vibration

to the sounds picked up by
the cartridge.

That's why our new T -Series
41 turntables all use belt drive.

The belt drive provides acoustic
/ isolation from motor vibrations. It liter-
ally separates the Motor from the platter

and spindle. This avoids the noise prob-
lems inherent in direct drive, where the

motor is connected directly to the platter.
A belt design, of course, requires more

careful engineering to achieve a constant
platter speed. But we considered it well
worth the effort.

In tact, we went to great
lengths to make the T -Series
among the finest turntables
you can buy. Doing so
required using massive
platters; wooden bases that
provide isolation fi oin room
vibrations; as well as disc
stabilizers and vibration -
absorbent platter mats!

We also used low -mass
tone arms to handle
warped records, and
capacitance trim to elec-
trically match your
cartridge and receiver.

And even though Harman Kardon's
new T -Series delivers features found
only on the world's most expensive turn-

tables, we haven't made ours expensive.
Hannan Kardon turntables start at less

than $200. You can see them at quality
audio retailers. But you certainly won't be
able to hear them.

*Available on T40 and T60 models.

TO KEEP A
TURNTABLE QUIET

YOU HAVE TO GIVE IT
A BELT.

For your nearest dealer, cal11-800-528-6050, ext. 870, or write Harman Kardon, 240 Crossways Park West,
Woodbury, NY 11797-2057. In Canada, Gould Marketing, Montreal H4T 1E5.

17 ha man kardon

T20 T40 1150

BELT DRIVE
r:Ln.



The Art Advances
GENE PITTS. EDITOR

It was the best of Fairs, it was the worst of Fairs-
there was a whole new technology, there was
much new standard gear, but it was noisy, and
crowded, and hot. But, most importantly, it was
the first public showing of the Compact Disc,
which is hailed by some as the most important
development since stereo.

In the places where I have lived,
save for some few very cheap hotel
rooms, there have always been tele-

phones, ones with the double -letter
code for exchanges such as LOngacre
and ROgers Park. There have not al-
ways been television sets, there still
isn't a color set-nor a computer nor a
videodisc player. Thus change.

We are, in these few past and com-
ing months, seeing what I believe is
the largest change in audio technology
of the last decade-the biggest appar-
ently since the compact cassette (and
again, at least partially, from Philips)-
go sliding past with all the inevitable
finality of a cold air front. Thus change.

It was warm, humid, and overcast
during the five days, beginning Octo-
ber 27th, I spent at Tokyo's Harumi
Exhibition Grounds where the 31st All -
Japan Audio Fair was held in conjunc-
tion with the 1982 Japan Electronics
Show. I'm told that more than 300,000
people went through the turnstiles,
where the featured attractions were

Compact Disc players carrying more
than 20 brand names. Some of these
players share common parts; indeed,
several are made on an OEM basis, so
that the actual makers presently num-
ber about 15.

Let me recite the brands: Aiwa,
Aurex by Toshiba, Denon (Nippon Co-
lumbia), Diatone by Mitsubishi, Hitachi,
JVC, Kyocera, Nippon Marantz (Phil-
ips), Matsushita (the parent of Tech-
nics, whose player we reviewed last
month), NEC, Onkyo, Otto by Sanyo,
Pioneer, Sansui, Sharp (whose player
is reviewed elsewhere in this issue),
Sony (whose player we discussed in
November and January), TEAC, Trio-
Kenwood, and Yamaha. Prototypes
were also shown by Akai, Alpine -Lux -
man, and Harman/Kardon Japan. Poly-
gram had a rather large booth with
some 270 CD albums on display from
companies such as London, Deutsche
Grammophon, Casablanca, RSO, Po-
lydor, Archiv, and Philips. There was
no obvious duplication of titles. At the
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Large balloons and a billboard
announcing the 31st All -Japan Audio
Fair were located in the mall at
Tokyo's Harumi Exhibition Grounds
(left, above). CBS/Sony heacquarters
in the lchigaya section of Tokyo (right).

time of the Fair, CBS/Sony had an-
nounced over 75 titles as being avail-
able in Japan, but a modera-e portion
would be suitable for that market only.
At a meeting at the Denon s-udio and
office complex in Tokyo's Akasaka dis-
trict, 10 more titles and a sampler were
shown, and Toshiba/EMI has an-
nounced ralease of 10 discs in the
format. It appears to me that about
50% of all announced titles are of clas-
sical music.

Perhaps more significantly for the
United Stales, CBS Records will mar-
ket Compact Discs imported 'rom their
CBS/Sony subsidiary in Japan. In-
deed, you may already have seen
these discs, as the program was to
begin, says the press release, "during
the first cuarter of 1983." In addition,
there is tc be a pressing facil ty estab-
lished by CBS Records in the U.S. by
the end of 1984. Inasmuch as some
1,200 CBS employees were laid off at
the Terre Haute operation, it's to be
hoped that location would be near the
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op of a list of potential sites for the CD
plant. I saw M & K's Ken Kreisel at the
Fair, and he told me that he is trying to
make his the first American firm to re-
lease .3 Compact Disc. Indeed, he may
have done so by the time you read this.
RCA has plans to release discs it Eu-
rope Jeginning in March; Vanguard
has listed 10 titles for CD release and
has been doing a good deal of digital
recorcing recently. AudioSource in-
tends to import some 100 titles which
will carry $23.98 to $25.98 prices; 17
titles will be included in the in tial re-
lease. Thus change.

During a two-hour trip through Aki-
iabara, an area of Tokyo where there
are many audio shops, I purchased 12
compact Discs from a store with a
display holding about double that
-lumber. As I was about to pay for my
nitial collection, which ranged in price

'rom 3,500 to 3,900 yen, a sales assis-
-ant brought out from a back room
about 20 additional discs, most y from
Polygram. (Yen/dollar exchange is
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"We are seeing the largest change in audio
technology go sliding past with all the inevitable

finality of a cold air front."

Several computer systems were set
up to generate music, either by
reading magnetic stripes or by
keyboard commands, as with these
systems from NEC (left). Sony's
CDP- 5000 Compact Disc Player is

. intended for pro use and can locate
by track, time or frame (below).

presently about 245 yen to the dollar.)
While I was reselecting discs for pur-
chase, a Japanese man carrying a
Sony machine came into the store and
made straight for the display. I am told
that only the Sony was available during
the Fair period, though many other
brands were to begin sale as of De-
cember 1st.

While I had expected the Compact
Disc to be the big news of the Japan
Audio Fair, I was not fully prepared for
the crowds which congregated around
the booths showing players. I spoke
with representatives of several firms,
each of whom expressed satisfaction
at the reception of the CD player.
Aiwa's Mr. Kohjimoto told me that their
player would be shown at the Winter
CES in Las Vegas, but as with most
other firms, plans for marketing in the
U.S. were not at all clear. Several mak-
ers thought that they would have dem-
onstrations at selected dealerships or
at hi-fi shows, but none had any specif-
ic dates to offer.

Aiwa was giving away tapes of mu-
sic by Gimmi and the Pinks, a punk
rock group, made at the Fair using
Aiwa's WX-11 dual -well cassette deck,
which features a four -gap record head
and double -speed dubbing for a re-
sulting dub efficiency four times nor-
mal. Recording a live group is a fairly
usual promotion device at the Fair, and
apparently there is somewhat greater

opportunity for live recording in Japa-
nese clubs, theaters, and concerts
than in the U.S.

Aiwa's DX -1000 CD player was
priced at 168,000 yen, which is a hot
price point and the same as Sony's.
The top price I saw at the Fair was
248,000 yen for the Mitsubishi. Mr.
Kohjimoto said he felt that 300 discs
were not enough to make the CD sys-
tem popular; at least 2,000 would be
needed. He did, however, point out
one interesting use for the CD player,
in clubs "because of the disc's durabil-
ity and the ease of access to songs via
programming."

Club use brings to mind karaoke, a
sort of evening sport endemic to Ja-
pan, where a group of fellows go out to
a bar and have as their primary enter-
tainment songs sung by one or another
of the group. CBS/Sony has already
released several Compact Discs for
karaoke use, which consist of back-
ground vocals and music, and there
were products from about a dozen
makers at the Fair aimed at this mar-
ket. One such item is a digital vocaliz-
er, that is, a black box which can
change both the pitch and the beat of
the accompanying music, making the
karaoke-san sound like a superstar.
Yamaha's Music Printer combines an
electronic keyboard with a melody and
chord printout and the expected varia-
tions of pitch and beat. And here I

thought listening to records was a pas-
sive sport.

Besides the CD players, several
Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) proces-
sors and decks were shown. Of partic-
ular interest were the decks extending
the technology away from VCR -based
recorders. For example, Technics
showed both standard and microcas-
sette PCM decks, JVC displayed a
prototype deck using a standard cas-
sette, Alpine had a stand-alone pro-
cessor and a deck using a standard
cassette for 1983 introduction with
prices of 200,000 to 250,000 yen, and
Sansui's Tricode processor has spe-
cial error -correction circuitry to make
possible recording at the slower VCR
speeds with no loss of fidelity.

In the Electronics Show section there
was one portion devoted almost entire-
ly to combinations of video and com-
puter, which the Japanese apparently
see as working hand in hand. Nation-
al's HA Home Automation system, for
example, combines an image synthe-
sizer, system command via an outside
telephone, security/home protection,
and finger -to -screen image process-
ing/computing, among other things.
Sanyo had in operation a voice -con-
trolled videodisc search system, while
for me the most impressive display
was Aniputer's. Controlled by three
pushbuttons and a joystick, the Ani-
puter's action on the screen is like a
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"There were more than 20 Compact Disc players
shown at the Fair, along with several PCM units

using standard cassettes."

combination of watercolor brush and
finely chiseled variable -size rubber
stamp. NEC's exhibit had a quartet of
young ladies playing computers (key-
boards?) from music displayed on their
monitors.

Other interesting items at the
Fair included the Micro Ridge
stylus from Namiki, which sup-

plied many of Japan's cartridge mak-
ers with the Shibata-cut diamonds
when CD -4 was in vogue. The Micro
Ridge appears, from engineering
drawings, to start out much like a line -
contact stylus, then it has two V-
shaped cuts made on it, one going
from front towards the back and the
second from back to front. This extra
cutting results in a sort of lip which
works the groove; frequency response
is claimed as being absolutely flat from
20 Hz to beyond 30 kHz at a 138 -mm
groove radius.

Aside from their CD player demon-
stration, Sony had two eye-catchers.
The Studiolab personal playing room is
a soundproof booth, which comes in
three sizes from 2.25 up to 3.5 square
yards. Prices range from $1,900 To
$2,700. I spent about five minutes in
one to get away from the noise of the
Fair; almost as good as shiatsu mas-
sage. Sony's Heliplayer PS -Q7 turnta-
ble exposes fully three-quarters of the
disc it sandwiches, as its top surface

measures only 81/2 by 91/4 inches. The
unit is priced at 35,000 yen, and we will
see a near relative from Audio-Tech-
nica in their Mister Disc, at $169.95, for
the C -cell powered unit which has a
headphone output.

An interesting departure from Lux
was the Basic A522 belt -drive turnta-
ble, a kit (!) with a price tag that trans-
lates to about $90, less tonearm. If I

read the Japanese flyer correctly, the
wow and flutter spec is 0 04% and
rumble is - 70 dB, DIN -B. Even at dou-
ble the price, this would seem to be a
natural base for one of the quality sep-
arate tonearms such as are available
from Souther, Sumiko, Signet, or Stax.

High -end car stereo units were dis-
played by Hitachi and Sansui, while
Nakamichi also plans to introduce their
TD -1200 mobile tuner/cassette deck
early in 1983. Both Hitachi and Sansui
have rows of fairly large LEDs for pow-
er output levels; sexy.

Truly massive amplifiers were again
seen at the Fair, and some idea of what
I mean by "massive" can be gained by
consideration of not one but two power
cords, both of them polarized for 220
volts! As my daddy used to say, it

would have taken two men, four mules,
three dogs and a long lever. . . .

During my visit in the company of
some dealers and reps to the Denon
facility, where they have been en-
gaged in digital recording since 1972,
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A flashy car stereo system carrying
Hitachi's Lo -D brand name.

Mr. Anazawa told me that they have
produced some five generations of
pro -grade digital recorders; the DN-
035ED is their latest. They have some
600 digital recordings in the can and
expect that 30% to 40% will find their
way to release as Compact Discs. I

received a copy of their sampler at a
demonstration of their CD player,
where Mr. Anazawa discussed the CD
standard and production techniques at
some length. Mastering of the disc is
the most difficult part right now, and
only one or two masters can be made
per day. Times of up to 75 minutes can
be gotten on the disc, which is single-

Part of Polygram's display, which
included some 270 CD album covers
(below). An adjustment stage on
Hitachi's CD player line (right).
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"Future developments for the CD system,
according to a Sony spokesman, will be in
reducing price and simplifying operation."
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sided according to the Sony/Philips
standard. Yields, as might be expect-
ed, are low relative to analog disc
rates, but they are going up. One inter-
esting aspect of the mastering is that
the music portion of the signal is on U-
Matic tape, while the timing or address
codes are on floppy disc. Mr. Anazawa
stressed the need for clean air for plat-
ing and pressing; normal air has ap-
proximately 11/2 million particles per
cubic . foot, while the CD facility re-
quires fewer than 100 per cubic foot.

We later went to NHK's FM sta-
tion JOAU, where we found
professional CD players from

both Denon and from Sony. Aside from
a keypad for calling up exact sections
of a disc, I felt that the most impressive
feature of these pro CD players was
their speed of access; slow access
by some of the consumer players
has been annoying to me. Other fea-
tures are a bigger motor and built-in
speaker.

I also paid a visit to Mr. A. Suzuki,
Sony's digital maven, at the company's
Tokyo headquarters in Shinagawa-ku.
He feels that the Compact Disc is the
Fourth Source of signal for the music
system. I mentioned that we had de-
tected small but consistent differences
between the different players, and he
said that this could well be so. How-
ever, he stressed that it is the final
analog section which determines the

overall "sound" of the player, rather
than the D/A section. It is important,
too, he said, that the error correction
be adequate. Sonic differences, he
felt, were in the frequency response.
(In my own listening tests, I find the
differences to be at the level of the
differences between two good
preamps or amps. What is most strik-
ing, after the total absence of surface
noise, is the ease with which one dis-
covers what the recording engineer
has been doing-or not doing.)

Asked what might be expected in
the way of future developments for the
CD system, Mr. Suzuki said that the
main two things Sony was working on
were reducing the price and simplify-
ing the operation. "Timing is a key fac-
tor, especially with high-grade equip-
ment," he told me, "but there are pos-
sibilities in LSI research." Sony is ac-
tively investigating a recordable disc
but they are very concerned about
keeping the power (and therefore dan-
ger) of the laser diode low. As a practi-
cal matter, this means a lot of research
into materials, not to mention determin-
ing the proper layering of the disc.

I was fortunate to be able to arrange
a visit to Hitachi's Toyokawa-shi plant,
where they make CD players. While the
firm is very well-known for its semicon-
ductor operation, it has also been in-
volved with the various technologies
required for CD players for some
years. I was therefore very pleased to

see their CD player facility and, thus,
special thanks to Keita Kawahara, who
made many arrangements for me, and
to Messrs. Hayakawa, Hiroayma, Min-
obe, Sato, Takahashi, Takeda, Yama-
moto, and Yoshida, for their hospitality.
As it turned out, Hitachi's CD player
line is still fairly new, since it was start-
ed up only last September 10th; there
are roughly 50 to 60 people on this
line, many of whom are on temporary
loan from the engineering department.
Each section of the laser servo is ad-
justed in two steps, first onto the disc
and back and forth, and then each trim
screw is locked with glue. The disc
motor is brushless, much like the turn-
table types from which the design was
adapted.

After touring several areas of the
plant besides the CD line, I spent the
best part of an hour listening to Hita-
chi's player in head -to -head A/B com-
parisons, using the same disc, with
another player. I preferred the sound of
the Hitachi in this audition, though I

must point out that it was not run under
blind conditions and that the ancillary
equipment was not familiar to me. In
any case, either CD player's specific
sound would not have been recogniz-
able after, say, an hour's lapse; the
differences were that small.

One of the most interesting conver-
sations I had during the trip was with
Mr. Hiroshi Kanai, who is coordinating
Compact Disc operations for CBS/
Sony. His background has been with
CBS/Sony's Family Club, a Japanese
version of Columbia House. Events are
proceeding at such a rapid pace for
him, both in the European and Japa-
nese markets, that he has had little
time to plan for the American introduc-
tion. In addition to a soft market for
standard discs, Japanese record firms
have also had to deal with stores which
rent discs, virtually all of which are
copied onto tape. Over 1,000 rental
operations have sprung up during the
last year, and some of them even pro-
vide rental gear for on -premises re-
cording.

Mr. Kanai feels that basically this is a
poor introduction time for the CD sys-
tem, as he is not at all certain that the
market can expand to include the
Compact Disc, and he finds that many
software people are pessimistic. Play-
ing the "what if" game, he notes that
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"In the opinion of Hiroshi Kanai, the public's
attitude towards music has changed since

introduction of cassettes-and not for the better."

an average -good sale is 10,000 al-
bums and 5,000 cassettes; adding
3,000 Compact Discs will, in the opin-
ion of many software people, simply
squeeze current sales, not generate
new ones. If this scenario is true, then
there will simply be a further slowdown
at standard record and tape producing
facilities, which will still be required.

I asked Mr. Kanai about his reaction
to statements by some in the hi-fi field
that slumping record sales are largely
because of poor quality discs and mu-
sic. Mr. Kanai replied that while such
arguments might seem reasonable to
the consumer, the pressing -quality ar-
gument doesn't really apply since
higher quality records would simply
improve the quality of home-brew re-
cordings. Judgment of the quality of
music being made these days is pretty
much an individual thing, he feels.
However, Mr. Kanai stressed that mak-
ing a compilation from one's own rec-
ords is quite different in character from
copying from a friend's record or from
FM. The difference basically is that one
supports the musician, while the other
does not. He points out that even pro-
fessional compilations of "greatest
hits" never quite have the character of
the originals and that they never sell
very well. This leads him to feel that the
art of the producer and engineer in
sequencing, fade downs, etc. is not
truly appreciated.

Perhaps the most interesting point
Mr. Kanai made was that there has
been a fairly obvious change in the
public's attitude towards music since
the introduction of the cassette-and it
is not for the better. He pointed out that
he has seen literally hundreds of cas-
settes out on the street, trashed, and
that one never sees LPs treated in
such a fashion. I was forced to reply
that there is always a market for LPs in
second-hand stores or at yard sales,

but I have rarely, if ever, seen cas-
settes sold in such a manner. It ap-
pears that the disposable society has
descended on the music field.

Some interesting details: CBS/Sony
began CD production in July 1982.
They presently have four machines
and are planning more eventually. The
pressing cycle is 17 seconds versus
25 for a standard analog disc. While
there presently is a shortage of capaci-
ty during start-up, by the end of 1983
there is an anticipated annual capacity
of 2,000,000 Compact Discs.

I also had dinner with Han Tendeloo,
who is Director of the Group Technical
Staff Bureau for Polygram. Such a title
makes one diffident, but you will never
meet a more charming or gracious
man-or a better source of information
about the Compact Disc. Turns out that
CBS/Sony and Polygram are using dif-
ferent pressing methods. Injection
pressing, used by CBS/Sony, has dust
particles as its main problem, while the
injection/compression combination
method used by Polygram has air bub-
ble inclusion as its toughest. Not that
either problem is insurmountable, mind
you, but it is interesting that two differ-
ent problems were encountered in
achieving acceptable production
rates. Insofar as player difficulties go,
Tendeloo felt that proper tracking was
the toughest, particularly for the single -
beam systems. He also told me that
the Philips design, which will be mar-
keted in this country by Magnavox,
uses a sampling frequency four times
that required by the Standard. This
technique makes error correction and
filter design much simpler, I surmise,
resulting in a very stable output signal.
They have a dozen presses but output
is a different story, what with European
working conditions.

And now to answer the inevitable
question: What was the best sound at

Namiki Micro Ridge
stylus, which will
be sold on Signet's
TK1OML cartridge.

V

the Fair? To my ears, that from the
Fostex GX-2020 Regular Phase speak-
er system, which was playing jazz. This
satellite and subwoofer system has 6
x 12 inch ES tweeter panels, 12 x 24
inch midrange ES panels, and 10 -inch
cone woofers, all in a pair of mirror -
image units, together with an FW-800
30 -inch cone in a monster subwoofer.
The approximate size of this subwoofer
was 5 x 31/2 x 31/2 feet. The source
was a Sony CD player. Very clean!

Best sound away from the Fair was
at the apartment of Mr. Hiyashi, the
genial head of Stax Kogyo, where I

auditioned the firm's new and quite
spectacular ESTA4U. Unlike conven-
tional electrostatic speakers, this one
doesn't require extra polarizing power
to operate; further, its relatively small
size (15.7 x 17.7 x 3.5 inches) makes it
easy to place. While such a small size
obviously requires a subwoofer for re-
alistic bass, the ESTA4U's clarity, defi-
nition, openness and accurate resolu-
tion were exemplary. Sensitivity is fairly
low at 80 dB SPL (1 watt/meter), but
maximum power handling is 100 watts
so that fairly decent peak SPLs can be
achieved. Listen if you have a chance.

The Best Badge Award goes to
Aurex (Toshiba) for a 3 -inch round
number which flashed two messages
by means of a lenticular screen. Best
Tee Shirt to Shonan for C-MOS, making
It into an acronym for Contact of Moun-
tain, Ocean, and Sky.

In the place where I now live, there is
a new and very good television com-
ponent system, purchased in the week
since I began this article, and a small
computer, given me in the same period
by one of the Contributing Editors who
has graduated to a larger system and
who, I believe and hope, will continue
to expand his mind as he has expand-
ed mine during the years we have
worked together on this idea called
Audio Magazine. I had a chance to
purchase at very large discount one of
the leading makes of CD players. Had

I not been intent on replacing the 16 -
year -old black/white set, which buzzed
loudly and intermittently and apparent-
ly without cause, and on paying an
insurance premium, I would have
bought that CD player. In any case,
such a player will be the next addition
of any magnitude to my audio system.
Thus change. Al
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The question of a component
with impressive specifications
and less impressive perfor-

mance remains, despite the increasing
sophistication of laboratory measuring
instrumentation, a puzzle. The belief
that such a blind spot exists in phono
cartridge measurements led the tech-
nical staff at Ortofon of Denmark to
construct a test procedure to measure
the phase response of phono car-
tridges and correlate these findings
with the other parameters that are nor-
mally measured.

The impetus for this work stemmed
from earlier listening evaluations of
phono cartridges that had resulted in a
clear preference for moving -coil de-
signs over moving -magnet or moving -
iron types. This was true despite the
fact that test data, including amplitude
response, trackability, separation, and
harmonic distortion, did not point out
any reason for the listeners' preference
of the moving -coil design. The conclu-
sion was that, while the conventional
parameters were clearly important
tools in predicting audible perfor-
mance, they did not fully quantify all of
the sonic differences among phono
cartridge designs.

It is not generally realized by the
audiophile that what he calls frequency
response really has two parts: Ampli-
tude versus frequency response and
phase versus frequency response.
With electronics it is convenient to for-
get the phase response because it is
generally linear, and therefore of no
consequence, at the frequencies of in-
terest. (We'll leave aside filters for the
purposes of this article.) When we con-
sider transducers such as phono car-
tridges, however, phase does play a
part, because it is not linear in such
devices. We therefore made a mathe-
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Fig. 1-Phase shift.

Kevin Byrne is Product Manager for
Ortofon, Plainview, N.Y. 11803.

matical model, which we calibrated by
measuring a cartridge that was the
basis for the model. While the model is
too lengthy to describe here, it was
covered in a paper presented at the
71st Audio Engineering Society Con-
vention in Montreux (Preprint No.
1866). Using measurements made
with a B & K accelerometer for the
'phase response and with a conven-
tional test record for the amplitude re-
sponse, we were able to compare our
model with actual test data and thus
validate it.

It is probably valuable at this point to
go through some definitions and expla-
nations. The phono cartridge's moving
system is defined as the parts which
vibrate in accordance with the modula-
tions of a record groove. These parts
include the stylus, cantilever, and the
moving parts of the voltage -generating
system. All of these, taken together,
have a resonant frequency, which (in
simple terms) is the frequency at which
the moving system likes to vibrate. The
natural resonance is the frequency at
which such a moving system is operat-
ing at its highest efficiency. In phono
cartridge terms, that means the fre-
quency at which the cartridge delivers
the most output signal voltage at con-
stant input from the record groove.

The voltage -generating system is

made up of all parts of the cartridge
which are designed to convert the me-
chanical energy produced by groove
modulations into the electrical energy
which is the output of the cartridge.
These parts may include the coils, the
magnet assembly or a magnetic shunt,
and the pole pieces.

In a moving -coil design, the coil is
part of the moving system, vibrating in
a fixed magnetic field to produce the
electrical signal. In a moving -magnet
design, the magnet structure or mag-
netic shunt material vibrates such that
its magnetic field passes through a
fixed set of coils.

Phase in Moving -Coil Cartridges
Typically, the undamped moving -

coil cartridge has an amplitude re-
sponse which begins to rise in the 5 to
6 kHz region, climbs to about +8 dB at
20 kHz, and peaks at about 15 to 18
dB at 25 to 28 kHz. This undamped
cartridge also has a large amount of
phase shift, up to + 180°, centered
around the resonant frequency. This
can be thought of as time distortion
with respect to frequency or as a differ-
ence in the rate of rise or fall from what
is expected from the calibrated model.

While the undamped moving -coil
cartridge has only about 10° to 15° of
phase shift at 20 kHz, with negligible
amounts below 15 kHz, the amplitude
response has a substantial error,
which results in a very bright, subjec-
tive sound. The most usual methdd of
reducing this rising high -end ampli-
tude is to damp it with a suspension or
rubber suspension donut.

Phase in Fixed -Coil Cartridges
Both the moving -magnet and the

moving -iron types have moving sys-
tems with somewhat larger effective
mass than moving -coil designs, and
therefore their mechanical resonance
points are at lower frequencies, ordi-
narily within the audible band. To ob-
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Fig. 2-Cutaway diagram of a
moving -coil cartridge.

tain acceptable amplitude response,
designers of fixed -coil cartridges have
primarily used severe damping, a
technique that increases the phase
shift. As a result, these designs exhibit
phase errors several times greater
than those of a properly damped mov-
ing -coil design.

Fixed -coil cartridges also exhibit
phase shift because of electrical reso-
nance (at frequencies typically within
the audible band) due to the self-in-
ductance of the 2,000 to 3,500 turns of
wire in these coils. The usual method
used to damp this resonance is to load
down the cartridge's output with a spe-
cific amount of capacitance in the ca-
bles between cartridge and preamp.
Such capacitive loading also adds to
the amount of phase shift, just as me-
chanical damping does.

Figure 3 shows the amplitude and

phase response measurements for five
different fixed -coil cartridges of differ-
ent brands and types. Figure 4 shows
the same two responses for four Orto-
fon MC200 moving -coil cartridges,
each with a different amount of damp-
ing. In Fig. 3, there is little variation in
amplitude response, only ± 1.5 dB be-
tween 5 and 20 kHz, but phase re-
sponses vary from a shift of + 30° at 10
kHz to + BO° at 10 kHz. The worst -case
example of the moving -coil types
showed a shift of only + 20° at 10 kHz.

Listening Tests
In order to verify our theory about the

audible effects of phase shift, we con-
ducted extensive listening tests with
the four MC200 cartridges measured
for Fig. 4. These cartridges ran the
gamut, from one which was totally un-
damped, with a rapidly rising frequen-

cy response characteristic, reaching
+7 dB at 20 kHz, to a heavily damped
version which was ruler -flat in re-
sponse, -0.3 dB at 20 kHz. The other
two cartridges were moderately
damped, with response peaks of +3.8
dB at 20 kHz and + 1.9 dB at 20 kHz
respectively. The sonic differences
among the sample cartridges were
easily apparent. The locations of in-
struments, the overall sensation of
depth and height, and the total width of
the image all varied from sample to
sample.

The totally undamped cartridge,
which had the least amount of phase
shift, produced the widest, deepest,
and most stable image. The feeling of
realism with this cartridge was unsur-
passed. Unfortunately, its "br ght"
character could not be overlooked.
Overall balance was not correct, par-
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"It is indeed possible to
measure phase shift in
phono cartridges, and this
parameter directly relates
to the sound produced by
the cartridge."

Fig. 3-Amplitude and phase
response (dashed line) of five
fixed -coil cartridges.

ticularly with respect to female vocals,
stringed instruments, and some of the
percussion.

The second cartridge, which had the
least amount of added damping, pre-
sented a sound stage which was
slightly narrower and slightly taller, and
which had a bit less depth. Localiza-
tion and placement of instruments,
however, remained very close to the
undamped version's. Most importantly,
the audible effect of any variation from
absolute flat frequency response was
minimal, and the feeling that the car-
tridge was too bright disappeared.

The third cartridge, with slightly
more damping, sounded extremely
similar to the second. Some shrinking
of depth was detected on the vocal
material, and very complex string pas-
sages exhibited slightly less definition
of the instruments.

The fourth cartridge, which had the
flattest amplitude response, was the
least satisfying. The overall sound field
had little depth; what depth existed
was confined to center -stage informa-
tion. Any difference in the locations of
instruments placed in the same side of
the stage was gone. Whereas the un-
damped cartridge presented a sound
field which seemed made up Of numer-
ous instruments placed in front of the
listener, the sound field of the most
damped cartridge seemed to have
only three sound sources-left chan-
nel, right channel, and center channel.

It is important to note that all four
cartridges exhibit amplitude responses
which are essentially flat throughout all
but a very small portion of the audible
range. With the exception of the totally
undamped version, which begins to
show amplitude variations of +2 dB at
10 kHz and +5 dB at 15 kHz, the
audible differences due to amplitude -
response variations were negligible.
The audible effects of these phase
variations appeared to be a reduction
of depth of the sound stage, a lack of
image stability, poor localization of
sounds, and, in some instances, an
image originating from above the loud-
speakers and remaining limited in
width to the outside perimeter of the
speaker setup.

Our conclusions from these mea-
surement studies and listening tests
are that it is indeed possible to mea-
sure phase shift in phono cartridges,

Fig. 4-Amplitude and phase
response (dashed line) of four
moving -coil cartridges with various
amounts of damping.

and that this parameter directly relates
to the sound produced by the car-
tridge. We are therefore trying to de-
sign cartridges which have both a flat
amplitude response and relatively little
phase shift. Our investigations at this
time show that the moving -coil car-
tridge will typically exhibit less phase
shift than a fixed -coil type, while its
amplitude response is fairly easy to
keep reasonably flat or balanced. A
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HOW CAN SANSUI CLAIM THE D-970 IMPROVES
EVERY TAPE IIMI'LL EVER MAKr? SIMPLE.

ITS HI -TECH FEATURES INCLUDE COMPU-TRK.
Sansui's remarkably innova-
tive approach -o microcompu-
ter technolocy is the reason
Sansui cassette decks have
an unfair advantage over
other cassette decks.

Sansui's new top -of -
the -line D-973 full -logic
cassette deck proves it
conclusively.
Compu-Trec film tunes for

best performance.
With its Cornpu-Trec

microcomputer system, tie
D-970 automatically fine
tunes itself fo- correct bias,
recording level and equaliza-
tion, for optimum high level
performance from any tape on
the market. And it does tin
less than five seconds. Mat's
faster than anryother deck.
Sansui's hi -fah features put
more pleasure in recording.

As the most advanced
deck Sansui has ever pro-
duced, the D-970 is packed

with features and refinements
that et you transfer every
nuance of sound onto tape
and actually monitor it while
you're recording. The unique
combination of the precision,

=:' 183 PV COMPU T REC

andorims::"°". magi.= CUMI
corEless FG-servo direct -drive
capstan motor and the Dyna-
Scrape filter with Hold -Back
Tension servo, glides the tape
smoothly over the tiree high-
performance heads.

The result is 0 C25% wow
and -lutter-less than the most
expensive deck in the world.
And Dolby C/B noise reduction
is responsible for a superb
81dE signal-to-noise ratio.
There's also a Dual Memory for
repeat play on any section of

tape; a 4 -digit counter that's
also a timer and a real -lime
clock; 12 LED peak me-ers, and
audio record mute. Sansui has
made high-pe-formance re-
cording comp etely effortless.

Great Sansui decks with the
uncommon in common.

There's a lot of the
precision and operating
convenience of the D-970
in every cassette deck
Sansui makes. So regard-

lesE which you choose, you're
assured supero recordings
every time-automatically.

Audition them all at /our
Sarsui audio specialist or
write for full details today.

SaluzzLe
SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
Lyrdhurst, NJ 0707', Garden, CA 90248
Sense' Electric Co.. Ltd.. Tokyo, Japan

W Carsen Co Ltd , Don Mills, Dnt
CanadaM3B 3G7

Dolby is a registered trademark Dt Dolby Laboratoles Putting more pleasure in sound

Enter No 12 on Reader Service Card



ONE -BRAND SYSTEMS

A I WA .A.N.
VP-1000G

The initials in this system's name
stand for "Synchro Performance
Audio Network," a unique inter-

connection method which lets the V-
1000G's components act together like
a single unit. However, you must use
only the components offered, with the
possible exception of the turntable and
the definite exception of the optional
speakers. (In my tests, I did not use
Aiwa's speakers and recommend us-
ing something larger and of higher
quality for best sound.) Interconnec-
tion is extremely simple: With the glass
rack accompanying the "G" system or
the wood rack of the less expensive V -
1000X, one just places the compo-
nents in position and plugs them into
prewired connectors in the rack's back
plate. Additional cables are supplied
for those who do not wish to use a
rack.

Even without the rack, however, the
lengths of the cables supplied are
such that you must stack the compo-
nents as shown in the owner's manual,
unless you buy longer cables with the
appropriate DIN plugs (not all identi-
cal). Ordinarily, however, the Model
LX -100, linear -tracking turntable goes
on top; the Model MX -100 amplifier
(which also acts as the system's con-
trol center) goes just below it. Below
that will be the Model TX -100 frequen-
cy -synthesized tuner, resting atop the
Model FX-100 Dolby B/C-equipped
cassette deck. (All components have
"footprints" slightly larger than a re-
cord jacket's, just under 13 inches on
each side.) Even the various a.c. pow-
er cords must be hooked up a specific
way in order for the interactive features
of the system to work properly. Once
all the connections are made, the only

"spare" inputs available are a pair of
"AUX" terminals. There is no provision
for tape monitoring or the addition of
any sort of signal processing equip-
ment (dbx decoder, equalizer, etc.).
Neither is there any circuit interruption
point between the preamp-control sec-
tion of the integrated amplifier and the
power amplifier section.

There are, of course, operating ad-
vantages to this arrangement. The am-
plifier's program source selectors for
"Phono," "AUX," and "Tuner" are par-
alleled on the cassette deck, so you
can select a source for taping without
reaching back up to the amp. If you go
into "Record" mode when the system
is set for "Phono," the tape deck goes
into "Record Pause" mode, automati-
cally starting the tape when the tone -
arm comes to rest on the first groove of
the spinning record. These neat tricks,
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and more, are all made possible by
those extra wires inside the supplied
interconnecting cables.

The MX -100 integrated amplifier has
an accurate LED power -output indica-
tor referenced to 8 -ohm loads. Next to
it is a corresponding volume -level indi-
cator which is necessary because vol-
ume levels are altered by means of up/
down keypads rather than a rotary lev-

el control. Several other indicators in-
form the user about amplifier status,
including a "Tone" indicator, since the
bass and treble controls of this unit
can be bypassed if desired. A DSL
("Dynamic Super Loudness") switch
boosts bass below 100 Hz for rooms or
speakers requiring it, but boost dimin-
ishes as the level control is advanced
for speaker protection. The amplifier is

ONE -BRAND SYSTEM RATINGS
Manufacturer: Aiwa America Model: SPAN v -1000G
Company Address: 35 Oxford Dr., Moonachie, N.J. 07074.
Cabinet Dimensions: 147/16 in. W x 3411/16 in. H x 1415/16 in. D.
Price: $1.340 00 with glass rack. For literature, circle No. 98.

Component & Specification

Power Amp Section (MX -100)

Claimed Measured Rating

Power/Channel, watts 50 60 4  
Rated THD, % 0.05 0 02 0  

Preamp/Control Section (MX -100)
Freq. Response, Phono, ± dB RIM, ±0.2 RIAA, ±1.2 ff
Phono S/N, dB 78.0 83.0 .h.V).1)

FM Tuner Section (TX -100)
50 -dB Quieting, Stereo, dBf N/A 38.0

.1)1
S/N, Stereo, dB 77.0 72,5 .h.t)J)
THD, Stereo, 1 kHz, % 0.15 0.04 .614.1)
Separation, 1 kHz, dB 50.0 48.0 ffff
Alt. Channel Selectivity, dB 70.0 72.0 1)1)J)

Turntable/Cartridge Section (LX -100)
Frequency Resp., Hz -kHz, ± dB 20-20 + 3.1dB @ 20 Hz 1).N
Separation, 1 kHz, -dB N/A 30 fff
Rumble, DIN B, dB 75.0 72.0
Wow & Flutter, % wtd. rms 0.03 0.03 fff

Cassette Recorder Section (FX-100)
Freq. Resp., Hz -kHz, ±3 dB

Normal Tape 20-16 20-17 1).V
Chrome Tape 20-17 20-19
Metal Tape 20-18 20-20

S/N, Best Tape, dB (with NR) 73.0 71.0
J)41.)4''

Wow & Flutter, % wtd. rms 0.09 0.05 J)4.'

Rating System
= Poor; .4 = Good; .1).4 = Very Good; .I41.4 = Excellent; .f)f.t)ff = Superb.

General Comments
Power Amplifier: Sound quality very good, power output conservatively rated. Phono
equalization slightly off in bass region. Good switching arrangement between compo-
nents. Turntable & Cartridge: Properly matched to each other, but cartridge response
further accentuates extra bass boost. If replacing, choose a high -output moving -magnet
cartridge. Tuner: Well designed and easy to use, with special features not normally
found on separate tuner components. Cassette Deck' Exhibited excellent frequency
response and good Dolby C tracking. Excellent interface with the amplifier and with the
rest of the system.
Overall Comment: While this system makes good use of the fact that it is sold as a
complete music system, it also sacrifices some features that are found in separate
components, such as a tape monitor loop. On the whole, however, Aiwa manages to
cram a great deal of audio performance into a very small space at a very attractive
price. A fine system for small apartments, second homes, and the like.
Overall Rating:

equipped with a microphone input jack
and an associated volume control, for
mixing live mike sounds with other pro-

grain sources when listening or re-
cording. There is also a jack for a re-
mote control, as yet unavailable. The
MX -100 delivered a full 60 watts per
channel for its rated distortion, even at
the audio frequency extremes of 20 Hz
and 20 kHz.

Aside from its excellent frequency-
synthesized tuning circuitry, the TX -
100 tuner features a real-time digital
clock display and timer which can be
programmed to turn on the tuner and
thereby the entire system. It is the tun-
er's line cord that is connected to a
wall socket, with all other line cords
connected to its convenience outlets
or to convenience outlets on the ampli-
fier. Power will switch off automatically,
about 64 minutes after a timed start, or
after a front -panel sleep -timer button is
pressed. As for its operation as a tun-
er, sensitivity was just average (an out-
door antenna is recommended), but
distortion was surprisingly low and ste-
reo FM separation was excellent.
There are memory presets for six FM
and six AM stations.

Perhaps the most outstanding com-
ponent of this system is the turntable,
Model LX -100. Its tangential -tracking
tonearm is equipped with an Ortofon
VMS -type cartridge of extremely low
mass. Thanks to the front -loading sys-
tem (records are slipped in from the
front, after a "Load" button causes a
drawer -like ejection of the entire turnta-
ble tray mechanism), no clearance for
lifting the dust cover is needed. Such
operations as lowering or raising the
tonearm are controlled from the front
panel. Record size is automatically de-
tected by the tonearm. My only criti-
cism of the system had to do with a
slight rise in the cartridge's bass re-
sponse which, combined with an
equally small one in the amplifier's re-
sponse, added up to +3.1 dB. Of
course, slight counterclockwise rota-
tion of the bass control easily compen-
sates for this response error. Wow and
flutter and distortion were very low, and
separation was excellent using this
turnable/cartridge combination. I

found it easy to cue the tonearm very
accurately using the "Backward" and
"Forward" tonearm guidance buttons

Continued on page 72
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

SHARP DX -3
COMPACT
DIGITAL AUDIO
DISC PLAYER

Manufacturer's Specifications
Frequency Response: 5 Hz to 20 kHz,

±0.5 dB,
Dynamic Range: 90 dB.
S/N Ratio: 90 dB.
Total Harmonic Distortion: 0.01%.
Wow and Flutter: Unmeasurable.
Line Output Level: High, 3.0 volts;

low. 600 mV.
Output Impedance: High, 600 ohms;

low. 3.75 kilohms,
Power Consumption: 40 watts.
Dimensions: 13 in. (33 cm) W x 5%

in. (15 cm) H x 9-7/16 in. 24 cm) D.
Weight: 16Y2 lbs. (71/2 kg.)
Price: Not established.
Company Address: 10 Sharp Plaza,

Paramus, N.J. 07652.
For literature, circle No. 90

CD players are becoming familiar items in my lab. The
latest one sent for evaluation was the Sharp DX -3. Physically
more compact than the Technics SL -P10 tested last month,
it is about the same size as the Hitachi unit evaluated two
months ago and somewhat larger than the Sony CDP-101,
the first CD player I tested.

In terms of configuration, the DX -3 is a front -loading
player, much like the Technics and Hitachi units. Once it is

switched on, depressing an eject button at the lower left of
the front panel causes a hinged compartment to swing
open. While the two other CD players employing this type of
loading scheme had well-defined slots into which to drop a
compact disc to be played, the Sharp unit seemed to have
no well-defined location for the disc. Following instructions
in the owner's manual, I casually dropped the disc inside
the compartment, letting it fall where it might, and observing
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only that the proper (label) side faced me. Still following
instructions contained in the manual, I lightly touched the
"door." Much to my surprise it began to close, at the same
time automatically orienting the d sc onto the spindle and
changing the mode of the music -program display.

When the DX -3 is first turned on, the music -program
display looks like a tape deck's bar -graph level meter, only
calibrated from 0 to 60 minutes. A few seconds after the

disc is loaded, the display changes to show one vertical bar
for each selection on the disc, spaced in proportion to each
selection's approximate length. When the disc plays: the
bar corresponding to the present location of the laser servo
on the disc flickers, while the bars preceding it glow. Other
bar patterns show which selections, if any, are stored in the
APMS (Automatic Programmable Music Selector) memory.

Two more digital displays are to the right of the disc
compartment. The first of these shows the track number
being played, while the second display shows the time, in
minutes and seconds, which have elapsed since the begin-
ning of that track.

Pushbutton controls along the lower right section of the
front panel include "Repeat," "Reverse," "Forward,"
"Pause" and "Stop/Clear.' The "Reverse" and "Forward"
buttons are used to perform what Sharp calls a "monitor
search." When either of these buttons is depressed, play is
interrupted and the laser pickup moves forward or back-
wards to other tracks. It is here, however, that I raise an
objection to this machine's control arrangement: There is no
way to listen to a given selection from its mid -point. If you
depress the "Reverse" button, you will hear the current
selection repeated from its beginning. The separate "Re-
peat" button is used to repeat -play an entire disc, over and
over again, until that button is depressed a second time or
the "Stop/Clear" button is. touched. The "Repeat" button
can also be used in conjunction with the APMS to have only
certain selections repeated.

Operation of the APMS feature involves the use of the four
remaining small pushbuttons on the front panel. These are
labeled "Memory," "Up," "Down" and "Clear." Operating
much like the station preset memory systems found on
recent FM/AM tuners, these buttons allow you to "program
in" the track numbers you want to hear, in any order. The
"Up" and "Down" buttons advance the track number dis-
play so that it shows the track you want. Depressing the
"Memory" button retains that track number, and as many as
20 tracks can be programmed in this way. If a disc contains
more than 20 tracks, APMS will not advance the pickup
beyond the 20th track, though the "Forward" button will
advance the pickup to all tracks. (I found this out pretty
quickly, since the digital test disc I use contains 39 tracks,
all of which are needed to test a CD player.) To the right of
the track and time displays are indicator lights which tell the
user, symbolically, that the player is in play, pause, repeat,
or APMS mode.

The rear of the DX -3 has two sets of output jacks. One pair
of terminals provides an output of around 0.5 volt and has a
source impedance of 3.75 kilohms (at 1 kHz). The other set
provides an output of nearly 3.0 volts, and a source imped-
ance of only 600 ohms. Recommended load impedance in
either case is 10 kilohms or greater. Other than this choice
of outputs, there is no level control facility on the DX -3.

Sharp provided no circuit or design details concerning
this CD player which, I understand, is one of several proto-
types that have been brought to the U.S. well in advance of
actual market introductions here. (The units are becoming
available in Japan.) It should be noted, however, that of the
four CD players I have tested, this is the only one that
arrived in its proper finalized shipping carton and accompa-
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"In direct head -to -head
comparisons, I could not
detect any difference
between the Sharp and a
previously tested unit."
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nied by an actual published owner's manual, written in no
fewer than seven languages! Clearly, Sharp is serious about
bringing this product to market worldwide.

Measurements
Using the same test disc (Sony YEDS 2) which I used in

my earlier tests of CD players, I repeated all the tests for the
Sharp DX -3. Frequency response was flat within 0.1 dB from
100 Hz (the lowest spot frequency in the test disc) to 20
kHz. Stereo separation between channels measured 79 dB
at mid -frequencies, decreasing to 75.5 dB at the bass test
frequency and to between 54.5 and 60 dB (depending upon
the channel measured) at the 20 -kHz test frequency. These
results are plotted in Fig. 1.

Harmonic distortion versus frequency, at 0 dB (maximum
output) level, is plotted in Fig. 2. It ranged from an extremely
low 0.005% at low frequencies, to a rather high 0.6% at 20
kHz. In fact, observing the nature of the "distortion" at 20
kHz on a 'scope, I concluded that this high reading was not
really harmonic distortion at all, but rather a form of "beats"
(probably against the sampling frequency or a subharmonic
of it), not unlike the spurious outputs seen when measuring
high -frequency distortion in the stereo mode of FM tuners. It
would appear that even with CD players, you can't have
everything. Note that the frequency response for the DX -3
was actually flatter at the high end than that of any CD
player measured to date. This suggests that Sharp's anti-
aliasing filter may be tuned to a somewhat higher frequency.
The result is the higher order of apparent distortion (or
spurious signal content) observed at 18 and 20 kHz.

The Sony test disc contains 1 -kHz test tones at levels
ranging from 0 dB (maximum digital recording level) down
to - 90 dB. These are used to check linearity of the play-
back system. The DX -3 was absolutely linear down to more
than - 60 dB. Where I should have read -80 dB, I read an
output of - 78.4 dB, but even this "error" was probably not
caused by any departure from linearity but by the contribu-
tion of hum and/or noise supplied by the test -bench setup.

Signal-to-noise ratio, A -weighted, measured 93.5 dB.
Without any weighting network, S/N measured 91.0 dB be-
low reference output (maximum) level. The SMPTE-IM dis-
tortion measured a rather high 0.67% at 0 dB output level
but settled down to a negligible 0.05% at an output level of
- 10 dB. Using the twin -tone signals available on the test
disc (19 and 20 kHz, at 0 and - 10 dB levels), I measured a
CCIF-IM distortion of only 0.002% at both record levels.

Standards for the CD audio disc call for specific values of
de -emphasis to be built into the disc players. Three test
tones contained in the test disc are used to verify the
accuracy of this de -emphasis characteristic, and final lab
measurements involved these test tones. Precise readings
are supposed to be - 0.37, - 4.53, and - 9.04 dB at 1, 5,
and 10 kHz respectively. For the DX -3 I measured - 0.4,

Use and Listening Tests
Having retained the few musical CD discs which were

loaned to me for last month's review. I was able to compare
the sonic performance of the Sharp with that of a previously
tested player I'd also retained. In terms of sound quality. I

could not detect any difference between the two units.
All of the programming and display features of the Sharp

DX -3 worked perfectly and with reliable repeatability. I have
already noted the fact that it is not possible to play a given
track from its mid -point (other CD players tested so far can
be instructed to start playing from any point on the disc). If
this doesn't pose a problem for you, then the Sharp DX -3
can be ranked right up there with the previously tested
Technics and Sony players. Much will depend, of course,
upon what the final pricing of this unit (or, for that matter, the
earlier tested units) will be. We won't know that until the first
production units reach U.S. dealers' shelves. As for myself,
having now had many, many hours "at the controls" of
compact digital disc players, I can hardly wait to share my
enthusiasm with the rest of you music lovers out there.

Leonard Feldman
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Two Nautilus
SuperDiscm Albums

(Worth up to $30)

from SHURE!
When you buy a New Shure V15 Type V Phono Cartridge,
you can choose two albums from a collection of fabulous Nautilus SuperDiscsrm
absolutely free! You'd pay up to $15 a disc for these state-of-the-art, digital,
halfspeed mastered or direct -to -disc recordings featuring top artists like Heart,
Lalo Schifrin, Crystal Gayle, John Klemmer, Maynard Ferguson, and Marcel Moyse.

Shure's new V15 Type V Phono Cartridge is the only cartridge that allows
you to hear all of the music engineered into these SuperDiscs! It's Shure's finest
new cartridge that, according to Julian Hirsch of Stereo Review," ...virtually
outperforms the best cartridges we have previously tested."

Check out the V15 Type V's flawless tracking and clarity on your own
system-in addition to the two Nautilus discs, we' I give you Shure's test record
free to prove to yourself how good the Type V cartridge really is!

The superiority of the Type V will be especially apparent on your Nautilus
SuperDisc albums. The Type V clearly reproduces the most difficult passages
and provides unprecedented trackability of the most acrobatic grooves. The
highs are crisper and the bass is more forceful than you've ever experienced.

Take advantage of this limited time offer and you'll not only own the finest
phono cartridge in the world but two of the finest recordings. And after all, as a
music lover, you deserve only the best!

Offer ends May 27, 1983. Only available on purchases made in the U.S.

Choose one free Nautilus SuperDisc
with purchase of V15 LT "P" mount or V15 Type IV Cartridge.

See your participating dealer for details.

Call for the Name of the Dever Nearest You,
24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week.

800-323-6556. Ask for Dept. R15
In Illinois: 800-942-6345. Ask for Dept. R15

Shure Brothers Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60204
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

CROWN
PZM-30GP
PRESSURE
ZONE
MICROPHONE

Manufacturer's Specifications
Active Element: Pressure calibrated

electret condenser.
Frequency Response: 50 Hz to

15 kHz.
Polar Pattern: Hemispherical.
Electrical Impedance: 150 ohms bal-

anced with PA -18B (active) or PX-
18B (transformer) power supplies.
(Crown recommends PX-18B for use
with consumer recorders having un-
balanced inputs.)

Normal Loading Impedance: 1 kilohm
(150 -ohm unloaded input).

Total Harmonic Distortion: 3% at 150
dB SPL (maximum input level).

Noise Level: Less than 26 dB equiva-
lent input SPL.

Sensitivity: Open circuit voltage, -76
dB, re: 1 volt per microbar ( - 56 dB,
re: 1 V/Pa).

The regular Audio reader has been introduced to the
Pressure Zone Microphone via Ed Canby's columns in the
October and November, 1981 issues. This review presents
both measured data on a specific PZM model and informa-
tion on how this new professional tool can be utilized in
amateur recording and sound work.

The PZM design is simple, but unique: An electret micro -

Power Source(s): PA -18B or PX-18B
power supplies operate from two in-
ternal 9-V batteries (MN1604) or ex-
ternal phantom power, 15 to 48 V
d.c.

Dimensions: Microphone, 5 x 6 x 3/4
inches; power supply, 5 x 17/8 x
13/4 inches.

Supplied Accessories: 51/2 -foot cable
from mike to power supply, PA -18B
or PX-18B power supply (user's
choice), windscreen, plastic storage
case.

Price: Model PZM-30GPG, gold finish,
or Model PZM-30GPB, black finish,
$349.00.

Company Address: 1718 West Misha-
waka Rd., Elkhart, Ind. 46514.

For literature, circle No. 91

phone element is positioned upside down, about 1 mm from
a metal backing plate; it and its associated connector are
held in position by a conductive plastic housing filled with
flexible potting compound. The element is actually an elec-
tret cartridge, complete with miniature amplifier, developed
and produced by a manufacturer of hearing -aid micro-
phones. These amazing devices are manufactured in high
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enough volume to be low in cost, but Crown indicates that
they must be carefully tested and selected to meet the
PZM's rigid performance specifications; this is reflected in
the relatively high selling price.

The idea behind the PZM goes back at least to the mid -
'60s, when RCA's acoustic laboratories and independent
soundmen experimented with microphones placed on or
near the floor. This allows the direct sound wave from the
performer to reach the microphone at the same time as the
sound reflected off the floor. Logically, this should eliminate
"comb -filter" effects, multiple dips and peaks caused by
phase interference between the direct and reflected
sounds. Later, microphone manufacturers designed special
gadgets to position mikes close to the floor, such as E -V's
"mike mouse."

Meanwhile, a number of West Coast audio engineers,
including Audio's Ed Long, were inventing and experiment-
ing with PZMs. The results were good, and Crown Interna-
tional now manufactures these microphones.

Of what interest is the PZM to the audiophile? The litera-
ture promises better quality music and vocal recordings.
The improvement is said to be very significant as compared
to conventional microphones on floor stands or mikes
"flown" above the sources of sound. Those of us who do not
like to carry mike stands (which may weigh more than a
modern cassette recorder), or risk life and limb in "flying"
our mikes,,will appreciate the simplicity of PZMs. They fit in
small boxes, weigh next to nothing, and can be rapidly set
up by placing them on the floor or a wall. Since their bass
response is proportional to the size of the plane they're
mounted on, they should be backed up with mounting
planes when they are "flown"; if transparent Plexiglas panes
are used, the microphones remain relatively inconspicuous.

The PZM-30GP tested here is the general-purpose model,
available in gold (30GPG) or black (30GPB). Six other mod-
els are listed in Audio's October 1982 Annual Equipment
Directory. These include miniature versions, versions on tie
clips, and for mounting on musical instruments, lecterns or
conference tables. The PZM-30GP (and the smaller PZM-
6LP with attached cable) have responses with "presence
humps" at 10 kHz, to counteract high -frequency attenua-
tion in the air.

Two power -supply options are available, the PA -18B ac-
tive circuitry power supply and the PX-18B transformer
power supply. Both provide for either "phantom" powering
(18 to 48 volts, preferably 48 volts) through the audio cable,
or for power from built-in, 9 -volt alkaline batteries (When
used with batteries, these supplies should be switched to
"Phantom" when packing up, to prevent battery drain.) For
this review, the PX-18B was selected because its audio
output can be connected directly to unbalanced inputs of
typical open -reel and cassette recorders.

Measurements
Figure 1 shows a family of impedance curves. The output

impedance of the PZM-30GPG with the PX-18B power sup-
ply is much lower than its 150 -ohm rating at 1 kHz, but rises
above 150 ohms at 20 kHz. This would seem to indicate
high leakage inductance in the transformer, and the induc-
tive termination of the microphone line could encourage

1 11
PZM-30GPG W/9V POWER DIRECT

3400n

PX-188 WITH PZM DISCONNECTED

31t 4208
PZM - 30 GPG W/9V PCWER + SHURE A978 TRANSFORMER

1938

PZM-30GPG+ PX-I8B POWER SUPPLY

ri I l l 11 a L
,0°

Fig. 1-Impedances for
various combinations of
PZM microphones and
power supplies.

v4" 648
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radio frequency interference (r.f.i.). When the PZM is dis-
connected, the PX-18B has a curve like a 420 -ohm resistor.
With a simple battery power supply, the direct PZM imped-
ance is 3,400 ohms resistive. Adding the Shure A97A trans-
former yields 200 ohms resistive, an ideal termination for a
long microphone line.

How does one test a PZM's frequency response? Ideally,
the PZM would be placed on a large outdoor parking lot,
with the sound source suspended overhead. Baffle surfaces
of practical size introduce dips and peaks into the re-
sponse, due to reflections from their edges. Crown uses
Time -Delay Spectrometry (as in Dick Heyser's speaker re-
views for this magazine), which discriminates against room
and baffle reflections. Because I wanted to eliminate these
reflections only in one test, I devised a simple method where
the unique properties of my laboratory sound source were
used to accomplish this objective. The sound source (see
Audio, April 1977) has a 2 -inch aluminum piston suspended
by nylon threads. The "far field" (according to accepted
practice) begins at a distance of 4 inches. I discovered that
the PZM, mounted on an easily handled 2 x 2 foot baffle,
exhibited a smooth frequency response curve at 6 inches
from the source. This is because the edge reflection path is
more than 2 feet, and the reflection SPL is therefore about
12 dB less than the direct SPL. Thus, the reflection dip at
700 to 800 Hz is seen to be only 1 or 2 dB (Fig. 2). I call this
the "Pseudo -Infinite -Baffle" frequency response. The curves
of Fig. 2 are in good agreement with Crown's published
curves and fall within the tolerance envelope. Without the
windscreen, the 30GPG high -frequency response is at the
extreme of tolerance, but falls to nominal with the screen.
The GPB unit as received did not have a foam damper
under the cartridge, as did the GPG. Crown sent me some
foam pieces which damped the 10 -kHz response, so it is
well ma'ched to the 30GPG. This damper is not glued in
place; if you see light in the slot under the cartridge, the
foam has fallen out and the high -frequency response is
likely to be out of tolerance.
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"How does one test a PZM's
frequency response?
Ideally, with the PZM on a
large, outdoor parking lot
and the sound source
suspended overhead."
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My reference for all tests was the free -field sound pres-
sure level, which is the SPL in free space at the PZM
element location, with no microphone or baffle present. The
measured output level values are thus 6 dB higher than
Crown's data, because the pressure -doubling at the baffle
increases the PZM output level by 6 dB. This also results in
the measured noise level (in equivalent SPL) being 6 dB
lower than specifications. Crown could justifiably claim the
PZMs to be 6 dB "better" by adopting my computation
scheme, which, I believe, more strictly conforms to EIA
standards for microphone testing.

I wanted to verify Crown's claim that, on a baffle, the
PZM's directional pattern is perfectly hemispherical at all
frequencies. Crown recommended a 4 -foot -square baffle for
the test.

Ron Streicher, a West Coast recording engineer, had
challenged me to find the 6 dB step in the PZM's low -
frequency response, which varies with baffle size. The baffle
cutoff frequency for a square baffle is given by the formula
f = 283/D, where D is the length of one baffle side, in feet

(see Table At the cutoff frequency the baffle's pressure -
doubling effect vanishes, and the PZM's output level drops
by 6 dB (for square baffles; for rectangular ones, 3 dB for
each side's cutoff frequency), remaining at this level down
to the capsule's cutoff frequency. To be measurable, the
baffle cutoff must be well above the capsule cutoff frequen-
cy. A 2 x 2 foot baffle is suitably sized for this test. (Obvious-
ly, a PZM will perform rather poorly on baffles smaller than 2
feet on a side.)

I cut the required baffles from half -inch plywood, mount-
ing each in turn on a pipe stand, outdoors, at six feet from
my large, spherical sound source (Audio, September 1978).
A distance of 8 feet is more appropriate for testing a micro-
phone on a 4 -foot baffle, but 6 feet was used, to be in
agreement with previous tests using this source.

Comparing Figs. 3 and 4, the decrease in low -frequency
response is steeper at the small baffle's 142 -Hz cutoff fre-
quency than with the larger baffle because the larger one,
being rectangular, has different cutoffs for each side. Edge
reflection dips are seen at 450 Hz for the 4 -foot, and 900 Hz
for the 2 -foot, in exact ratio to the size of the baffles.
Curiously, these dips smoothed out at 30° to 90° off -axis.
However, the response at 0° and 30° with the small baffle is
decidedly more ragged than with the 4 -foot baffle. Consid-
ering the entire hemisphere, the 2 -foot baffle is actually not
very inferior to the 4 -foot, except for the loss in bass re-
sponse. At 90°, the responses with either baffle drop 6 dB in
level (pressure doubling vanishes) but remain uniform.

The results of these tests do confirm, in my opinion, that
the PZM directional pattern is hemispherical over its useful
frequency range. Since the 90° responses are attenuated
by 6 dB, and a PZM (on a large baffle) has no 180°
response, the PZM seems to resemble a unidirectional mi-
crophone. This may account for the reports by users that a
PZM has long "reach." The 10 -kHz hump in the high -fre-
quency response of Fig. 2 is not so pronounced in the real -
world baffle curves of Figs. 3 and 4, so the 30GP's response
is probably appropriate to many practical applications.
Without a baffle, response rose very steeply across the
entire audio frequency range, so the PZM is not to be used
this way.

Next, I devised tests to investigate the "comb -filter" effect
which the PZM is said to eliminate. The 2 -inch sound
source, which is quite omnidirectional, was placed 8 feet
away from the PZM, which was on the hard floor of my 14 x
25 foot listening room. (It would be better to conduct such a
test on the floor of a large stage, since the PZM eliminates
reflections only from the surface upon which it is placed.)
Three kinds of conventional microphones were in turn
placed on a tripod stand 5 feet above the PZM, and then
positioned on the floor near the PZM. The source was driven
by a pure tone, and the microphone outputs recorded on a
strip chart. A Nakamichi CM -700 with omni- and unidirec-
tional capsules plus an RCA 44-BX (figure -8 pattern) served
as the three conventional microphones. Inspection of the
resulting strip charts showed that none of the conventional
microphones exhibited as smooth a curve as the PZM. The
"comb filter" showed up as a series of holes in the response
curves in the region of 200 to 1,000 Hz. I even tried the omni
mike head -down, 1 mm from the floor. This did not eliminate
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"The PZMs on the floor
beat conventional mikes on
a guitar solo. The ceiling
PZMs sounded best on the
symphony. The conventional
mikes were never superior."

the "comb filter," so it seems that there is no way to equal
PZM performance with conventional commercial micro-
phones. I did not try laboratory condenser microphones,
because their noise level is too high for practical use in
voice or music applications

The self -noise testing of the PZM-30GPG with the PX-18B
showed overall levels of 19 dB (A weighted), or 28 dB in a
flat 15 -kHz bandwidth. Figure 6 shows the spectrum, which
is a falling -with -frequency curve. The manufacturer's speci-
fication of 26 dB is presumably A weighted, and in my frame
of reference would be stated as 20 dB. The "hiss" level of
the PZM was so low that my readings had to be corrected
for amplifier noise in the region of 5 to 15 kHz. Some
recorder preamps will probably be noisier than the PZM.
Many Japanese recorders are designed for 600 -ohm micro-
phones; a 150 to 600 ohm line matching transformer should
be used to obtain optimum S/N with them.

PZMs are unusual in that the 5 -foot cable run from mike to
power supply is not low impedance, and could be subject to
noise interference from electrical appliances, motors, fluo-
rescent lights, computers and radio transmitters. At the time
of these tests, I had two PZM-30GPs obtained some time
ago by Audio, and two PZM-30GPs plus two PZM-31S
mikes just purchased from a local Crown dealer. These
showed a mixed bag of manufacturing variations that could
cause noise problems. The cables included 3- and 2 -wire
shielded varieties, and these were wired in three different
ways. I rewired all of the older ones to equal the newer, 2 -
wire shielded cables. In each cable, I connected the female
connector sheik() pin 1 (shield), leaving the male connector
shell ungrounded. This assured that the PZM plates would
be grounded to the pin 1 shield circuit, but would not be
connected to the chassis of the PX-18B. This alludes to two
more problems: Three of six PZM plates were not grounded
to pin 1. (All new ones are supposed to be grounded.) The
PX-18B supply, with a standard 3 -pin microphone input
connector, causes the PZM plate and PX-18B chassis to
have a voltage difference of 9 volts. Murphy's Law requires
that someone will someday short the two together, burn out
a battery, and make a very noisy tape recording. II recom-
mend that Crown use 4 -pin connectors and 3 -wire shielded
cable to prevent this. The existing cables were tested for
r.f.i. by laying them on a wooden bench at 1 meter from, and
parallel to, a quarter -wavelength antenna which was driven
by a 1 -watt aircraft transmitter at 122.9 MHz. The carrier was
amplitude -modulated by voice. The older, 3 -wire cables,
which were foil -shielded and supposedly r.f. proof, picked
up intense r.f.i. The new 2 -wire cables were free of r.f.i.
Neither cable picked up r.f.i. when used with a conventional
low -impedance microphone. If Crown changes to 4 -pin con-
nectors and 3 -wire shielded cable, I hope that they will
select a cable which is r.f. proof and is more flexible than the
stiff, foil -shielded type.

Use and Listening Tests
My first listening test was at a press event sponsored by

Crown. Dr. Clay Barclay, Crown's Promotion Manager, set
up an 8 -track recorder plus a stereo playback system in a
mobile home. Selected members of the audio press were
driven from New York City to Wilmington, Delaware in this
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Fig. 4-Directional
frequency responses of
PZM-30GPG on 4 x 31/2
foot baffle.
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Fig. 5-Artificial Voice
used for PZM talk test.
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vehicle. After the press left to eat dinner with the Music
Director of the Delaware Symphony, Dr. Barclay spliced the
wiring of the motor home to microphone cables coming from
the Grand Opera House. When we returned from dinner to
the motor home, we were able to compare three pairs of
PZMs to two pairs of conventional condenser microphones
while the orchestra played a concert. Two PZMs were on the
floor of the stage, two on a disc overhead, and two on a
false ceiling over the orchestra. The conventional mikes
were "flown" in front of the stage. The PZMs on the floor
sounded best during a piece with a guitar solo. The ceiling
PZMs had the best sound on the Brahms Fourth Symphony.
The conventional mikes never sounded superior to the
PZMs. The disc -mounted PZMs usually sounded better than
the conventional m kes, but poorer than the other PZMs.
Although Dr. Barclay put on a fine demonstration, there
were two flaws: The press could not sit in the house to
sample the live sound, and, because the conventional
mikes were clusterec in one location, we had to accept Dr.
Barclay's opinions that this was the best placement.
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"I hope amateur recordists
discover that PZMs are the
best way to get maximum
audio quality with a
minimum of effort."
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Fig. 6-Noise of PZM-30GPG
with PX-18B power supply.
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Table I-Baffle dimensions and cutoff frequencies for
PZM.

Baffle Dimensions, Feet Baffle Cutoff Freq., Hz
4 x 4 71

2 x 2 142
1 x 1 283

0.5 x 0.5 566

My first hands-on tryout of the PZM in an on -site recording
occurred during the Christmas season of 1981 at "Glen -
cairn," the home of the late Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Pitcairn
in Bryn Athyn, Pa. Each year since the residence was
completed in 1939, a "Christmas Sing" is held in the Great
Hall. This is a large room with an 80 -foot -high ceiling, and
up to 800 townspeople attend. Members of the Philadelphia
Orchestra's brass section play in a smaller room which is
joined to the Great Hall by a large stone archway. The
building has hand -cut stone walls, with teak floors and
woodwork. The PZMs were placed about 8 feet apart on the
stone floor of the archway. They did not sound as good
when taped to the (very rough) stone walls of the arch. For
comparison, RCA KB -2A "Paintbrush" velocity microphones
were "flown" about 20 feet above the PZMs. Each set of
mikes were then connected to identical Tandberg cassette
recorders.

Lachlan Pitcairn, son of Raymond Pitcairn and an accom-
plished amateur musician, supervised the recordings. He
had previously selected the conventional microphone type
and placement. For this "Sing," however, the contrast in
setup labor was great: The PZMs were taped to the floor,
with power supplies hidden in a niche and short cable
running along the floor to the recorder. The "flown" mikes
required some human acrobatics, plus long cable runs and
balancing transformers at the Tandbergs to eliminate noise
and r.f.i.

The PZM and conventional recordings sounded almost
identical in the low and midrange frequencies, including the
same mix of direct and reverberant sound. The PZMs
sounded brighter in the highs, but the velocity mikes had
falling response above 5 kHz. I found it surprising that the
microphones placed on the floor could sound similar to
those overhead.

Since PZMs are also used for vocal and speech pickup, I
was interested in how they would compare to conventional
mikes with a speech source. A person is not a very consis-
tent source and would tire before the tests could be com-
pleted. I was therefore fortunate to have on loan a model of
the Artificial Voice (Fig. 5) developed by Dr. H. F. Olson at
RCA Laboratories, and described in the Journal ,of the
Acoustical Society of America (June 1966). This source
duplicates the directivity pattern of a human voice from 63
Hz to 12 kHz and has uniform frequency response, ±3 dB,
over this range. The Voice was driven from a tape recording
which was dubbed from many plays of a carefully recorded
tape loop. The phonetically balanced sentence, "Joe took
father's shoe bench out, she was waiting at my lawn,"
spoken by me, was played back at a level of 65 dB at 1

meter, which is normal speech level. (It was rather disturb-
ing to hear my own voice mirrored exactly by the aluminum -

headed dummy!) The PZM was placed on the floor 10 feet
away from the Voice, and the conventional microphone
placed on a tripod 5 feet above the PZM. The mikes were
then laid on the floor, near the PZM and pointing at the
Voice. First, the Nakamichi CM -700 microphone was used
on the tripod with an omni capsule: The PZM audio sounded
much less reverberant, as if the Voice were close-miked.
The PZM thus exhibited long "reach," like a directional mike.
Compared to the CM -700 with a cardioid capsule on the
tripod, the PZM sounded similarly low in room reverberation,
but crisper, more intelligible, and less boomy. Similar results
were obtained with the omni and cardioid mikes on the floor,
most closely approximating the PZM's sound when the
cardioid was on the floor, set to its "Lo -Cut" position. This
eliminated the boominess, but the PZM was still more crisp.

The PZM, placed on a floor, can equal or outperform
conventional microphones mounted on floor stands or
"flown." The simplified placement and easy portability of
PZMs can be a boon to the amateur recordist or those
involved in amateur theater productions. PZMs should be
placed on large -area surfaces for critical recordings; 2 x 2
foot baffles will suffice for less critical work. The PZM should
therefore not be placed on smaller baffles or be used by
itself.

I think that the PZM is good enough to be a first choice in
any application where it can be properly set up. Of course,
the PZM is not suited to all situations, and rather than
misuse it, I would opt for conventional microphones where
necessary.

Although this review specifically pertains to the 30GP, the
6LP is similar. My tests of the 31S and 6S revealed that they
have flatter low- and high -frequency response than the
30GP. They might be better for classical recordings, if
properly located in a room which is free of low -frequency
noise. The 6LP and 6S models are very small and best for
use with miniature cassette recorders.

I hope that amateur recordists will discover that PZMs are
the best way to obtain maximum audio quality with a mini-
mum of effort. Crown publishes much information on how
professional sound people use PZMs; these publications
can be of great value to the amateur. I also hope that
readers will develop some unique ways to use PZMs and
will tell us about them. Jon R. Sank
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ONLY ONE AUDIO
DEALER IN TWENTY

WILL CARRY THE
KYOCERA R-851

TUNER/AMPLIFIER
WITH 1VIOS ITT AIVIPS.

Enter No. 7 on Reader Service Card

Very simply, our R-851 is not for
everyone. Not for every dealer. Not
for every audio buyer.

Only for those who demand the
best. Those who want sound that's
pure and distinctive... who hear
subtleties others miss. For those
discriminating listeners, the R-851
is well worth the quest.

Hear the silence before you
hear the sound.
Switch on the R-851, switch from
one function to another. Try Phono.
Tape 1. Tape 2. Auxiliary. Back to
Phono.

Absolute silence (of course,
you'll get sound on AM/FM). The
silence is the mark of a great re-
ceiver. And great engineering.

The kind of quiet an audiophile
loves to hear.

Sound that takes you closer to
the source.
We've turned on the R-851 for some
very experienced-even jaded- audio
ears, and all we can say is it stops
'em every time. The sound is dif-
ferent. The sense of being there is
almost overpowering. All this comes
from 85 watts per channel of
power* (with dynamic power far
above this figure) and some of the
most sophisticated circuitry in the
business. Above all, it uses MOS
FET's, the new breed of output
transistors, in the amplifier section.
They can handle the transients, the
power surges, the power require-
ments of present-day sound (and
tomorrow's digital sound) better
than bipolar transistors ever could-
and give you a sonic purity like no
other (many claim MOS FET's have
picked up the warm, rich sound of
the great tube amps and gone a step
beyond!).

Fine tuned for every audio need.
From front end to output jacks, the
R -85I offers every feature an audio
enthusiast might want. The most
commonly used controls are right
up front-the more esoteric ones are
placed behind a neat flip -down
front panel. There's microprocessor -
controlled quartz -locked tuning
with 14 station programmable mem-
ory (7 AM & 7 FM); automatic
station seek; 3 -band parametric -
style equalizer; fluorescent display
panel; and two-way tape monitoring
and dubbing.

If you need some help in finding
that one Kyocera dealer in twenty,
contact: Cybernet International, Inc.,
7 Powder Horn Drive, Warren,
NJ 07060 (201) 560-0060.

KYOCER2

*85 watts RMS per channel, both channels
driven, at 8 Ohms with no more than 0.015%
THD from 20-20,000 Hz.
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

NAD 4150
AM/FM
TUNE"

Manufacturer's Specifications
Usable Sensitivity: Mono, 5.0 dBf.
Fifty -dB Quieting Sensitivity: Mono,

13.0 dBf; stereo, 35 dBf.
S/N: Mono, 82 dB; stereo, 80 dB.
Stereo Separation: 50 dB at 1 kHz; 40

dB at 10 kHz.
Alternate Channel Selectivity: 65 dB.
AM Suppression: 70 dB.
Capture Ratio: 0.5 dB.
THD: Mono, 0.08% at 1 kHz, 0.10% at

6 kHz; stereo, 0.10% at 1 kHz, 0.2%
at 6 kHz.

Dimensions: 16-9/16 in. (42.1 cm) W
x 3 in. (7.6 cm) H x 10 in. (25.4
cm) D.

Weight: 8.7 lbs. (3.95 kg).
Price: $338.00.

Company Address: 675 Canton St.,
Norwood, Mass. 02062.

For literature, circle No. 92

I first became aware of the talents of Larry Schotz when,
more than six years ago, he appeared at the door of my lab
with a Sherwood Micro -CPU 100 digital tuner. He had de-
signed that tuner for Sherwood and later sold a similar unit
under the name of Draco Labs. I remember my frustration at
not being able to verify all of the claimed specifications for
that remarkable product because it was then so far ahead of
both its time and my test equipment. Mr. Schotz now runs
his own laboratory, LS Research, Inc., in Thiensville, Wis-
consin, and NAD is among his well-known clients. The NAD
4150 tuner is his brainchild, and, to my mind, it represents
one of the finest achievements in FM and r.f. circuitry design
that I have ever seen. There's so much that's new about the
circuitry that it would take several reports this size to do it full

justice. So, let's get the physical details out of the way first,
and then I'll try to discuss at least the highlights of this, the
most sensitive turer I have ever measured.

The all -black front panel of the 4150 has relatively few
controls and switches protruding from its surface. At the left
are a power on/off button, a mono/stereo mode switch, and
an FM (interstation) mute switch. A display area provides
digital readout of AM or FM frequencies and shows signal
strength (in the form of from one to five LED indicator
"bars") and tuning indication. The tuning indicator consists
of an illuminated LED bar, flanked by pointer arrows which
illuminate only when using the FM band and tell you tuning
direction for correctly centering an incoming channel. The
arrow disappears when perfect tuning is achieved.
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A stereo indicator light is located just to the right of the
display area, as are the memory preset buttons, which store
five AM and five FM station frequencies. When you turn the
4150 on, a last -station memory tunes to the station you were
listening to before turning it off. All memories hold their
contents for two weeks with the tuner unplugged, with no
batteries needed for this feature.

The "Up" and "Down" tuning buttons at the right of the
panel can be used for manual or automatic tuning. In man-
ual mode, touching each button raises or lowers the tuned -
in frequency in increments of 100 kHz for FM, 10 kHz for
AM; holding the buttons down causes a rapid increase or
decrease in frequency. For automatic tuning, depress the
"Search" button before tuning, and the 4150 will search out
and lock onto the next usable AM or FM signal.

The rear panel of the NAD 4150 is equipped with the
usual 75- and 300 -ohm FM antenna terminals, an external
AM antenna terminal, a loopstick AM antenna mounted with
a ball -joint for easy orientation, a pair of output jacks, and an
output level control.

Circuit Highlights
The most outstanding circuit innovation of the 4150 is the

Schotz variable -bandwidth PLL detector. I'll discuss that in
some detail shortly, but the rest of the tuner's circuitry is
worth a brief description as well. The front-end consists of
six varactor-tuned stages, and all r.f. amplifiers and the
mixer use low -noise J-FETs. The first and second r.f. amplifi-
ers are configured in a cascode arrangement to minimize
Miller effect. The third r.f. amplifier is a grounded gate circuit
for improved noise performance and signal -handling ability.
Schotz told me that he measured r.f. IM of -85 dB and that,
because the dynamic range of this front-end is a very high
120 dB, there is no need for any a.g.c.

First and second stages of the i.f. amplifier utilize J-FETs
too, which helps to achieve an adjacent channel selectivity
of greater than 20 dB. The J-FETs also help to maintain
better phase linearity throughout the i.f. amplifier, which
results in lower distortion.

Figure 1 illustrates the dramatic improvement in capture
ratio achieved by the Schotz detector. Since low capture
ratio is directly related to minimization of multipath distortion
problems, FM listeners who have been suffering with such
problems are most likely to benefit from the new circuit, as
are those who receive weak signals because they live in
remote areas or must use indoor antennas.

The heart of the Schotz detector is a discrete phase -
locked loop (PLL) detector circuit. Figure 2 compares the
FM demodulation curve of this PLL detector with that of a
conventional ratio or quadrature detector. The latter types
have a so-called S -curve, only a small section of which is
linear. The PLL detector's "S -curve" is more Z -shaped than
S-shaped,and it is inherently linear over its entire operating
range. With the PLL detector, tuning away from dead center
of channel has no effect upon linearity until the tuning goes
so far off -center that distortion rises steeply (and obviously).
Figure 3 shows how distortion varies with tuning accuracy
for a PLL detector and a conventional ratio detector.

Previous FM tuners have always used detectors with a
wide, fixed bandwidth. While this provides optimum perfor-
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Fig. 1-Capture ratio vs
signal strength for Schctz
and conventional FM
detectors.

Fig. 2-Detection
"S -curves" for ratio and PLL
detectors.
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Fig. 3-Tuning error vs.
distortion for PLL and
ratio detectors; tuning is
far less critical with PLL.
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"I measured a monophonic
usable sensitivity of
6.8 dBf-the lowest figure
I have obtained for any
tuner, ever!"
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mance and lowest distortion with strong signals, it limits
usable sensitivity and noise performance when weaker sig-
nals are encountered. The Schotz detector alleviates this
problem by automatically narrowing its own bandwidth at
low signal levels, so that it responds only to the portion of
the FM deviation that is within the bandwidth of the i.f. stage.
By ignoring the wide( FM deviations in the i.f. "skirts," it also
rejects associated noise and distortion.

Figure 4 shows how the Schotz circuit works. The ele-
ments within the dotted line make up the phase -locked loop
detector. They include a voltage -controlled oscillator, a
phase detector which determines when the V.C.O. signal is
precisely locked in phase with the incoming FM signal, and
a loop filter which controls the V.C.O.'s frequency. Where
this differs from 'conventional PLL detectors is that the oper-
ating bandwidth of its loop filter (and therefore of the entire
detector) is variable.

Three additional detectors are connected to the i.f.
stages. One senses signal strength, the second responds to
the noise level, and the third responds to the amplitude -
modulation content (which bears a direct relationship to
multipath interference). The three outputs of these sensing
detectors are combined to form a d.c. control voltage,
proportional to the signal quality. This voltage controls the
bandwidth of the PLL detector. When an incoming signal is
weak, noisy or full of multipath interference, the detector's
bandwidth narrows to clean up the sound. When the signal
is strong and free from interference, the Schotz detector has
the same bandwidth as other detector circuits.

Measurements
I measured a monophonic usable sensitivity of 6.8 dBf

(1.2 µV across 300 ohms) on the sample NAD 4150. This is
the lowest figure I have obtained for any tuner, ever! Only 12
dBf of signal input was required to achieve 50 -dB quieting
in mono, while in stereo the same level of quieting was
achieved with a signal input of only 33.2 dBf (25 1.1.V across
300 ohms). Stereo threshold was set at around 16 dBf,
which therefore constitutes usable sensitivity in stereo as
well. Signal-to-noise ratio in mono was 82 dB, exactly as
claimed, with an input signal of 65 dBf. Increasing the signal
strength to 85 dBf yielded another dB of S/N (83 dB). At that
signal level, stereo S/N measured 80 dB, as claimed, while
at the more usual measuring level of 65 dBf it was 75 dB.

Distortion at mid -frequencies was far better than claimed,
measuring 0.04% in mono and 0.08% in stereo. These
results, as a function of signal -input level, as well as the
quieting characteristics of the tuner in mono and stereo, are
shown in the graphs of Fig. 5. Distortion figures were equally
impressive at the frequency extremes of 100 Hz and 6 kHz,
where I measured 0.09% and 0.045% respectively in mono
and 0.12% and 0.09% in stereo. Plots of harmonic distortion
versus frequency are shown in Fig. 6.

This is the first tuner I have ever measured which exhibit-
ed absolutely flat frequency response (within 0.1 dB) all the
way out to the highest FM audio frequency of 15 kHz. Even
more remarkable was the separation characteristic of the
multiplex decoder section: As shown in Fig. 7, the separa-
tion is also very nearly uniform from one extreme of the
audio frequency band to the other! At 1 kHz, I measured a
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`When an incoming signal
is weak, noisy or full of
multipath, the detector's
bandwidth narrows to
clean up the sound."

separation of 51 dB, at 100 Hz it was 45 dB, while at 10 kHz,
where separation usually tends to decrease substantially,
separation was actually 49 dB. What's more, the separation
on both channels was the same!

Figure 8 is an analysis of crosstalk distortion products for
a 5 -kHz modulating signal. In this 'scope photo, frequencies
are linearly displayed (as opposed to the log -frequency, 20
Hz to 20 kHz sweep in Fig. 7) from 0 Hz to 50 kHz. The tall
spike at the left represents the desired (left -channel) 5 -kHz
output signal when the left channel is modulated to 100%.
The shorter spike within the tall one is the 5 -kHz output
observed from the right channel. Other spikes to the right
represent harmonic -distortion and subcarrier components
present at the right -channel output jack.

Capture ratio measured 1.5 dB at 45 dBf but, remarkably,
at the lower signal level of 25 dBf (where capture ratio
usually deteriorates on other tuners), capture ratio on this
tuner actually improved to 0.9 dB. I measured an alternate -
channel selectivity of 79 dB and AM rejection of 70 dB at 65
dBf input -signal strength. Spurious, i.f. and image rejection
were all above 100 dB (the limits of the test setup), but Larry
Schotz tells me he was able to measure in excess of 130 dB
for all three of these parameters. I'm willing to take his word
for it! SCA rejection, an important parameter that all too
many tuner designers tend to neglect, measured a superb
79 dB, while 19- and 38 -kHz subcarrier product rejection
was a very satisfactory 71 dB. You won't have to activate
any MPX filters on your cassette deck if you record pro-
grams with this tuner.

While I didn't spend too much time measuring the AM
performance of the NAD 4150 tuner (the company doesn't
even list any specifications for AM), I did run the usual
frequency response plot, which is reproduced as Fig. 9.

Use and Listening Tests
To put it simply, Larry Schotz has outdone himself this

time. That old Sherwood tuner, mentioned at the beginning
of this report, originally sold for around $2,000.00! But this
NAD tuner designed by Schotz carries a suggested retail
price of just over $300 and outperforms his earlier unit by a
wide margin. Tuning is easier than on most tuners I've
worked with, and the difference was even more apparent
when dealing with signals having marginal levels. I picked
up, with usable quality, at least eight stations that are nor-
mally so full of noise and distortion that I don't even log them
as receivable in my location.

The 4150's variable -bandwidth detector feature seems to
eliminate the need for the variable bandwidth i.f. stages
found in much more expensive tuners and receivers, and
that obviously reduces cost. Schotz was right about the
relaxed center -tuning requirements too. Given a fairly strong
signal, I was able to detune the 4150 by a full 100 kHz in FM
without detecting any change in sound quality, noise or
distortion. Try that on a tuner having a conventional detector
circuit, and the sibilance and raspy peaks would make you
leap from your armchair to retune (or turn off) the set.

I deliberately made some A -B comparisons between the
4150 and a conventional tuner costing about $600.00, tun-
ing each to stations known to produce multipath distortion in
my location. To make matters worse, I even rotated my

Fig. 7-
Frequency
response and
stereo
separation.

Fig. 8-
Crosstalk and
distortion
products with
5 -kHz modulating
signal.

Fig. 9-
Frequency
response,
AM section.

outdoor antenna to emphasize the problem. I'm not going to
tell you that the NAD 4150 totally eliminated the problem,
but it very definitely reduced it to tolerable levels. The
familiar raspy outbursts so characteristic of multipath-signal
reflections occurred with great regularity on "Brand X" and
only were audible during occasional extremes of modulation
with the NAD 4150.

I've always had a great deal of respect for Larry Schotz's
work in r.f. design. I felt that his design efforts were always
pure in concept, devoid of gimmicks, and represented the
state of the art. The NAD 4150 helps to reinforce my high
opinion of this behind -the -scenes inventor, and I look for-
ward to his next breakthrough. As for NAD, they deserve a
great deal of credit for having turned to the right designer
when they wanted an outstanding tuner. Leonard Feldman
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EQUIPME\T PROFILE

REVOX
B710 MKII
CASSETTE
DECK

Manufacturer's Specifications
Frequency Response: 30 Hz to 18

kHz, to 20 kHz with chrome or metal
tape.

Harmonic Distortion: 0.8%.
S/N Ratio: 72 dBA with Dolby C NR.
Separation: 40 dB.
Input Sensitivity: Mike, 0.35 mV; line.

35 mV.
Output Level: Line, 775 mV; head-

phone, 2.45 V.
Flutter: 0.1% wtd. peak.
Wind Times: 65 seconds for C-90.
Dimensions: 17.8 in. (452 mm) W x 6

in. (151 mm) H x 13.8 in. (352 mm)
D.

Weight: 22.9 lbs. (10.4 kg).
Price: $1,995.00.
Company Address: 1425 Elm Hil,

Pike, Nashville, Tenn. 37210.
For literature, circle No. 93

Studer Revox makes a limited number of products for the
audiophile market, but they are all of very high quality. It is
always of interest, therefore, when they introduce a new
model, such as the B710 MKII stereo cassette deck. It has
microprocessor control (including a built-in timer), three
heads mounted on a high -stability common base, four -

motor direct drive, and other goodies which I will cover later.
The cassette holder and drive assembly dominate the front
panel with their size and rugged looks. The dual capstans
draw attention because they are of much larger diameter
than those on other decks. Also unusual and noteworthy is
the light and sensor assembly to detect clear leader for
automatic cueing right at the start of the actual oxide.

The transport control buttons are the standard ones,
and the logic allows direct changing between most modes,
including "punch -in" flying -start recording (shifting to "Rec"
while in "Play") by pressing both "Rec" and "Play" at once.
There is no pause function in "Play," but there is one in
"Rec," where it's needed. The counter display above shows
either four bright LED -type digits for tape location or, with a
push of the "Mode" switch, local time. Counter, memory,
time and timer settings are controlled with the adjacent
buttons for "Zero" and "Run -Up" (which set and find the
zero positions on the tape), while the timer's "Set," "Start,"
"Stop" and "Clear" buttons are behind a swing -down panel
at the top. There are also slide switches for timer mode
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("Play/Off/Rec") and the multiplex filter, as well as four
interlocked pushbutton switches for tape selection (IEC
Types I, II, and IV or auto -selection from sensing holes in
the cassette shell).

When the B710 MKII is placed in record mode, a red
indicator appears at the very right of the "Counter/Time"
display, just above the "Rec" button. Below the transport
buttons are the large -handled toggle switches for "Power,"
"Monitor," and "Dolby -NR" ("On/Off") and ("C-Type/B-
Type"). If the power switch is in the "Standby" position, the
clock continues to function, and the time can be read out by
pushing "Mode." When the Dolby -mode switch is on, a
Dolby double -D symbol is illuminated at the right end of the
horizontal LED -type "Peak -Reading Meter." If the multiplex
filter is on, "MPX" appears just above the Dolby symbol, and
if the tape selector is set to "Auto," there is an "IEC" just
below it.

The "Peak -Reading Meter" covers a wide range, from
" -30" to " + 8" for each channel. Meter resolution is very
good, with 24 bars for each channel and with separate
thresholds for each bar. The dual -concentric level pots for
both mike and line inputs allow for complete mike/lyne mix-
ing. There is a fair amount of friction between sections, but
the large, well -knurled knobs make interchannel balancing
quite easy. There are phone jacks for left and right mikes
and for headphones. (A single mike in the left jack sends a
mono signal to both channels.) The separate headphone
volume control does not affect the outgoing line level-a
considerable convenience at times. The large, white letter-
ing on the gray background makes for excellent legibility
under any normal lighting.

The connections on the back panel are under a fairly
deep overhang of the chassis, so they're a bit hard to see
from the front. There are the expected line in/oul phono
jacks, plus sockets for a remote control and for power -on
connections to a Revox receiver, especially useful with the
built-in timer. The screw -type fuseholder and a line -voltage
selector are potentially helpful if you move overseas.

Access to the interior was gained by removing the metal
top cover. The attention that Revox gives to detail was
indicated by the cover's smooth, gentle curve which en-
sures firm seating at all points when installed. The soldering
on the several p.c. boards was excellent, with no flux resi-
due. Most of the inter -card connections were made with
multipin cables. All of the ICs were in sockets, for easier
service replacement. None of the parts or adjustments were
labelled, however, so internal work would best be left to
those with the necessary servicing information. The four -
motor transport assembly caught my attention with its rug-
ged and rigid construction, large flywheels, lack of pulleys
and belts, and damped head -gate solenoid. The dr ve sys-
tem was very quiet in all operating modes.

Measurements
The playback responses were very good for 120-4, but

showed some high -end roll -off ( -3 dB) for 70-4 EQ. Play-
back level indications were exact within the resolution of the
bar -graph meters. Play speed was about 0.25% fast, very
satisfactory. This Revox deck was supplied with TDK AD,
SA -X and MA cassettes, and they were used for the normal
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"The benefits of Dolby C
were especially noteworthy,
yielding response that
would do many decks proud
at levels 20 dB lower."
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Fig. 4-Third-harmonic
distortion vs. level at
315 Hz with Dolby C NR.
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Fig. 5-Third-harmonic
distortion vs. frequency
with Dolby C NR at 10 dB
below Dolby level using
TDK SA tape.

test program. Other tapes that were well -matched to the
B710's internal sensitivity and bias settings were BASF
Professional I Super and Metal IV, JVC ME -P, Maxell UD
XL I and XL II -S, Memorex HBII and TDK MA -R. Swept -
frequency responses were obtained for the three supplied
tapes at Dolby level and 20 dB below that both with and
without Dolby C NR. As Figs. 1 to 3 and Table I show, all of

the responses were quite flat and well extended. The bene-
fits of Dolby C at higher levels were especially noteworthy
with SA -X and MA tapes, yielding response that would do
many decks proud at levels 20 dB lower. Dolby tracking
was excellent with SA -X, and good with the other tapes. In
running the swept responses, some leak -through from the
inputs to the outputs at the highest frequencies was noted.
A check with pink noise at maximum meter level proved that
the coupling was a testing oddity and definitely not detect-
able with music -type signals.

Playback of a recorded 10 -kHz tone had about 30° of
phase error between tracks and a total jitter of 10°, better
than most decks overall. The multiplex filter was 1 dB down
at 16.0 kHz and a good 32.8 dB at 19.00 kHz. Bias in the
output during record was very low in level. Separation be-
tween tracks at 1 kHz was a very good 47 dB, and crosstalk
at the same frequency was an outstanding -87 dB. Erasure
of metal tape at 100 Hz was a good 62 dB.

The third -harmonic distortion was a very linear function (in
dB) from -10 dB to the HDL3 = 3% limits (Fig. 4) for all
three tapes. Notice the very low figures at -10 dB for both
SA -X and AD tapes. The SA -X tape was also used for tests
of HDL3 versus frequency from 50 Hz to 7 kHz, with Dolby C
NR, at 10 dB below Dolby level. The results from 50 Hz to 2
kHz were excellent (Fig. 5), but the sharp rise above 2 kHz
was a little unexpected.

The signal-to-noise ratios (Table II) were measured at
Dolby level and at the 3% limit points, both with and without
Dolby C NR and with both IEC A and CCIR/ARM weightings.
The perceptive reader may notice that the difference be-
tween a Dolby -level ratio and a 3% -point ratio is less than
the level difference shown in Fig. 4. The discrepancy is the
result of compression in the recording: Fig. 4 shows the
difference in incoming record levels, but Table II reflects the
compression revealed in playback. (Please note that this is
a characteristic of all recorders, even though rarely report-
ed.) A further point is that the 3% points are higher with
Dolby NR than without-another plus for noise reduction.
The results are all excellent, and there is no doubt about the
considerable advantage Dolby C provides over Dolby B in
lowering noise.

The input sensitivities were 0.64 mV for mike and 64 mV
for line, both higher than the specification and by exactly the
same ratio (64:35). In some cases, it would be advanta-
geous to have the specified sensitivities. The overload
points were 40 dB higher, as specified: Mike at 65 mV and
line at 6.4 V. The output clipped at a level equivalent to
+ 15.1 dB relative to meter zero. The line input impedance
was close to 200 kilohms over much- of the band, falling to
about 25 kilohms at 20 kHz-still plenty high enough. The
line input pot sections tracked within a dB from maximum
down 60 dB, which is outstanding. The mike pot sections
tracked to the same limit for 45 dB, quite acceptable. The
line outputs were right on the specification of 775 mV for
meter zero, falling to about 747 mV with a 10-kilohm load.
The maximum headphone output was a very high 2.61 V,
even with an 8 -ohm load. That was far more than enough for
all of the phones tried, and it was necessary to turn the
headphone volume control down for normal use. The line
output impedance was close to 400 ohms (low and good)
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"Wind times were just
68 seconds for a C-90, a
shorter time than many
decks need for C-60
cassettes."

across the band, but increased somewhat when The output
level -set pots were turned down to their maximum attenua-
tion of 28 dB. The output polarity was reversed in both
"Source" and "Tape" modes.

Tests with a 5 -kHz tone burst demonstrated that the
B710's meters were truly peak reading, meeting the require -

Table I-Record/playback responses (-3 dB limits).

With Dolby C NR Without Dolby NR

Tape Type

Dolby Lvl -20 dB Dolby Lvl -20 dB
Hz kHz Hz kHz Hz kHz Hz kHz

TDK AD 20 10.1 20 20.0 20 8.8 20 21.0
TDK SA -X 20 20.2 20 20.3 19 11.0 19 21.2
TDK MA 20 20.8 18 23.1 20 13.4 20 24.0

Table II-Signal'noise ratios with IEC A and CCIR'ARM
weightings.

IEC A Wtd. (dBA) CCIR,ARM ',dB)

Tape Type

W/Dolby C NR Without NR W/Dolby C NR Without NR

At DL HD =3% At DL HD= 3% At DL HD = 3% At DL H D = 3%

TKD AD 68.2 72.4 54.5 58.2 71.4 75.6 52 3 56 0
TDK SA -X 69.3 73.9 55.1 59.1 71.6 76.0 52.5 56.5
TDK MA 68.0 74.4 53.1 58.6 69.8 76.2 50.5 56.0

ments of IEC Standard 268-10 both for response and decay
time. A full zero response was reached with a 20-mS burst.
The frequency response was 3 dB down at 6.6 Hz and 25.9
kHz. Calibration of the scales was excellent over the entire
range from " - 30" to " + 8." It is a rarity to find 24 separate
thresholds so accurate, and the deck's meters were defi-
nitely superior in that regard. The high brightness of the
segments made for easy reading over a range of lighting
levels.

Playback of a 3 -kHz tone recorded with 120-V line power
had no detectable change in speed over a range from 110
to 130 V, one indicator of good transport design. Over a
considerable period of time, any speed variations were less
than the minimum readable, 0.02%. Throughout the length
of a C-90 cassette, maximum flutter was 0.038% wtd. rms
and 0.07% wtd. peak, both excellent figures. Wind times
were just 68 seconds for a C-90 cassette, a shorter time
than many decks need for C -60s. This fast wind, however,
was very smooth and quiet (constant -speed, according to
Revox), and the stops were soft and shock -free. -he times
for run -out to stop, changing winding directions and going
from wind to play were all less than a second.

Use and Listening Tests
The instruction manual has 14 pages each of English,

French and German. There are many excellent illustrations,
well integrated into the fairly lucid text, although I would
have preferred more detail in the discussion of memory
functions. The block schematic is very good and a most
welcome inclusion. The design of the cassette drive, which
projects out from the front panel, made for very easy load-
ing/unloading and provided excellent access for all mainte-
nance tasks. All of the controls and switches were com-

pletely reliable throughout the testing. I found it a little
frustrating that I could not set "Start" (the timer's control
behind the swing -down panel which zeroes the counter)
while in record or play mode, because this caused the deck
to stop. I would also like to have been able to rewind past
"Start," but pushing the rewind button again caused the
B710 to go into play. Havng the clock function built in was
nice, and the timer scheme worked fine.

The listening tests utilized pink noise for the Dolby track-
ing tests, as usual, and the discs included Mobile Fidelity's
Romantic Russia with Georg Solti and the London Sympho-
ny Orchestra and Chorus. The biggest effect noted in any of
the switching was the great improvement in the high end at
higher levels with SA -X tape when Dolby C was switched in;
there were changes with the other tapes, but less obvious.
At times, there were small variations in the playback com-
pared to the original, but they were fleeting, and the sound
quality was always exce lent. Dolby C NR was used for
these tests, and its low -noise character was apparent in a
number of very quiet passages.

The Revox 8710 MKII does not have a sophisticated array
of microprocessor -controlled functions such as music -se-
lection programming, intro -search, etc., but it does have a
solid list of good things for its premium price. These include
excellent response, low distortion, very low noise, full mike/
line mixing, excellent peak -responding meters and an out-
standing transport drive system. All in all, the 8710 MKII
impresses me as one dec.< that will deliver excellent perfor-
mance for many years to come. Howard A. Roberson
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

ACOUSTAT
TRANS -NOVA
TWIN -200
POWER
AMPLIFIER

Manufacturer's Specifications
Power Output: 200 watts per channel,

8 ohms, 20 Hz to 20 kHz; 325 watts
per channel, 4 ohms, 20 Hz to 20
kHz.

THD: 0.1%.
SMPTE-IM Distortion: 0.1%.
Damping Factor: Greater than 1,000

at all frequencies below 1 kHz;
greater than 100 at 20 kHz.

Slew Rate: 165 V/p.S.
Input Impedance: 47 kilohms.
Input Sensitivity: 1.3 volts.
Output Impedance: Forward driven, 0

to 1 kHz, 40 milliohms at 20 kHz; 200
milliohms at 50 kHz.

Power Consumption: 100 watts
idling, 750 watts at rated power.

Dimensions: 17 in. (43.18 cm) W x 5
in. (12.7 cm) H x 14 in. (35.56 cm)
D.

Weight: 40 lbs. (18 kg).

Price: $1,095.00.
Company Address: 3101 Southwest

First Terr., Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
33315.

For literature, circle No. 94
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Fig. 1-Schematic
diagram of one channel,
Acoustat TNT -200
amplifier.
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The search for the perfect power amplifying circuit goes
on. This time it's Acoustat Corporation, which claims to have
come up with the long sought-after answer in the Trans -
Nova Twin -200 power amp. Trans -Nova is an acronym for
"Trans -conductance Nodal Voltage Amplifier." Most power
amplifier output stages are typically configured either as
voltage followers or as transconductance stages (common
in tube -type amplifiers). When Acoustat decided to design
an amplifier employing MOS-FETs as power output devices,
they found that neither of these basic configurations was
well suited to such ICs.

The follower type of circuit is not ideally suited to the
power MOS-FET because it does not allow use of either full
positive -to -negative supply -voltage dynamic range or gain -
bandwidth product. The transconductance stage is also not
ideally suited to the power MOS-FET, since pure transcon-
ductance-mode operation of an output stage requires large
amounts of multistage or long -loop negative feedback.

So Acoustat came up with a third alternative, which they
call an anisotropic output configuration (anisotropic: -laving
different properties in different directions). A schematic dia-
gram of one channel is shown in Fig. 1. The circuit departs
from the usual bipolar amplifier design approach of having
a voltage -gain stage driving a current -gain output stage.
Instead, it uses voltage -to -current conversion followed by
current -to -voltage conversion. In this arrangement, the
first stage is called a transconductance stage (gm = I/E),
while the second stage is called a transresistance stage
(rm = DI). The first stage has near -infinite generator imped-
ance (and therefore zero damping); the voltage errors of the
second power stage are totally returned to the first stage's
input gates, to create an output characteristic equivalent to
a unity -gain stage. In fact, while the output stage has every
desirable property of a no -gain stage (low distortion and
noise with high damping and speed), it also exhibits full
open -loop voltage gain of around 20 dB into 8 ohms togeth-
er with full rated power, headroom and speed.

A second important circuit innovation in the TNT -200 is
called Complement Feedback. According to its inventors,
this is an improvement on classic negative feedback; it

looks at signal error inside the classical feedback loop, as
well as outside it, and then further refines the feedback
signal to cancel output -stage distortion and impedance. In
the circuit diagram of Fig. 1, the feedback circuit elements
identified with the letter "A" represent Acoustat's anisotropic
feedback elements. The RC network identified with the letter
"B" represents the conventional feedback elements based
upon the famous H. S. Black patent (1937). The comple-
mented negative -feedback element "C" creates an intra-
loop error -return path that results in "infinite" error gain
without the problems of instability described by Bode and
Nyquist.

This circuit design eliminates any need for current -limiting
protection against load faults. Neither are inductors needed
in the output path to insure stability (and possibly cause
sonic aberrations with certain unusual loads). As is evident
from the schematic diagram, only FETs are used in the
signal path. The bipolar devices identified as Q11 and Q12
are merely part of the 23-V d.c. supply regulating circuit.

So much for the theory. Now let's have a look at the
amplifier itself. The front panel is totally devoid of any con-
trols, with the exception of its rocker -type power on/off
switch. A rather prominent nameplate identifies the maker
and the product. As for the rear panel, most of it is taken up
with a massive heat sink, but there is just enough room at
either end to accommodate color -coded, five -way output
binding posts and an input jack for each channel. This sort
of channel isolation is carried on inside the chassis as well,
with completely separate modules housing the parts for
each channel. Six fuses are located internally (four d.c.
supply -voltage line fuses and two a.c. line fuses). The TNT -
200 uses four completely separated bilateral power sup-
plies and a twin -core, quasi -toroidal power transformer with
parallel primaries.
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"When Acoustat found the
basic power amp output
configurations weren't
suited for MOS-FETs, they
devised the anisotropic
output configuration."

Fig. 2-Twin-tone (9 and
10 kHz) test signal
displayed on spectrum
analyzer for calculation of
CCIF IM and IHF IM.

POWER/CHANNEL- WATTS

Fig. 3-Power output per
channel vs. harmonic
distortion, 1 -kHz test
signal, 8 -ohm loads.
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Measurements
The TNT -200 delivered just over 200 watts per channel

over the entire range of audio frequencies from 20 Hz to 20
kHz for its rated harmonic distortion level of 0.1%. SMPTE-
IM distortion was a bit higher than claimed, rising to a
nonetheless inaudible 0.2% for rated output into 8 -ohm
loads, but CCIF IM and IHF IM, calculated from the spec-
trum analysis of Fig. 2 (linear sweep from 0 Hz to 20 kHz),
were 0.046% and 0.149% respectively. Dynamic headroom
measured 1.4 dB, while IHF slew factor was greater than 5.
Damping factor was obviously higher than I was able to
measure in the bench setup, even though I used short, 14 -
gauge connecting wire from the amplifier's output terminals
to the input terminals of the test instruments.

IHF input sensitivity (for 1 -watt output) measured 100
millivolts; sensitivity for rated output was 1.4 volts. Frequen-
cy response extended from 4 Hz to 135 kHz between -1
dB cutoff points, and from 2 Hz to 400 kHz for a -3 dB
cutoff. Signal-to-noise ratio, referenced to rated output,
measured 109 dB (A -weighted). Figure 3 is a plot of har-
monic distortion versus power output, for a 1 -kHz signal
driving an 8 -ohm load. When the load was switched to 4
ohms, maximum power output per channel was 325 watts,
as claimed. I lowered the load impedance to 2 ohms briefly,
and under those load conditions the amplifier was able to
deliver in excess of 400 watts per channel to the load. A 1-
ILF capacitor, paralleled across the 8 -ohm resistive load on
each channel, did not result in any instability. Figure 4 is a
plot of harmonic distortion versus frequency for the 8 -ohm
load condition.

Use and Listening Tests
I am not prepared to say that the sound of the Acoustat

TNT -200 is markedly superior to that of several other high-
grade power amplifiers I have listened to in recent months. I
did note an effortlessness in the way the amplifier delivered
power to a variety of loads, and an almost complete trans-
parency of sound which characterizes several previously
favored amplifiers. It has been said that FETs behave more
like tubes than do bipolar devices, and indeed that is true.
Since I never became emotionally involved in the debate
over "tube sound versus transistor sound," as have some of
my colleagues, I can't honestly say the sound of the Acous-
tat TNT -200 replicates that of any tube amplifier of yester-
year. Nor would I want it to. The Acoustat's sound merits
serious consideration and auditioning in its own right. It's a
clean and robust sound that appeals to me.

With an amplifier capable of producing this level of power,
it's important to consider some qualities which are not soni-
cally related, such as long-term reliability. The fact that
Acoustat offers a limited 5 -year warranty is an encouraging
sign. Perusal of the components in this sturdily built amplifi-
er gave further evidence that it is not likely to require
frequent service. I suspect the reason for the relatively high
cost of the TNT -200 is the high cost of those MOS-FETs and
the rest of its bill of materials. Perhaps, in time, amplifiers
built this way will come down in price as more and more
serious listeners begin to appreciate the virtues they offer
and stop measuring amplifiers on a watts -per -dollar basis.

Leonard Feldman
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We designed Eagle ST street radials with our Eagle ram
tires in mind.

Which explains tie tread pattern teat's a direct steal from
our two-time IMEA. RS champion radials. The racy low pro -
tile that puts mo-e rubber on the road. And the Goodyear
radial construction that will help keep it there for a long t me is
to come.

As for the class c white -letter styling, it doesn't make Eagle
ST go faster, but when you have a tire with this muci of a
competition heritage, why keep it a secret?

Best of all, even trough Eagle ST may sound as if it belongs on a rare car, it's Ludt
to work on your light truck or van, too

Prove it to yourself. With a quick trip to the Eagles' Nest at you- Goodyear retailer.
The trip home wil be even quicker.



EQUIPMENT PROFILE

TECHNICS
RS-M275X
CASSETTE
DECK

Manufacturer's Specifications
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 17

kHz, to 18 kHz with Cr02 tape, to 19
kHz with metal tape.

Signal/Noise Ratio: 68 dB CCIR/ARM
with Dolby B NR, 76 dB with Dolby
C NR, 92 dBA with dbx NR.

Input Sensitivity: Mike, 0.25, mV; line,
60 mV.

Output Level: Line, 700 mV; head-
phone, 130 mV at 8 ohms.

Flutter: 0.03% wtd. rms, 0.07% wtd.
peak.

Wind Times: 90 seconds for C-60.
Dimensions: 167/8 in. (430 mm) W x

37/8 in. (98 mm) H x 127/8 in. (326
mm) D.

Weight: 14.1 lbs. (6.4 kg).
Price: $600.00.
Company Address: One Panasonic

Way, Secaucus, N.J. 07094.
For literature, circle No. 95

The Technics RS-M275X deck provides a number of help-
ful conveniences, but the most interesting feature for many
will be the inclusion of dbx noise reduction. This method
offers a reduction of up to 30 dB of tape noise and expand-
ed headroom and achieves a signal-to-noise ratio of more
than 90 dBA. The dbx logo in the center of the front panel
indicates the importance that Technics gives to this feature.
The user is not restricted to dbx NR, however, and the five -
position noise -reduction switch has provision for Dolby B,

Dolby C, dbx/tape* and dbx/disc NR (as well as off, of
course). The dbx/disc setting lets the deck serve as a dbx
disc decoder, and lets you simultaneously tape the un-
decoded signal from the disc, for dbx playback later (with
dbx/tape). However, you can't decode for both play and
recording. Status lights remind the user of the switch set-
ting, and the one for dbx/disc is a warning red, calling
attention to the fact that this is not a normal recording or
playback mode.
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The knobs for the NR switch and the bias -adjust and
output -level pots are small, but the bar design makes ad-
justment easy. The medium -size knobs of the dual -section,
input -level control have a good design for interchannel level
adjustments, and the friction coupling makes for simple
setting of levels for both channels. The peak -responding,
horizontal bar -graph level meters have 18 segments for
each channel: Blue -white from " - 40" to "0," orange for
" + 2" to " + 8," and red for " + 10," " + 12" and " + 18." A
parallel set of red reference bars are illuminated only with
dbx NR, indicating that such high recording levels are
acceptable only when using dbx NR encoding, with its 2:1
compression. The meters also have a short peak -hold at any
level of -20 dB or above, an aid to setting accurate levels.

The logic -controlled tape -motion switches are actuated
by large, light -touch plates, with indicators for "Rec,"
"Pause," "Play" and "Stop." The use of "Rec Mute' auto-
matically switches the counter/time display to a minute -
second readout giving the duration of muting, second by
second-a useful scheme. "Tape/Time" allows switching
between the normal three -digit counter and a time -remain-
ing mode. The latter function can be set to count down in
minutes and seconds for any standard -length cassette from
C-30 (15:00 start time) to C-120 (60:00), provided, of
course, that record or play starts at the beginning of the
cassette. The "Set" button is also used in conjunction with
"Music Select," which results in the display of two zeros, to
set the number of selections that will be skipped in "Intro
Search" mode. "Intro Search" fast -winds to the start of each
selection in turn, playing 10 seconds before winding to the
next piece; this is useful when the location of desired selec-
tions is uncertain. "Memory Repeat" calls for the deck to go
automatically into play when rewound to "000." An indicator
at the top of the counter/timer readout shows when this
mode is active.

"Eject" tilts the cassette carrier out smoothly for loading
and unloading. The door/cover snaps off for improved ac-
cess for maintenance tasks. The timer and power switches
and the phone jacks for headphones and left- and right -
channel microphones complete the front -panel facilities.
The line-in/line-out phono jacks are on the rear parel. As
was expected, the Technics deck contained quite a bit of
circuitry with several p.c. boards, including a large, horizon-
tal one which also served as the motherboard for three
medium -size vertical cards. The cards appeared to be phe-
nolic -type material, rather than the more desirable, and
higher cost, glass -epoxy type. The soldering was excellent,
the parts were clearly identified, and adjustments were also
labeled with their functions. Intercard connections were
made primarily with the use of multi -pin plugs. The three -
motor, direct -drive transport was very quiet in operation.
The main chassis and frame unit was of molded, ribbed
plastic. By itself, the unit was fairly rigid, but stiffness was
considerably improved with the steel top and side cover in
place.

Measurements
The playback responses were quite good at both 70-µS

and 120-µ3 equalizations, although response was more
than 2 dB down at both ends with 70-p.S EQ. The bias adjust

+5

DOLBY
LEVEL

-20

mOINIIIIIMIII11111111111111111
finmp_milthlinfinii111111111111111

A I MIN n 111111111111

oiduls11111".114.ullill11111111111111MX11111

1111111111111111111IMIIII

daimon _..karun
111111111111111=11111111' nth

ID 100 lk

FREQUENCY - Hz

Fig. 1-Frequency re-
sponse with Dolby C and
with dbx NR (dashed line))
using Type I (Denon DX3),

10k 20k

Type II (Scotch Master II)
and Type IV (TDK MA)
tapes.

20 40 80 160 95 630 1254 2.5k 5k 101 20k

Fig. 2-Record/playback
responses with TDK MA
tape using pink noise at
0, +5, +10 and +15 dB

re: Dolby level. Top four
with Dolby C NR, bottom
four with dbx. (Vertical
scale: 5 dB/div.)

20 40 80 160 315 630 1254 2.54 5k 104 204

Fig. 3-Relative noise
levels in third -octave
bands for Scotch Master II
with, from top, no NR,

Dolby B, Dolby C, and
dbx. (Vertical scale:
5 dB/div.)
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" 'Intro Search' fast -winds
to the start of each
selection, plays 10 seconds,
and winds to the next;
useful when locations are
uncertain."

Table I-Record/playback responses (-3 dB limits).

Tape Type

With Dolby C NR With dbx NR
Dolby Lvl -20 dB Dolby Lvl -20 dB

Hz kHz Hz kHz Hz kHz Hz kHz
Denon DX3
Scotch Master II
TDK MA

23
25
25

9.2
11.0
16.7

24
24
21

14.1
13.2
16.6

45
45
45

13.8
15.0
17.2

45
45
45

14.7
16.0
17.8

Table II -Miscellaneous record playback
characteristics.

Noise Erasure Sep. Crosstalk 10 -kHz A/B PhaseMPX Filter
Reduction At 100 Hz At 1 kHz At 1 kHz Error Jitter At 19.00 kHz
Dolby C 75 dB 54 dB - 100 dB 5° 50° -39.8 dB
dbx 96 dB 62 dB 120 dB

Table III -400 -Hz HDL3 vs. record level
(0 dB = 200 nWb m).

Record Level
HDL3=

Tape Type NR -12 -8 -4 0 +4 +8 3%
Denon DX3 Dolby C 0.09 0.17 0.4 1.4 +6.5 dB

dbx 0.09 0.13 0.18 0.3 0.5 +17 dB
Scotch Master II Dolby C 0.09 0.14 0.26 0.65 1.9 +6.0 dB

dbx 0.18 0.22 0.30 0.45 0.68 1.0 +17 dB
TDK MA Dolby C 0.07 0.17 0.37 1.0 2.5 +4.8 dB

dbx 0.23 0.28 0.34 0.5 0.7 1.1 +17 dB

Table IV-Signal/noise ratios with IEC A and
CCIR ARM weightings.

IEC A Wtd. (dBA) CCIR/ARM (dB)

Tape Type

W/Dolby C NR W/dbx NR W/Doiby C NR W/dbx NR

DL HD=3% C DL HD=3% C DL HD=3% 5i DL HD=3%

Denon DX3 67.2 72.6 79.1 96.1 67.0 72.4 74.3 91.3
Scotch Master II 69.7 75.3 79.6 96.6 68.2 73.8 75.2 92.2
TDK MA 69.3 73.4 81.3 98.3 68.1 72.2 77.1 94.1

Table V-HDL3 vs. frequency at 10 dB
below Dolby level.

Frequency (Hz)
Tape Type NR 50 100 400 1k 2k 4k 5k
Scotch Master II Dolby C 0.21 0.30 0.11 0.12 0.08 0.21 0.32

dbx 0.6 1.4 0.20 0.26 0.19 0.32 0.45

Table VI -Input and output characteristics
at 1 kHz.

Level LevelInput Imp..Output Imp., Clip (Re:
Sens. Overload Kilohms Open Ckt. Loaded Ohms Meter 0)

Line 55 mV 1 7 5 'v 50 _ine 636 mV 588 mV 955 + 20 dB
Mike 0.27 mV 74 mV 1.1 Hdphn. 674 mV 114 mV 38

pot made it possible to get flat responses with most tapes
without NR, but the lack of means to adjust record sensitivity
reduced the number of tapes that had good noise -reduction
tracking. Matching was quite good with BASF Professional I
Super, Professional II and Metal IV, Denon DXM, Fuji FR -I
and FR -II, JVC ME. Maxell XL II -S, Sony UCX-S and TDK D,
AD, and SA. The results appeared best with Denon DX3,
Scotch Master II and TDK MA, and these tapes were used
for the detailed testing that followed.

Swept -frequency record/playback responses were plot-
ted (Fig. 1) for the three tapes at Dolby level and 20 dB
below that both with Dolby C and dbx NR. With the Type I
Denon DX3, responses were also run at 5 dB above Dolby
level. In general, the responses were quite good between
60 Hz and 10 kHz or more, but the boosts with TDK MA and
Dolby C NR at low and high frequencies were greater than
desirable. At the frequency extremes, points were reached
where there were fast roll -offs in the dbx responses. (In
private communications, it was learned that the low -fre-
quency roll -off was caused by a high corner frequency on
the coupling network after the dbx circuit. At the time of
writing, a decision had not been made on if, or what,
corrective action might be taken. The roll -offs at the high
end were caused by the dbx system's operating on the
sweeping single tone as the response deviated from flat. As
the dbx scheme operates on broadband level sensing, the
responses are best checked with broadband signals such
as pink noise.) Table I lists the results for the three tapes
with the two NR schemes, using the swept sine wave for
Dolby C and pink noise for dbx. (It should be noted that the
sine wave is more of a challenge to high -frequency head-
room than is pink noise for the same meter level.) Not listed
are the figures witnout NR, which met specification.

Figure 2 shows the record/playback responses with pink
noise with the record levels increased in 5 dB steps from
meter zero to + 15 dB. The bottom set of four were made
with dbx NR, and good tracking and lack of compression
are obvious. In the top set of four, made with Dolby C NR,
there is about 0.5 dB compression at +5 dB, 1 dB com-
pression at +10 and almost 3 dB compression at +15 dB.
The anti -saturation scheme of Dolby C NR prevents high-
end roll -off, but the dbx NR is clearly more resistant to high-
level compression Table II lists some miscellaneous record/
playback characteristics, and they are all excellent except
for somewhat high phase jitter at 10 kHz. Take note of the
fact that dbx NR improved the erasure, crosstalk and sepa-
ration performance -the result of the 1:2 expansion in play-
back decoding.

Table III shows the HDL3 values for the three tapes, with
both NR schemes, over a range of recording levels. The
points at which the third harmonic level reached 3% are also
shown. The distortion was quite low with Dolby C NR,
especially with the Denon tape. With dbx NR, the measured
distortion was higher at low record levels (Scotch Master II
and TDK MA), but much lower at high record levels -both
results of the 2:1 encoding (and the 1:2 decoding). The
HDL3 points with dbx NR appeared to go as much with
output clipping effects as with tape -saturation limits. The
signal-to-noise ratios with Dolby C and dbx NR were mea-
sured with both IEC A and CCIR/ARM weightings with refer-
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"The bias adjust pot made
it possible to get flat
responses with most tapes
without NR, but it was
harder to get good
noise -reduction tracking."

ence to both Dolby level and the 3% points. Table IV lists the
excellent figures for all conditions, and the results of over 90
dB with dbx NR are certainly worthy of particular attention.
Table V shows that at medium levels ( - 10 dB) with Scotch
Master II, the distortion across the band, though low, was
roughly two times greater with dbx NR than it was with Dolby
C NR. Figure 3 shows the tape noise spectrum in third -
octave bands (top to bottom) without NR, with Dolby B, with
Dolby C and with dbx NR. The successive reduction in
noise levels is very apparent, perhaps made more so by the
use of a 'scope setting of 5 dB/division for a total "window"
of just 40 dB.

Table VI lists the basic input and output characteristics of
the Technics deck, all very good and substantially to speci-
fication. The input and output pot sections tracked within a
dB for at least 45 dB down from maximum, quite good
overall. The output polarity was the same as the input in
record mode, but reversed in playback. The thresholds of
the bar -graph level meters were accurate from " - 10" to
" + 18," but " - 40" did not turn on until -29 dB actual. The
Dolby symbol appeared to be lined up with " + 2," but the
standard play level was closer to " + 4." The dynamic re-
sponse to a 5 -kHz tone burst was slower than IEC stan-
dards, but did reach meter zero with just 15-mS duration.
Return time for 20 dB was about 0.5 second, a bit fast, but
the 1 -second peak holds seemed helpful. The frequency
response was 3 dB down at a rather high 72 Hz and at a
normal 25.6 kHz.

Tape motion was very steady in all respects. Flutter was
just slightly over the specified 0.03% wtd. rms (0.034%) and
weighted peak flutter was only 0.05%, less than the 0.07%
specification. The tape speed vs. time appeared to vary less
than 0.01%, and there was no measurable change in play-
ing speed with any line voltage from 110 to 130 V Wind
times for a C-60 were 84 seconds-within specification, but
slower than most decks. Reaching a full stop from fast wind
or changing modes required 1 second or less, though
reaching a full stop from play took about 4 seconds. It was
not possible to go directly into record from play mode
(flying -start recording). This may represent a limitation in

technique for some users, and I like the feature when it is
included on a tape deck.

Use and Listening Tests
I judged the owner's manual one of the better ones I've

seen lately. The text was very good, with the illustrations well
tied to the discussion. Operational steps were shown in
conjunction with call -outs on a front -panel layout, a good
scheme. Two criticisms: There could have been more detail
on setting levels in the various modes, and the listing of
possible tapes includes some that would not perform too
well with noise reduction.

With the door cover removed, access for maintenance
tasks was one of the best seen to date. The controls and
switches were all completely reliable, with the exception of
the "Stop" status light which went out in the last hours of
testing. A number of the convenience functions were utilized
quite regularly, especially the remaining tape -time display,
"Intro Search" and "Memory Repeat." Timer start checked
out just fine. There were no record or pause clicks even
detected, and the stop noise was just a soft clunk down into
tape noise.

The listening tests used discs, a number of them dbx-
encoded. A couple of these discs were played using the
deck's decoder, and it sounded like an exact match to a
separate dbx 128 decoder. Record levels were set quickly
and accurately with the bar -graph meters, benefiting from
the peak holds as expected. Much of the reproduction was
certainly very good, but there were some differences ob-
served. For example, the results with dbx were very impres-
sive, tape playback showed as little noise as the original
disc with very little modulation, and high record levels were
certainly quite possible. Instrumental sound seemed to be
very slightly pointed, however, and Dolby C NR matched the
original better in this respect. In a recording of Strauss' Also
Sprach Zarathustra, the dbx NR playback did not keep the
impact of the low organ tores, although the sound was still
quite impressive. All in all, the Technics RS-M275X offers
very good to outstanding performance in all areas-with
Dolby B, Dolby C and dbx NR. Howard A. Roberson

"TechniClean...
the besthand-held
disc-cleaning device

available!'
- Rich Warren

Noted hi -ft writer for
High Fidelity. Chicago Magazine

and The Chicago Sun -Times

Technielean
Record Cleaning

System
Model AT6015

$24.95

audio-technica
Enter No. 26 on Reader Service Card
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C. ROBERT FINE t is with great sorrow that I note the recording experiments, and in 1951 in -
1922 - 1982 passing of Bob Fine, a dear friend,

former associate and one of the
vited me to join him in recording the
Eastman Rochester Wind Ensemble in

world's great recording engineers. Rochester, New York. We established
Bob was a pioneer in so many areas an immediate rapport and made a very

of audio technology. In 1949, when re- successful recording of Morton
cording Albert Schweitzer playing the Gould's "Latin America Symphonette"
organ in his home in Alsace, Fine dis- with Fred Fennell conducting. Bob
covered the virtues of the Telefunken used his mono technique, while I used
U-47 condenser microphone. After a pair of U -47s in the omni pattern. He
bringing it back to the U.S., Bob devel- was pleased with the stereo and, with
oped his famous "point source" omni- his usual vision, recognized stereo
pattern monophonic technique, which would soon be a factor on the market.
resulted in the first Mercury "Olympi- We made a series of memorable re -
an" Series recording. With the U-47 cordings with the Chicago, Detroit and
hung in exactly the right focal point in Minneapolis Symphony Orchestras. In
Orchestra Hall, Bob made a landmark . 1953, I joined Bob as General Man -
recording of Rafael Kubelik conduct- ager of his company in New York. I've

-;:. ing the Chicago Symphony Orchestra detailed Bob's invention of Perspecta-
in the Mussorgsky/Ravel "Pictures at sound in my "VideoScenes" column
an Exhibition." The Olympian Series in this issue.4
expanded to includ.e many orchestras. Bob Fine did some early work on
Collectively, they are considered as videodiscs, and his life-long interest in
being among the finest recordings of acoustics is reflected in the legacy of
symphonic music ever made. great recordings he left for us to trea-

Bob Fine had heard of my stereo sure and enjoy. Bert Whyte

ONE -BRAND: AIWA V -1000G
Continued from page 43

on the front panel. The linear -tracking
arm delivered its advantages without
imposing any new friction -related
problems.

Aiwa very wisely elected not to build
a permanent MPX filter into their Model
FX-100 cassette deck. As a result, us-
ing premium tape, frequency response
proved to be better than claimed for all
generic types of tape tested. Of
course, it's only because Aiwa had
control of the design of the matching
tuner that they were able to omit this
type of filter; the tuner hasn't got
enough unwanted subcarrier product
output to cause problems here. Wow
and flutter was far lower than claimed.
Signal-to-noise fell a bit short of claims,
but an actual S/N of 71 dB, using
Dolby C (which tracked very well in the
record/play cycle on this deck), is
nothing to complain about. The deck
has a music -sensing feature (to detect
silence between taped selections) and
a vernier bias adjust which, for some
strange reason, is only operative with
normal bias tapes. Perhaps this is be-
cause normal ferric oxide tapes show
the greatest variations in bias require -

ments, but Type II tapes could benefit,
too. Here, again, another advantage of
one -brand system design is in evi-
dence. You can have this deck record
(or play) at a predetermined time, us-
ing its "Timer" button and the clock-
timer on the tuner. This would require
an external separate timer in a conven-
tional component system, if it could be
done at all.

By keeping the size somewhat larger

than that of the "mini" components
Aiwa and others promoted some time
ago, the price of this system has been
kept within bounds. In my opinion, it
represents excellent value. For anyone
who wants convenience and simplicity
of operation, and isn't too worried
about later add-ons and embellish -
ments, I wouldn't hesitate to recom-
mend the Aiwa V -1000G.

Leonard Feldman

---1
._ -, t

.

,.

-

" MOM
To set up the V -1000G,
components are simply
plugged into prewired
connectors in the rack.
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LaBELLECamera&Stereoof Maine
155 MAIN STREET TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-341-0783

283 1401BIDDEFORD MAINE 04005 CALL I -YOU NEED ASSISTANCE MAINE 207
VISA, AMERICAN EXPRESS, MASTER CHARGE, MONEY ORDERS OPEN 9 00-8 00 SUN. THRU FRI. CLOSED SAT.
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AM/FM STEREO RECEIVERS

SONY
WALKMAN 4
CASSETTE

STERO

$49.95
Complete Set

*SONY WALKMAN 5 078 95

-SONY
WALKMAN 7 $119 95

-SONY PROFESSIONAL 0D-6 5229 95

SONY
FM STEREO
CASSETTE

11

AM/FM STEREO
RECEIVER
SX-4
SX-5
SX-6
SX-7

1109.00
144.00
189.00
319.00

HARMON/KARDON

AM/FM STEREO
RECEIVERS
HK -330i
HK -350i
HK -460i
116-570i
HK -580i
HK -6801

249
309
349
459

199

; I

SONY FM -2
SONY WA -33

SONY WA -55

Technics
SA104
SA203
SA206
SA222
SA424
SA626
SA828

119.00
149.00
159 00
179.00
259.00
349.00
519.00

J.V.C.
AM/FM STEREO
RECEIVERS
R -K10
R -K20
R-040
R -X60
R -X80

AKAI
AM/FM STEREO
RECEIVERS
AA -822
AA -832 229
AA -R42 309

BLANK TAPES

184

199
379

219

FM 1

$79.95
COMPLETE SET

111111:3g
129.95

SONY
AM/FM STEREO
RECEIVER
3TR-UX1 159
STR-UX22 189
3TR-11033 219
3TR-UX4 269
5TAUX5 349

TRUX6 419

AM/FM STEREO
RECEIVERS
0.3000
0-5000
0-7000
0-9000

59

619

NM MI 41k1111 a

AM/FM STEREO
RECEIVERS
S13220 119
SR1000

1 19979SR2000
$0520 239
SR 620 CX 309
SR 7100 OC 349
SR 8100 DC 409

VIDEO

I

TDK SAC -90 52 45 each
MAXELL VOXLII C-90 2 49 each

'MINIMUM 10 TAPE

PANASONIC RCA JVC QUASAR
AKAI. MARANTZ SONY ZENITH
OLYMPUS. CANON. MINOLTA. PENTAX
CALL FOR LOWEST PRICES AND SAVE

35mm CAMERAS

Canon
AE -1 with 50mm 1.8 FD Lens $179.90
AE -1 PROGRAM w/50mm

1.8 FO Lens $207 00
A-1 w/50mm 1 8 FD Lens $269 90
SURE -SHOT 35M w/Case $109.95
SUPER SURE -SHOT w/Case 5159.95
LENS FOR SURE -SHOT $39 95
POWER WINDER FOR CANON 549.95
CAMERA CASES FOR CANON $15 00

CALL FOR LOWEST PRICES ON
ALL CANON ACCESSORIES

PENTAX

PENTAX K1000 w/50mm 12 5119
PENTAX ME SUPER w/50mm 12 $159
CASES FOR PENTAX $15

NIKON
NIKON FE BODY
NIKON FG BODY
NIKON EM BODY
NIKON F3 BODY
NIKON 50mm 1 BE
NIKON 50mm 1 4

NIKON MD -12
CASES FOR 14110N

ALL NIKON CAMERAS AND
ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE AT

DISCOUNT PRICES

S199
$179

578
S369

$57
$129
$129

515

MIN:LTA

MINOLTA XGM w/50mm 12
MINOLTA X700 w/50mm 12
MINOLTA 0G-1 w/50mm 12
POWER WINDER FOR
CASES FOR MINOLTA

$169
S219
S149

$49
$15

TOSHIBA j'AS* SAN YO
FM STEREOs

KT-S:

mp

1
$69.lete Set95Co (7251101- CASSETT

4TOSENBA XTR 2 s89 o *SANYO MG 9 S29 95
TOSHBA KT VS1 S89 95 MO 1 $69 95SANYO MG 2 $89 95

TURNTABLES
SPECIALS

lonnwow,

411 r

TECH -41:S S513 10 S62
TECHNIS SLB 20
TECHNI.5 SLB-30
TECHNCS SLD-20
TECHNCS SLD-30
TECHVCS SLQ-20
TECI*413S SL -30
TECSPICS SL -5
TECHNICS SL -6
TECHNCS SL -D L5

18'9S
115
12,
141
118
178
130

PIONEER
PIONEH PL -2 $64
PIONER PL -4 $88
PIONER PL -5 S94
PIONER PL -7 109
PIONER P1.800 259
PIONER PL -88F 259
PIONER PL -44F 179

CALL FOR LOWEST PRICES ON
OTHER - URNTABLES & CARTTERIOGES

CALL FOR BEST
PRICES ON EARTH

AM/FM CASSETTE CAR STEREOS 1N DASH

$59.95
311

AM/FM
STEREO

AIWA
COMPLETE SET

1 I

AM/FM
STEREO

CASSETTE
w/Recording &

Auto Reverse

V $129 95
115-32

-AIWA CS -J1 $109.95

CASSETTE DECKS
-

CASSETTE DECKS
CT -3 $90
CT -4 105
C1N-5 TR

1 157C587
CT -7R 260

RCU 360
OMR 43C

lansui
CASSETTE DECKS
0-55MS
0-77FS 169
0-77RS 219
D 99DS 249

SON
CASSETTE DECKS
TC-FX33
TC-F044
TC-FX500R
TC-FX66
TC-F077
TC-FX 1010
TC-K555
TC 6777

Technics
CASSETTE DECKS

139 RSM205 $99
169 RSM224 119
209 RSM226 139
239 RSM228X 159
279 RXM240X 169
439 RSM2550 239
289 RSM258R 249
609 RSM275X IALL

INC
CASSETTE DECKS
KO -010
KO -D20
K13-1330
K0-040
K0-050
XD -D55

1111111411\ SM.
CASSETTE OEM
$13225

1 6950320
S0420 119
S03510 89
SD5010 $129
S09000G S169

$99

1219119

139
189

249

CASSETTE DECKS
091
C0101

0201
CD301
CD401

AKAI
CASSETTE DECKS

PIONEER
P

CAR STEREO
KF15110 $69 95

1

NE79130 $

1

$1699 95 95
LII.P0200 139 95
uRC0.600 159 95
NE -5100 179 95
NE -6100 219 95
Ul-E-3100 179 95
U1 -E-7100 259 95

CS -F12
CS -F14
CS -F21
CS -F31
GX -F51

JENSEN SONY
CAR STEREO
RE 5.30
RE -E.20
RE -I. 18
RE-.! 12
RE -SO
0213
R203
JR-11
JR-110

Clarion
CAR STEREO

51008
51509
53008
55500
5700,1
75008

S99 98
5134 95
5134 95
5129 95
$169 95
S179 95

319 95
259 95
239 95
219 95
179 95
119 95
$89 95
139 95
119 95

5-t-rnLy-r-7N-'1`.e

CAR STEREO
XF 15
XF-25
XF-35
XF-50
XF-55
XF-70
XF-75
XF-77

MA 11* 4111111.11 IL

CAR STEREO
CAR -JO i $139 95
CAR -302
CAR -322
CAR -330
CAR -340
CAR -310

5149 95
S179 95
$179 95
$199 95
5139 95

LENS SPECIAL
FAMOUS MAKER 80-200mm

ONE TOUGH
ZOOM

FOR
*CANON
-NIKON
-MINOLTA
.YASHICA
PENTAX
-OLYMPUS
*KONICA $77

WE STOCK COMPLETE LINE
OF 35mm CAMERASAS

CHOOANEDRNM VIVITARR
SIGMA  SOLIGOR  TOKINA

KIRON  ROKINA  TAMRON
 BULLET LENS 

129 95
139 95
179 95
199 95
209 95
249 95
269 95

5309 95

FT U-96
FTU-88
FT -240
FTC -24
FTC -12
FTC -1

109
129
165

245209

GX-F,1
GX-F91
GX-F95
CS -F3911
GX-F44R
GX-F66RC

219
269
359
499

487
529

384

259
327

CONCORD

CAR STEREO
HPL-101
HPL-112
HPL-118
HPL-118F
HPL-119
HPL-130
HPL-508
HPL-515

149.95
179 90
249 90
279 95
319.50

239 850
289 95

SANYO

CAR STEREO

800-341-0783

5129 90
S11850
$129.95

$69 95
$99 90
$49 95

In continental U S Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands.
In Maine call 207.283-1401

I

Send me your tree catalog
by Thud Class mail

Rush me your tree catalog
m enclosing S1 for First Class mail

Name

Address

City

Sian Zip

La BELLE 11330711011DSTMEE04)05

155 MAIN STREETBIDDEFORD, ME 04005 CPEN MON-FRI AND SUNDAY - 9:00AM - 8:00 PM CLOSED SATURDAY
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISI\G

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

RATES

EFFECTIVE
JANUARY 1983 ISSUE

BUSINESS ADS-$1.00 per word, minimum charge
$7.00 per line for spaced ads specifying five or less
words per line. First line set in bold face type at no
extra charge. Additional words set in bold face type
$1.10 extra per word. One point ruled box, extra
charge $9.00. ORDERS WILL NOT BE PROCESSED
WITHOUT ACCOMPANYING CHECK OR MONEY
ORDER FOR FULL AMOUNT

NON -BUSINESS ADS -700 per word, minimum
charge $5.00 per line for spaced ads specifying five or
less words per line. First line set in bold face type at no
extra charge. Additional words set in bold face type
$1.10 extra per word. One point ruled box, extra
charge $9.00. ORDERS WILL NOT BE PROCESSED
WITHOUT ACCOMPANYING CHECK OR MONEY
ORDER FOR FULL AMOUNT.

FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS -3 times less 5%, 6 times
less 15%, 12 times less 20%. These discounts apply to
line ads only. Ads submitted for a three time frequency
are unchangeable. Frequency discounts not fulfilled
will be short rated accordingly.

Classified ads are payable in advance BY CHECK OR
MONEY ORDER ONLY. (Sorry, we cannot accept
credit cards or bill for line adv.). All orders should
mailed to:

AUDIO MAGAZINE
P.O. Box 1790V

Greenwich, CT 08836

DEADLINE -1 st of month two months preceding the
cover date. If the first of the month falls on a weekend
or holiday, the closing date is the last business day
preceding the weekend or holiday.

ADS RECEIVED AFTER THE CLOSING DATE WILL
BE HELD FOR THE NEXT ISSUE UNLESS OTHER-
WISE STATED.

BLIND ADS-Audio box numbers may be used at
$5.00 extra for handling and postage.

GENERAL INFORMATION-Ad copy must be type-
written or printed legibly. The publisher, in his sole
discretion, reserves the right to reject any ad copy he
deems inappropriate. ALL ADVERTISERS MUST
SUPPLY: Complete name, Company name, Full
Street address (P.O. Box numbers are insufficient)
and telephone number. Classified LINE ADS are not
acknowledged and do not carry Reader Service Card
Numbers. AGENCY DISCOUNTS do not apply to line
advertising. FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS not fulfilled
will be short rated accordingly. For any additional infor-
mation contact Laura J. Lo Vecchio, Classified Adv.
Mgr., 1515 Broadway, New York, NY 10036... Direct
Dial (212) 719-6338.

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY RATES
1 col x 1" $195.
1 col x 2" $350.
1 col x 3' $450.
2 col x 1" $390.
2 col x 2" $700.

For larger display ads and frequency discounts call
(212) 719-6338.

DISPLAY ADVERTISERS MUST SUPPLY COM-
PLETE FILM NEGATIVE READY FOR PRINTING OR
VELOX. PRODUCTION CHARGES WILL BE AS-
SESSED ON ANY AD REQUIRING ADDITIONAL
PREPARATION.

DISPLAY ADVERTISERS must make a space reser-
vation on or before the closing date. Ad material (film
or velox) may follow by the 10th.

FOR SALE

AAAAAAH AUDIOPHILES-FINALLY FOUND YOU! We
are an AMERICAN enterprise specializing in the direct sale
of JAPANESE cartridges  tonearms  transformers  ca
bles  interconnects (yes-BANSEI available)  accessories
 etc. All manufacturers -lowest prices. Advise your require.
ments-we'll quote immediately. INTERSONICS, PO Box
113, Toyohashi 440, JAPAN.

AAAAA QUALITY JAPANESE DIGITAL DISC PLAY-
ERS $995. Also high -end amps, pre -amps, tape decks
at excellent discounts. Visa, MC, Amex accepted. MU-
KASHIYA, 1-14-32-210 Jingumae, Shibuya, Tokyo, or
call (213) 540-5335 Wednesday through Saturday for
more information.

AAA -ASTOUNDING CARTRIDGES: Finest in the World at
Shamefully Low Prices. Accuphase, Denon, Dynavector,
Grace F9E's, F9E Ruby's, Koetsu, etc. NEW, 100% Quality
Control, Warranties, COD Available. No Price List. "We
Will Not Be Undersold". AudioWorkShop (206) 323-4987
24hrs.

AAA AUDIO DISCOUNTS OFFERS THE FINEST
lines of audio components (INCLUDING THE ESO-
TERICS) at DISCOUNT PRICES. If you're in the mar-
ket for speakers, receivers, cassette decks, to the best
in separate components including amps, pre -amps,
turntables, cartridges etc. or a new CAR STEREO our
knowledgeable sales staff will be glad to assist you.
For more information Monday thru Saturday PLEASE
CALL 301-593-8224-301-593-8244 or write to AU-
DIO DISCOUNTS, 1026 McCeney Avenue, Silver
Spring, MD 20901. We honor VISA -MC and COD for
your convenience.

FOR SALE

AAA SELECTION OF ESOTERIC AND QUALITY COM-
PONENTS, speakers, cartridges, tonearms, turntables, ac-
cessories, or whatever. Write or call, you'll be glad. Ask for
specials list. Many surprises. Audio Unlimited, 1798B
Technology Drive, San Jose, CA 95110 408/279-0122 1-
6pm M-Th

AAA -TOP PRICES PAID for Audio Research, Marantz,
McIntosh, and Western Electric Equipment, AudioWork-
Shop (206)323-4987

AAAUDIOPHILE SPEAKER BUILDER? JORDAN MOD-
ULES exclusive importer. STRATHEARN midribbon, Poly-
propylene Drivers, EMIT Tweeters, Domes, IBM Computer-
ized Designs, Capacitors, Low DC Coils, Crossovers.
(Dealers inquire on letterhead) CATALOG $2.00 U.S.
Soundbox, 841A -A S. American Street, Philadelphia,
19147

AAH, NEEDED URGENTLY. LARGE SUPPLY OF WEST-
ERN ELECTRIC TUBES, NEW & USED. MAURY 713
7284343

ABARGAIN: Bedini 25/25 pure Class A power amplifier.
Mint. $500. or B.O. (617) 491-2216 evenings.

ABARGAIN: Cartridges 40% to 50% off retail: Grace F9E,
Fl 1L $189.; Koetsu Black; Accuphase AC -2; Denon DL -
103D; Promethean; Dynavector DV -23R, DV -17D, 100R/
23R stylus replacement $120.; Tone Arms: Grace 707 MKII
$149., 747 $189.; Linn Ittok LV-II $430.; Technics EPA -100
$289.; Koetsu SA -1100D $495; All unused (212) 784-2939
(evenings)

AAA BARGAIN-Dale 250 Watt 4 -ohm .01% Non-ind ABARGAIN: Dynaco 416 amp + C-100 energy storage

power resistors $20.00 each. 212-996-2252 unit $500. Michael M. Gehring, Rt. 1, Box 49, Whitewater.
KS 67154

REFERENCE QUALITY AUDIO COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES

Accuphase  Adoom  Ariston  Audio Interface  Beveridge  Counterpoint  DB Systems  D & K Imports  Dacca - Dynavector Entec 
Esoteric Audio Research  Grace  Heiler  ISOS  Kiseki  Kimber Kable  Klyne  Koetsu  Krell  Martin Logan  Orsonic  PS Audio 

Precision Fidelity  Sidereal Akustic  SME  Snell  Souther  Stax  Supex  Symmetry  Talisman  Thorens  Triad  VPI

CALL FOR INFORMATION OR SEND $2.00 IRE L./NDABLE) FOR COMPLETE PRODUCT BROCHURE.

Complete Shipping and Export Facilities
Bank Cards Accepted GREENFIELD EQUIPMENT

Sidereal
Akustic.

At Sidereal Akustic we believe that all
elements of a loudspeaker design should
be carefully considered. Wire is an often
overlooked component. After extensive
listening tests we have chosen an 8ga.,
99.99% pure copper, oxygen free litz type
wire for our loudspeaker systems.

As a result the Sidereal Akustic Model
Four loudspeaker system will present the
beauty and excitement of live music in a
size and price range that is easy to live
with.

Write or call for free literature and infor-
mation. Dealer Inquiries Invited

Sidereal Akustic,.
Audio Systems Inc.
4035 Oceanside Blvd. Unit G-57
Oceanside, CA 92054 (619) 726-3150

BOX 225A RIVER FOREST, IL 60305 (312) 771-4660

THE IMPOSSIBLE TAKES A LITTLE LONGER.

TATE II SURROUND STEREO SYSTEM

u 4 j V- 0- II
as. s

U N PARALLELED ABILITY TO TRANSPORT
YOU TO THE LIVE PERFORMANCE.

INCORPORATING MORE THAN 10 YEARS RE-
SEARCH AND &PATENTS (OTHERS PENDING)
THE MODEL 101A CAN VIRTUALLY RECREATE A
MUSICAL EVENT IN ITS NATURAL PERSPECTIVE
FROM ANY GOOD TWO CHANNEL STEREO OR
VIDEO SOURCE MATERIAL. DIMENSION AND SPA-
CIOUSNESS ARE INCREDIBLE, REACHING BEYOND
THE WALLS IN ALL DIRECTIONS. SOUNDS ARE
SUSPENDED IN SPACE ALL AROUND THE LIS-
TENER, EVEN UP AND DOWN WITH IMAGING AND
OPENNESS NEVER HEARD BEFORE. NOTHING
ARTIFICIAL HAS BEEN ADDED OR TAKEN AWAY
FROM THE ORIGINAL SIGNAL. NO AUDIBLE DIS-
TORTION. NOISE. OR CHANGE IN TONAL BALANCE
INTRODUCTORY PRICE $474.95.WRITE OR CALL
602-445-6999 FOR FREE INFORMATION

FOSGATEj-,_
RESEARCH INC ims
714 CLUBHOUSE DR. PRESCOTT, ARIZONA 86301
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ABARGAIN: Grace F9E ruby & stylus; Linn Bas k LV-X;
want Hasselblad; (212) 784-2939 evenings

A BETTER WAY TO BUY YOUR AUDIO AND VIDEO
COMPONENTS. Consider the following-DIRECT
SOUND MARKETING can provide you with virtually any
brand of audio or video components (including the esoter-
ics) at extremely competitive pricing, on an in -stock basis.
Moreover, we maintain a complete service facility to handle
any service problems. So, if you're looking for a price,
selection, fast shipments, In-house service and competent
advice we have It all, and more. Before you buy anything
please call us at (404) 233-9500 for more Information.

Or write to DIRECT SOUND MARKETING, 3095 Bolling
Way N.E., Atlanta, GA 30305. For your convenience use
your Mastercard, Visa, or Amex for fastest service. Sales
tax Is charged to Georgia residents only.

ABSOLUTE AUDIO: AMBER, ASTATIC, ORACLE, CON-
RAD JOHNSON (INCLUDING PREMIERS), DYNAVEC-
TOR, MISSION, NAD, OHM, RGR, SNELL, THIEL, VPI,
WALKER, ETC. Audio File, 1202 South Congress, Austin,
Texas 78704, (512) 443.9295

ABSOLUTELY THE BEST? low direct Tax free price.
reviewed November 82 'Gramophone' "Indeed the combi-
nation of Mayware MKIV tonearm $125 and MC -2V 'Vital'
stylus $79 + T-24 transformer reproduced my sequence of
Teat records with unusual accuracy and tonal naturalness,
World's beat loudspeaker manu'acturer says" combination
performs extremely well and cures mistracking which oc-
cured with SME." Just released "The Cartridge" $135
VISA/MC accepted info $1 bill. Mayware P.O. Box 58,
Edgware, Middx. England.

ACCURATE, QUALITY HOME/CAR AUDIO AFFORDA-
BLY PRICED!! Denco Audio, P.O. Box 6104-U, El Monte,
CA 91734. (213) 961.6158 evenings, weekends. STAMP
BRINGS SPECIALS SHEET. WC, VISA ACCEPTED!

ACOUSTAT PRODUCTS AVAILABLE AT
GENE RUBIN AUDIO (213) 571.1299 (PAC)

ABSOLUTELY THE FINEST IN AUDIO!
Featuring the superb Conrad -Johnson Premier Two
preamp (Absolute Sound's #1 preamp). $1585, and
the awesome Premier One amplifier (200 wattsichan-
nel), $3900.
KRELL PS AUDIO

AMBER DENON

DENNESSEN GNP

ROGERS GRACE

DYNAVECTOR ASTATIC

CILN GRAN NITTY GRITTY

FREE SHIPPING ANYWHERE IN USA.
COMPLETE EXPORT FACILITIES.

REFERENCE AUDIO SYSTEMS
18214 DALTON AVENUE, GARDENA, CA 90248

(213) 398-4205

HAFLER

NAD

REGA PLANAR

BOST3N ACOUSTICS
SYMMETRY

ACC -U -SOUND means CLEANER SOUND, DEEPER
BASS, FOCUSED MIDRANGE, AIRY HIGHS, attaches to
all turntable setups, $15.00. Dealers Wanted, LaPine Labs,
8731 Bissonnet, Houston, Texas 77074

ACOUSTAT SPEAKERS-SUPERB!
Free Shipping! mast Service! READ BROS STEREO, 593
King Street, Charleston, SC 29403, (803) 723-7276. Also
Sony PCM-Fl,

ACOUSTAT TNT -200 AMPLIFIERS (PAIR), MINT, 3
Months old, $895. each. Must sell, 512-443-3697

ACOUSTAT-Trade up to Audio Doctor, 5731 North Pine
Street, Davenport, Iowa 52806, 319-386-8794

CROWN DUAL TY AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS, PRE -AMPLI-
FIERS. CALL FOR PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION.
BEST PRICES - PROMPT DELIVERY. EAST: (904) 262-
4000; WEST: (213) 840-0878.

ADCOM SUBWOOFER WITHCROSSOVER ON SALE
$115. Postpaid USA. Tarzana Stereo Center, 19012 Ven-
tura BL, Tarzana CA 91356, (213) 343-6103

H E RFS WHAT HAPPENS WHEN
YOU GIVE THE WORLD'S FINESTAUDIO

ENG I NEERS CARTE BLANCHE.
The team of engineers that developed Sony Esprit was not asked to

work within the narrow confines of a budget.
Nor were they asked to adhere to the compromising deadlines of some

production timetable. Or to the arbitrary figures of a spec sheet.
They were asked, quite simply, to develop components that would

approach, to the closest possible degree, perfect sound.
There is no gimmickry in Esprit components; only those technological

improvements that contribute to sound quality were considered meaningful.
There are no question marks either. For the Esprit engineers fully re-

search their equipment before production. Not afterward. SON'y
For more information write Sony Esprit, 230C

Peachford Rd., NE, Suite 1150, Atlanta, Georgia 30338. ESPRIT.

I'
ALTERMAN AUDIO
3213 17th Street
Metairie, LA 70002
(504) 834-7772

D S AUDIO
545 Penn Avenue
\Vest Reading, PA 19611
(215) 376-4917

PARIS AUDIO
12401 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90025
(213)820-2578

PARK AVENUE AUDIO
425 Park Avenue South
New York, NY 10016
(212)685-8101

PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS RECORDER CENTER
AUDIO CENTER 2003 North Henderson
4964 Fairmont Avenue Dallas, TX 75206
Bethesda, MD 20014 (214 )826-8700
(301)657-2141 THREE PHASE AUDIO

104 Foreman Drive
Lafayette, LA 70503
(318)981-4951

© 1982 Sons Corp. of America. Sons and Sony Esprit are registered trademarks or the Sons Corp.

DENON RECEIVERS, AMPLIFIERS, CASSETTE DECKS,
TURNTABLES, BEST PRICES-PROMPT DELIVERY.
EAST: 004) 262-4000; WEST: (213) 840-0878.

ADIRONDACK AUDIOPHILES-Northern New York State
House of Hi-Fi is now open with McIntosh, Denon, Polk
Audio, Nakamichi, NAD, Apt Holman, Hafler, Marcoff, Sota,
Alpine, Sonex, Herman Kardon, RG Dynamics, JBL, Mar-
iah Acoustics, Shahinian Obelisk, DCM Time Windows,
Sony, Fidelity Research, Conrad Johnson, Monste Cable,
Peerless. Mail or Phone inquiries promptly answered.
HOUSE OF HI-FI, Route 9 -Miller Road, Glen Fats, New
York 12801, (518) 793-6639.

AFFORDABLE AUDIO-FREE SHIPPING USA
Esoteric Audio Research, Conrad Johnson, Haller, Audire,
Spica, Vandersteen, DCM, Quad ELS 83's $2695., Beard
Doxa amp, Pink Triangle, CJ Walker, Mas arm, Luxman,
Spendo,, many more. PERFECTIONIST AUDIO, 1810
James, No. Mankato, Minnesota, 507.345-7186

HARMAN-KARDON SEPARATES, RECEIVERS, CAS-
SETTE DECKS, TURNTABLES. BEST PRICES-
PROMPT DELIVERY. EAST: (904) 262.4000; (213) 840-
0878.

NAKAMICHI CASSETTE DECKS. BEST PRICES-
PROMPT DELIVERY. EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST:
(213) 840-0878.

$
The Best
Doesn't Mean
the Most
Expensive.
Low prices on a huge selection
of name brand hi -end. All units
are new with full warranty. Let
our experts guide you to the
best sounding system for your
dollar. Call for information or
write for a free catalog.

VISA/MasterCardlAmencan Express

The Audio Advisor. Inc.
Fitts 620/ Grand Haim', MI .14',01, 616 .1', I 181,8

plateau
SPEAKER STANDS

Plateau speaker
stands are the
easiest and
least expensive
way' o dramatically
improve the
performance of
youraudio system.
The speaker is
acoustically
decoupled and
positioned so that
bass is tighter,
midrange is clearer
and stereo imaging
is more precise.
Complete your
system with
Plateau.

FOR MORE INFORMATION,
PLEASE MAIL COUPON

Name

NAIAD PRODUCTS INC
BOX 1250 FALLS STATION

NIAGARA FALLS, N.V.14303.0260
TEL 15191756-4860. TELEX 061431284

Address

State
\k.

Zip
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AMAZING? ISN'T IT
The amount of nonsense that gets thrown around in the
audio world. If you are sick of being treated like a 5 -year -
old child by shoe salesmen masquerading as audio ex-
perts, you owe it to yourself to give us a call. Our opinions
are based on a solid foundation of experience with the
components we sell as well as those sold by our competi-
tors. Most importantly we don't simply sell the finest audio
equipment available, we arrange it in complementary sys-
tems designed to extract the greatest benefit from your
audio dollars chosen from among the following lines we
represent:
ACOUSTAT  ADCOM  ASTATIC  AUDIONOTE  AU-
DIO DESIGN  AUDIO INTERFACE  AUDIO RESEARCH
 AUDIONOTE 10 TYPE II  BEARD  BERNING  BRB
SYSTEMS  COUNTERPOINT  DCM  DYNAVECTOR 
FOSTEX  FUSILIER  GRACE  HAFLER  ITC  JANS-
ZEN  LINN SONDEK  LIVEWIRE  MICRO-SEIKI 
MONSTER CABLE  MORDAUNT-SHORT  NAD  NIT-
TY GRITTY  PINK TRIANGLE  PRECISION FIDELITY 
PREMIER  QUICKSILVER  REGA  ROGERS  SNELL
ACOUSTICS  STAX  SUMIKO PHONO AMP  SUPEX
 3D ACOUSTICS  THRESHOLD 

SOUND BY SINGER
227 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10016

(212) 683-0925
We ship anywhere!!

Andy Singer sez: PREMIER's LMX moving coil car-
tridge sounds more musical than any other moderately
priced moving coil I've auditioned. And the "cutter
analogue" stylus not only has superb detail and imag-
ing; it will track anything. Worth climbing stairs for.
SOUND BY SINGER, 227 Lexington Ave., New York,
NY 10016.

AR9 SPEAKERS NEVER USED, $1050. pair plus ship-
ping, 313-455-1031

The Argent Diamond
produced the
warmest, cleanest
sound that ever emerged
from my equipment.
Highs are bright,
but not shrill, the lows
clearly defined, the textural
middle strands noticeably separated. But perhaps the
most amazing feature is that the attacks of the various in-
strumentalists are discerned as if in "live" performance.

Paul Turok
(Composer, Record Reviewer)

A new legend. Every once in a while we hear a new
piece of equipment that stands out above its competi-
tion. It's even more rare when that component is rea-
sonably priced. The new PREMIER LMX moving coil
cartridge sounds more like music than anything in its
class. Hear it at CHESTNUT HILL AUDIO, 311 Cherry
St., Philadelphia, PA 19106.

AN OUTSTANDING ACCOMPLISHMENT BY PS
AUDIO. New Jersey audiophiles! Finally you can af-
ford the superb electronics you've craved. Hear the
clarity and accuracy of the widely -acclaimed PSIV
preamplifier, Model 2C power amplifier, and "Elite"
integrated amplifier at

AUDIO NEXUS
Call (201) 464-8238, (201) 474-2910 or write Box

223, Berkeley Hts., NJ 07922.

ARC D79B, mint $2750., Benchmark ambience system,
new $750-Wanted FMI 80's, 60's-209-998-7326

ARC SP6-B W/REFERENCE TUBES $895, D52-6
$1295ea, Ventilators 3/$225; Beverage System -4 $2495,
RM-4 $400; Stax Sigma $250; Magnepan 1-D $1195; Dy-
naco MK -VI $600/pr; PS MC $75; Pioneer 37" -rack $200;
904-765-7187.

ARC used: D-9013( + ) $1795; D -40a( + ) $1295; SP6C-la
$1295; SP6B $850. ( + ) = wonder caps. pinkerton audio
systems (916) 485-5725

ROGERS No magic or mystique, just music, all new speak-
ers on demonstration, Audio Dimensions, 794 N. Wood,
ward, Birmingham, MI (313) 642 6383

ROGERS SPEAKER Hearing is believing, Audio Den.
Smith Haven Plaza, 2021, Nesconset Hway, Lake Grove,
NY (516) 360 1990

THE MICHELL GYRODEC geometrically and technically
correct. Alternative Audio, 5207 Holston Drive, Knoxville
TN (615) 974 9655

MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES

ARGENT DIAMOND ARGENT RUBY

MC110 MC300 ES10E

DIRECT SOUND CORP 150 FIFTH AVE., SUITE 516, NEW YORK, NY 10011 (212) 807-1598

A&S SPEAKERS has raw drivers, high -end kits and auto
speaker systems. Audax, Dalesford, Dynaudio, Jordan,
SEAS, JVC, Philips, Becker, Falcon -Acoustics, Pyle, Peer-
less. Featuring the "Bill Reed" Signature Kit and Jordan
Module. Free price list. A&S SPEAKERS, Box 7462A,
Denver, CO 80207. (303) 399-8609

THE MICHELL GYRODEC setting higher standards of
sonic excellence. Audio Excellence, 425, Washington St.,
San Francisco CA (415) 433 1335 and 1081 Saratoga/
Sunnyvale, San Jose, CA (408) 446 4998

ATTENTION DEALERS: DECCA IS ALIVE AND WELL
and making immediate shipments of the best-selling Decca
"Zerohm" Record Brushes. Contact Andy at Audio Access,
P.O. Box 385, Whitestone, N.Y. 11357. 212-767-4958

ATTENTION DYNA AND HAFLER OWNERS:
Frank Van Alstine can rebuild most Dyna units and
Hafler DH -200 amps with all new internal circuits. We
transform Dyna St -80, St -120, ST -150, ST -300, ST -
400, ST -416, SCA= 800, and Haller DH -200 amps into
state of the art quality rugged POWER MOS-FET
amps with new PC cards, precision parts, mos-fet
output circuits, huge low inductance power supplies,
shielded ground plain construction, totally free of tran-
sient distortion. We install new circuits in PAT -5, PAT -
4 and PAS -3 preamps, complete with precision con-
trols, exact RIAA equalization, matched precision
parts, and achieve complete freedom from transient
overload, even on Digital source material. Audio gram
says our complete new circuits for the FM -5 & AF -6
make the world's best sounding FM tuner. We offer a
30 day satisfaction guarantee or your money back on
our $99 super phono cartridge. Why pay for expensive
new equipment when we can make your Dyna units
better than new, for much less than new prices? We
ship worldwide and have new 120 volt and 240 volt
equipment available. Write or call us for our descriptive
catalogue.

JENSENS STEREO SHOP
2202 RIVER HILLS DRIVE

BURNSVILLE, MINN. 55337, (612) 890-3517

ATTENTION HOUSTON: Beam, B&W, CJ Walker, Linn
Meridian, Rogers and more. Alexis Torres 713-937-8810

ATTENTION SOUTHERN AUDIOPHILES: Nakamichi,
Bang & Olufsen, Polk Audio, Dahlquist, Carver, V.P.I.,
Ortofon, Jensen, Fulton, Proton. Mail orders welcome.
Free shipping. Sound Advice, Village Plaza, Ruston, LA
71270. 318-255-8000I  ACOUSTIC ELECT  AUDIO STATIC ESL

 B&W  THE DAVID BERNING CO.
 CRAMOLIN  DENON  DYNAVECTOR
 ELITE FURNITURE  ENERGY LOUD-
SPEAKERS  FULTON  GOLDMUND  GRACE
 GRADO  HAFLER  HILL PLASMATRONICS
 JANIS  KEITH MONKS  KOETSU  LAST
 LINN SONDEK  LIVE WIRE  LUSTRE
 MARCOF  MEGASONICS  MONSTER
CABLE  MUSIC REFERENCE  NAD
 NAKAMICHI  NITTY GRITTY  PENTAGRAM
 PLATTER MATTER  PSE  POLK AUDIO
 PRECISION FIDELITY  PROMETHEAN
 PYRAMID  SIGNET  SNELL ACOUSTICS
 SPICA  STAX  SUMO ELECTRIC  SUPEX
 TANDBERG  THETA ELECTRONICS  VPI
 C.J. WALKER

the
listening
room
590 Central Park Avenue

Scarsdale, N.Y. 10583
Mon. Thurs, 10-9 PM

Tues. Wed. Fri. 10-7 PM/Sat 10.6 PM

Credit Cards Accepted
We ship FREE Anywhere in the

Continental U S A

914-472-4558
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ASTATIC

BELLES RESEARCH

BENCHMARK

DENON

ELECTROCOMPANIET

FUSELIER

ATTENTION HAFLER OWNERS
Musical Concepts now offers mods for all Hafler prod-
ucts, except spkr and eq, including two mods for the
DH -101 and DH -200/220. Our new SuperMod jr. at
$95 renders most of the sonic gains of our original
SuperMod at less than half the price. Also, due to
quantity buying we can now offer the SuperMod II at
$159/kit. Musical Concepts 1060 Fifth Plaza, Floris-
sant, MO 63031 314-831-1822.

ATTENTION NY-NJOI
 ACOUSTAT  DM
 ACOUSTIC ELECTRONICS

 AUDIO RESEARCH

 BUD

 BOSTON ACOUSTICS

 BSW

 CARVER

 CI WALKER

 DAHLOUIST and more only at

 DENON

 FUTTERMAN

 HAFLER

 WIN MC -10

 KENWOOD AUDIO PURIST

 LINN PRODUCTS

 MONSTER

CSA AUDIO

 MUSIC

REFERENCE

 NAD

 ORACLE

 PETERSON

 RGR

 SNELL

 SUMO

The Audio Professionals since 1972. Only knowledge
and experience equal superior sound and service.
Discover high performance stereo with complete cus-
tomer satisfaction. For orders and information (serious
inquiries by phone only):

201-744-0600
VISA, Master Charge Accepted

CSA AUDIO
193 Bellevue Avenue

Upper Montclair, NJ 07043
Sound system consultations to home music lovers,
professional theatrical arts and the audio industry.

ATTENTION, WANTED: MCINTOSH TUBE & SOLID
STATE, MARANTZ, WESTERN ELECTRIC, ARC, BERN-
ING, TUBE EQUIPMENT. JBL HARTSFIELD & EV PATRI-
CIAN. THORENS 124, EDISON VICTROLA. 713 7284343,
MAURY CORB 11122 ATWELL HOUSTON, TEXAS
77096

ATTRACTIVE PRICES; DYNAVECTOR, DENON CAR-
TRIDGES, GRACE, FULTON, LINN, KOETSU, ACCU-
PHASE, STAX, SHURE, FR QUAD 63, BRB SYSTEMS,
SOTA SAPPHIRE, CJ WALKER. C.O.D. SHIPPING,
S.A.SE. QUOTES. 713-728-4343 MAURY CORB 11122
ATWELL HOUSTON, TEXAS 77096

AUDIO CONNECTION
IN NORTHERN NEW JERSEY

GRACE GRADO PS AUDIO

HEYBROOK ROGERS

LINN PRODUCTS SPICA

MAGNUM 95 FM VANDERSTEEN

NAIM AUDIO VPI

PROMETHEAN AUDIOPHILE DISCS

615 Bloomfield Avenue, Verona NJ 07044
201-239-1799

AUDIO RESEARCH
SP6B, D-150, ALSO SCARDINA B&O WITH GRADO 3A.
(714) 925-3729

TERRY FREIBERG of
Classic Stereo

"Perreaux transcends its competition
by revealing the depth, emotion and
intensity of live music."

FACT: Exceptional phase response of
± 1° 20-20000Hz assures that the
subtle tonal characteristics and inner
structure of the original recordings will
be maintained.

CLASSIC STEREO
2923 28th Street S.E.

Grand Rapids, Michigan 49508
(616) 957-2130

AUDIO CONSULTANTS WE HAVE . . Active loudspeak-
ers by Pro -Ac. Rare products like: Albarry Music, Pro -Ac,
Ray Lumley, Sony Esprit, Zeta, Solstice, Isos, Meridian,
Spectral. Second Hand Bargains by: Audio Research,
Magneplanar, Thorens, Marantz and most anything, Spen-
dor loudspeakers (but never second hand). A small (but
very select) stock that includes: Triad, B&K Components,
Cybernet Mos-fet receivers, Audible Illusions, Decca, Au-
dioquest, Merek-5 speakers and more. For Practical advice
call or write: Rochester Audio Consultants, 840 East Ave-
nue, Rochester NY 14607, 716-244-8247, 454-2000

AUDIO HOUSE-FLINT MICHIGAN
Acoustat Conrad Johnson Leach LSR&D
Rogers Belles SOTA SAPPHIRE
Mordaunt-Short AUDIO PRO
Gonza Speaker wire 100 ft., $49. Duluxe record sleeves
500-$99. Samples $1.00. 4304 Brayan, Swartz Creek Mich
48473, 313-655-8639 by appointment

AUDIO NEXUS IS WHERE IT'S AT! Experience Dynavec-
tor, Fried, Hapi, Perreaux, PS Audio, Stax, and many
others. Call (201) 464-8238, (201) 474-2910 for appoint-
ment.

AUDIOPHILE START UP
SYSTEM

Turntable:

Cartridge:

Receiver:

Speakers:

(ABOUT $700)

NAD 5025
ASIATIC IM -10E
NAD 7120
3D ACOUSTICS "THE CUBE"

SOUND BY SINGER
227 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10016

(212) 683-0925

AUDIO RESEARCH SPEC $800. Used and slightly
scratched. 404-934-9196

AUDIO NEXUS IS WHERE YOU CAN FIND the new Fried
G/2, the first properly -designed 3 -way loudspeaker with
first -order series crossover at 100HZ. It makes the others
sound dull and disjointed. A bargain at $775 each. Call
(201) 464-8238, (201) 474-2910 for appointment.

AUDIO PULSE SERVICE. Factory trained technicians.
Write us about Model One update kits. White Labs, 10528
Lower Azusa Rd., Suite 192A, El Monte, CA 91731. (213)
446-5346.

AUDIO RESEARCH SP -6E, $1500 or best offer. 217-367-
2840.

We have the superb MICHELL GYRODEC on demonstra-
tion. Audio Alternative, 1124 E. Elizabeth, Ft. Collins, CO
(303) 221 2268

BANG &OLUFSEN MMC2OCL line -contact cartridge. Fac-
tory sealed; (list $240) Sacraf ice for $125. John (317) 463-
7247 aft. 4 p.m.

1 -
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From the worlds oldest and largest speaker kit manufacturer,
SPEAKER1AEL Save up to 30% on the speaker designs critics
rave about From tiny brinksheif speakers to slender. floor -
standing models to massive folded corner horns. PLUS the
latest in state-of-the-art car speakers. All in Speakeriab's
1983 catalog. Send for it today. (Allow 4 - 6 weeks for
delivery. Send $1.25 for faster, first class postage.)

spealcerlab
Dept. A33. 735 N. Northlake Way
Seattle, Washington 98103

Bob Carver and Monster Cable.

Innovators at Work.
Squeezing 750 watts of power into a
small /6 lb. package is no small feat.
But that's what Bob Carver has done
with his new M 1.5 amplifier.
Bob Carver is an innovater when it
comes to designing state of the art
components. And Bob recognizes
innovation when it comes
to speaker wire. That's why
he recommends Powerline
by Monster Cable for all
amplifiers.
"Powerline provides a more
direct coupling between the
amplifier and the speaker.
The results are dramatic,
especiaNy with the M 1.5"
Powerline's unique 4
conductor configuration

allows the magnetic fields traveling
in opposite directions to cancel
themselves, dramatically reducing
dynamic distortion.
The Result?
Smooth, easy to listen to highs.
Tight, well articulated bass, precise

imaging, and dynamic
impact that rivals the
original musical event.
Powerline will bring out
the best in ANY amplifier
regardless of cost or
design.
Including your Carver.
And that's innovation
at work.
Monster Cable Products Inc.,
101 Townsend St., San Francisco
CA 94107 (415) 77 7-13 55
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BANG & OLUFSEN PLUS-Finally, audiophile sound
quality coupled with elegant styling. Made in Denmark, you
can have European craftsmanship at very affordable
prices. PLUS quality control to assure optimum perfor-
mance. Shipping anywhere In the continental U.S.,
DESIGNATRON'S STEREO STORES INC., 260 Olc
Country Road, Hicksville, NY 11801, (518) 822-5277.

BARGAIN HUNTERS BEWARE. Anyone trying to repre-
sent a Grace F -10L as being Identical to an F-11 L is either
misinformed or lying. It took us two years of R & D to
develop the F-11 L from the old F-1 OL. Get the whole story
before Investing your bucks. Joe Abrams, Sumiko Inc. 415-
843-4500.

BEATS THE LINN-SONDEK. British review available. JBE
Slate turntable, SME Ills, Dynavector Ruby $1300. Other
British esoterica. 215-928-8348.

ELECTRO-VOICE INTERFACE SPEAKERS-QUALITY
IN EVERY PRICE RANGE. BEST PRICES-PROMPT
DELIVERY. EAST: (904) 282.4000; WEST: (213) 840-
0878.

MORE WITH
FOUR SYSTEM

(UNDER $4000)

Turntable: LINN SONDEK LP -12
Tonearm/Cartridge: LINN BASIK
Tuner: ADCOM GFT-1
Preamplifier: PRECISION FIDELITY C7 -A
Amplifier: BERNING EA -230
Speakers: . FUSILIER MODEL 3

SOUND BY SINGER
227 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10016

(212) 683-0925

Imagine,

THE ONLY if you can, the dead
silence of outer space.

QUIETER The Cotter System 2
EXPERIENCE pr meaplifier a.1-

lows the music
REQUIRES A to be heard thru
LONG TRIP.

a new standard
of quiet and clarity.

"Triaxial" shielding, specially manufactured
components and thorough design present
a new and exciting experience from your
records with greater dynamics and full, true
depth and size of the sound image.

COTTER
frA

MITCHELL A. COTTER sales corp.

i CE4)UtirrilstrMi4
(91 1929-2037

AT YOUR DEALER NOW!

BEST TRADES OFFERED. Trade your unwanted audio -
video gear for Acoustat, Berning, Belles, Bedinl, Counter.
point, Futterman, Perreaux, Music Reference, Stax, PS,
Quad, Quicksilver, Oracle, Sota, Rega, Vandersteen,
Astatic, Nitty Gritty, VPI, etc. Audio Doctor, 5731 North
Pine St., Davenport, Iowa 52808, 319-386-8794.

B EVERIDGE RM-1/2 PREAMP, 82495; Audio Research
SP3A1, $550, D10013, $895; NestrovIc 4 Speakers, $1295;
Klipsch K Horns, Rosewood, $2100; B&W DM12 Speak-
ers, $595; Technics SP -10 Turntable, $295; Breuer Arm
$595. (509) 946.1529 evenings West Coast.

BIPOLAR 850 POWER AMP, $950; van den Hul-modified
Yamaha MC1x (plug -In) MC cartridge, $350; Ortofon 1-30
MC transformer (switchabie Impedance), $300; Michel Gy-
rodeo turntable, $700; Modiesky RM4 heed amp, $375;
Len Hupp -modified Linn Ittok tonearm, $395. All perfect.
(415) 526-5738 eves.

B &K COMPONENTS AMPLIFIERS in stock at Rochester
Audio Consultants, 716-244-8247, 454-2000

B OSE SPEAKERS. BEST PRICES-PROMPT DELIV-
ERY. EAST: (904) 282.4000; WEST: (213) 840-0878.

BOSTON ACOUSTICS PLUS-Dollar for dollar, one of the
most exceptional speaker lines to come along in years.
Boston Acoustics delivers unbelievable performance at
very reasonable prices. All models in stock. DESIGNA-
TRON'S STEREO STORES, INC. 280 Old Country Road,
Hicksville, NY 11801 (518) 822-5277.

BRB PLUS-In 17 years of auditioning amps, we haven't
found anything that compares to the neutrality and open-
ness of the BRB Amplifiers. PLUS quality control to
assure optimum performance and free shipping anywhere
in the continental U.S. DESIGNATRON'S STEREO
STORES, INC., 280 Old Country Road, Hicksville, NY
11801. (516) 822-5277.

BRYSTON & WALKER AT
KEITH YATES AUDIO 916-441-0443

CARVER C-9, Mint, boxed $200. 1-517-876-8774, Michi-
gan

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS AND CONVERTERS.
Plans and parts. Build or buy. For information send $2.00.
C&D Electronics, Inc., P.O. Box 21, Jenison, MI 49428.

CALL HI Fl BUYS (ATLANTA) for Acutex, Adcom, Aiwa,
Apt, AR, B&O, Carver, DCM, Dynavector, Hefter, Harman
Kardon, JVC, Linn, Mirage SM-1, Mission, Mitsubishi,
NAD, Nakamichi, Onkyo, Oracle, RGR, Sony, Thorens,
3-D Acoustics, Vandersteen, and more. Free shipping, fully
insured, In the Continental U.S. Just call 404.281-4434 for
more information.

CANLEN's answer to the high price of high perfor-
mance cartridges: the new PREMIER LMX delivers
the kind of resolution, tracking, and detail you'd expect
from other moving coils costing $4004800. At $200,
it's unbeatable. Hear it for yourself at CANLEN AU-
DIO, 812 W. Broad St., Bethlehem. PA 18018.

CARTRIDGES, ETC. LOW PRICES ON GRADOS,
MC'S, Alignment Protractors, High -Definition Speaker
Cable, Interconnects, Table Mats, LAST, Stylast,
Cramollne and much more. Write for prices or Call for
fast service: The Audio Advisor, Inc. Box 8202, OR,
MI. 49506. 618-451-3868 M/C VISA AMEX.

CARVER QUALITY AMPLIFIERS, PRE -AMPLIFIERS,
TUNERS. BEST PRICES-PROMPT DELIVERY. EAST:
(904) 262.4000; WEST: (213) 840-0878.

CROWN QUALITY AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS, PRE -AMPLI-
FIERS. CALL FOR PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION.
BEST PRICES - PROMPT DELIVERY. EAST: (904) 262-
4000; WEST: (213) 840-0878.

HARMAN-KARDON SEPARATES, RECEIVERS, CAS-
SETTE DECKS, TURNTABLES. BEST PRICES-
PROMPT DELIVERY. EAST: (904) 262.4000; (213) 840-
0878.

Chicago area music lovers ... If you thought a $200
moving coil had to be a compromise, listen to PRE-
MIER'S new LMX. Acclaimed by the "undergrounds"
for superb musicality, the LMX tracks like a champ and
peels off the veils. Now playing at COLUMBIA AUDIO
VIDEO, 1741 Second St., Highland Park, IL. 60035.

Avenue 425 Park Avenue South

10
at 29th Street
New York, N.Y. 10016
212 685.8101/8102

We respect our customers;
you can make your own choice from among:

Sony Esprit  Sony PCM-F1  McIntosh  Nakamichi  SAE -X  Black Koetsu 
Denon  Mitsubishi  Spendor  Quad  B&W  Bang & Olufsen 

Tandberg 3000 Series  Kirksaeter  Obelisk*  Shahinian Acoustics 

lequerra
Pyramid  Accuphase  ADS  Mordaunt Short  Signet  Supex  Benchmark

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO DIMENSIONAL PURITY

Vandersteen Audio was founded in 1977
with the commitment to offer always the
finest in music reproduction for the dollar.
Toward this goal there will always be a
high degree of pride, love, and personal
satisfaction involved in each piece before it
leaves our facilities. Your Vandersteen dealer
shares in this commitment, and has been
carefully selected for his ability to deal with
the complex task of assembling a musically
satisfying system. Although sometimes
hard to find, he is well worth seeking out.

.00 Write or call for a brochure and the
name of your nearest dealer.

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO0
116 WEST FOURTH STREET

r- HANFORD, CALIFORNIA 93230
(209) 582-0324
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AKAMICHI CASSETTE DECKS. BEST PRICES-
PROMPT DELIVERY. EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST
(213) 840-0878.

ROGERS MONITORS The masters of imaging. The Sound
Chamber, 2584, Ridge Road West, Rochester, NY (716)
225 8660 and 2930, Monroe Ave, (716) 381 9348

ROGERS. No magic or mystique, just music. All new
speakers on demonstration. Custom Stereo, 1391 S. Ham-
ilton Road, Columbus OH (614) 235 3531

ROGERS SPEAKERS A reference standard, Chestnut Hill
Audio, 311 Cherry St, Philadelphia, PA (215) 923 3035

CROWN-LEVINSON-B&K-AKG: Levinson recording
system w/LNP-2, ML -8s, B&K mikes, anvil case, Crown
800 series recorders, AKG-C24 stereo tube mice. 206-362-
0846

1/2CROWN SP744 4 -channel player, 15, 7, 33/4 IPS;
CROWN recorder parts; RUSSOUND QT -1 4 -channel
switching patching center, VS -1 speaker switchbox w/
phone monitor, MP -2 amplifier switchbox wivoiume con-
trols, TMS-1 recorder switchbox; KLH DNF-1201A dynam-
ic noise filter; new DBX #122 and #118; other components
avail.; Used absolutely mint at best offer. 912-764-9335.

THE MICHELL GYRODEC musically and aesthetically
stunning. Audio by Caruso, 13831 S. Dixie Hwy, Miami, FL
(305) 253 4433

THE MICHELL GYRODEC a step ahead in the art of disc
reproduction. Audio Consultants, 1014 Davis St., Evans-
ton, IL (312) 864 9565

THE MICHELL GYRODEC already becoming a legend.
Chestnut Hill Audio 311 Cherry St., Philadelphia, PA (215)
923 3035

DAHLQUIST DO -10 UP -DATE
DRT-1 RIBBON TWEETER KIT $249.00
PRC-1 POLYPROPYLENE CAPACITOR KIT $169.00
MB -1 MID BASE KIT $159.00
DF-2 FELT KIT $15.00
Send for our Dahlquist DO -10 catalog. Postage paid in
U.S. Visa, M.C., money order or check.

RANDALL RESEARCH, (714) 760-1539
719 Fernleaf, Corona Del Mar, Ca. 92625

DB SYSTEMS AUDIOPHILE ACCESSORIES INCLUDE:
DBP-2JAU Switch Box with gold jacks $54.95, DBP-6 Pho-
no Equalization Kit and DBP-6MC Resistive Loading Kit
$34.95, DBP-10 Phono Alignment Protractor $21.95, DBP-
12 Audio Cable -10 meter, 400 pF $65.95, DBP-CK Cra-
molin Audio Kit $12.95. GOLD PLATED CONNECTORS
(eight pack) DBP-11.1 (1/4") Phono Jacks $12.95, DBP-
13JR (3/e") Phono Jacks $15.95, DBP-13P Phono Plugs
$7.95, DBP-14 Spade Lugs $5.95 DBP-9AU Banana Plugs
$14.95, DBP-9J Dual Banana Jacks (two pack) $15.95. For
complete information write: DB SYSTEMS, Main St.,
Rindge Ctr., NH 03461 (603) 899-5121. Orders under $45
add $2.50 Handling. Dealer inquiries invited.

DCM TIME WINDOWS, $545.00 PR. UNUSED. CALL
ROB (215) 878-3849

DCM QUALITY SPEAKERS. BEST PRICES-PROMPT
DELIVERY. EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST: (213) 840-
0878.

DENON RECEIVERS, AMPLIFIERS, CASSETTE DECKS,
TURNTABLES. BEST PRICES-PROMPT DELIVERY.
EAST: (904) 2624000; WEST: (213) 840-0878.

DESIGNATRON invites you to audition the remarkable
new PREMIER LMX moving coil phono cartridge. Dy-
namic, accurate, transparent, detailed, and affordable.
Now playing at DESIGNATRON'S, 260 Old Country
Rd., Hicksville, NY 11801, DESIGNATRON'S, North
Country Rd., Setauket, NY 11733.

DIAMOND NEEDLES and STEREO CARTRIDGES a
DISCOUNT PRICES for SHURE, PICKERING,STANTON,
EMPIRE, GRADO, AUDIO TECHNICA, ORTOFON,
SONUS and ADC, send S.A.S.E free catalog. LYLE CAR
TRIDGES, Dept. A., Box 69, Brooklyn, NY 11218. For fax
COD service Toll Free 800-221-0906. N.Y. State (212
871-3303. 9AM - 8PM except Sunday.

DIRECT DISC, DIGITAL RECORDS and selected audio
components below cost. Send $2.00 for catalog. 1162
Brookwood Dr.. Elkhart, IND 46514

ELECTRO-VOICE INTERFACE SPEAKERS-QUALITY
IN EVERY PRICE RANGE. BEST PRICES-PROMPT
DELIVERY. EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST: (213) 840-
0878.

ELECTROCOMPANIET Preampliwire/Ampliwire II at Au-
dio ,Connection Call 201-239-1799

Music lovers from all over Northern California
isoeurrvniceey,taonbed autifurliSaaduvsicaelitoinfor

selectingperson

a.,clalizesdsc.,

audio components. There must be a reason'

Some of our "classic- components... Audio Research, Vandersteen, Oracle, Quad, Snell, Thiel,
Counterpoint, Electrocompaniet, Rega, QLN, Shahinian, Pyramid, PS Audio, NAD, Hafler, Spica, Koetsu,

Accuphase, and many more. MUSIC it DESIGN 107 Caledonia St, Sausalito, CA (415) 332-2142
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177 Sound Beuch Avenue, Old Greenwich, CT 06830
Major credit cards honored. Open 10 AM -6 PM Mon -Sat.

-013\-cP-

ELECTRONIC X-OVERS: 6, 12 AND 18DB/OCTAVE. Kits
from $106.50. Also Transient -Perfect Crossover model
6000-6, $175.00. Filters. Free folder w/reviews. ACE AU-
DIO CO. #532 -5th Street, E. Northport NY 11731-2399.
(516) 757-8990.

EMT & THRESHOLD AT
KEITH YATES AUDIO 916-441-0443

EPA -100, TECHNICS MC -305 CARTRIDGE, Dynavector
ruby, Dayton Wright preamp (SPA), Watson -10, Dunlop
Clark -1000, Threshold 4000, Fulton gold cables. 201-991-
6311

ROGERS SPEAKERS Everyones reference standard, Au-
dio Excellence, 425 Washington St. San Francisco, CA
(415) 433 1335 and 1081, Saratoga/Sunnyvale, San Jose
CA (408) 446-4998

15,000 ORIGINAL SERVICE MANUALS (not Sam's)
many long unavailable quantity pricing. Computer list Mar-
tin Gasman 779 Worcester St. Wellesley, MA 02181 617-
CEL-TICS.

5 YEARS AND GROWING STRONG! featuring the re-
nowned Strathearn ribbon, available with solid hardwood
frames, crossovers, complete systems. Dynaudio, Dales -
ford, Panasonic leafs, Wonder caps, Wesco, Shadow Engi-
neering electronics. A full line of esoteric but affordable kits.
AC acme:tic foam for cost effective room treatment. Guar-
anteed lowest prices, instant shipping, technical assis-
tance. MCNisa. Noon to 6:00m -f. (608) 788 0366 Detailed
catalogue $2. AUDIO CONCEPTS 1919 S. 19th LaCrosse,
Wi. 54601

FLUKE 8024 -B -II -FUNCTION DMM boxed $175. H.P. Dis-
tortion artalyzers, recond. wimanuals 330-C + D $175 +
$200. 212-996-2252

FUSELIEA MODEL 3 loudspeaker: Hear it impeccably
demonstrated at Audio Connection, 201-239-1799

KITS OR ASSEMBLED

Highly refined, factory priced, speaker
systems for the audio purist. The afford-
able alternative for those seeking the best.
For brochure, call or write us.
Chicago Speakerworks inc
5700 N. Western, Chicago, Ill. 60659

Phone (312)769-5640

A A

REMOLESVCITCATTRORMOST'STEREO PSCS
The Thompson Vocal Eliminator can actually remove most or

virtually ad of a solo vocalist from a standard stereo record and
yet leave most of the background music untouched! Not an
equalizer! We can prove it works over the phone. Write or call
far a broclure and demo record below. COST: $349.00

YOU SHOULD SEE US
For:

 Time Delay/Ambience
 Studio Echo/Reverb
 Tape loise Reduction
 Parametric Equalization
 Electponic Crossovers
 Compressor/Expanders
 Mic P Tamp/Mixers

We man sfacture a full line of high qualitAildirsTaridlWarrcling
equipmen . You will probably have to pay twice as much
elsewhereto obtain comparable quality. Only Direct Sales make
our price! and quality possible. Write or call for a 24 page
brochure nd demo record.

Write to: LT Sound, Dept. AU, P.O. Box 338,
Stone Mountain, GA 30086 Phone (404 493-1258
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"...the excitement of a live
performance." -Hifi Buyer's Review
"... low distortion, tremendous
dynamic range, thunderously
clean bass... the sound cer-
tainly set me back on my heels!"
-J. Atkinson, Hifi News & Record Review

"The sound emanating from
this system is breathtaking in
its opulence. Bass is super
with no doubling."

-B. V. Pisha, Stereo & Hifi Times
"I was literally flabbergasted!
Very smooth and clean, highly
detailed, with tight, rock solid
bass fundamentals, minimal
coloration, and no sense of
disparate sound sources."

-Bert Whyte, Audio
.MOM. '32
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The VMPS floor -standing Itiu-dSdeakers offer
greater dynamic range, wider bandwidth,
and lower total harmonic distortion than
any other production system regardless of
price. Exclusive features such as minimum
phase response, completely nonresonant
enclosure/driver design, polypropylene/
mylar crossover networks, internal wiring
with Monster Cable, and now polypro-
pylene cone 12" lowbass and midbass
drivers are included in all the larger VMPS
systems, such as the MiniTower II
($309ea kit, $439ea assembled), Tower
II ($419ea kit, $599ea assembled), and
Super Tower/R ($649ea kit, $969ea
assembled). All prices include free ship-
ping in USA, and kits are supplied with fully
assembled cabinets. Write for literature
and full test reports.

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS
a division of (tone Audio

1016 Contra Costa Drive
El Cerrito, CA 94530

(415) 526-7084
Hear VMPS at The Listening Studio, Boston: Mike Hilliard
Audio. Shreveport. LA; Star Audio, Oklahoma City; Sound Al-
ternative. Ft. Myers. FL; Odin Sound. Longmont, CO; Bedini
Electronics, Sylmar, CA; 'tone Audio. Si Cerrito. CA; The Long
Ear, Big Bear Lake. CA; Avidd Electronics. Long Beach CA

FOR SALE

FREE SPEAKER CATALOG!
Woofers, mids, tweeters, hardware, crossovers, grille
cloth, plans, kits, information, much more. Discount
Prices! UNIVERSAL SOUND, Dept. AO, 2253 Ringling
Blvd., Sarasota, Fla. 33577 (813) 953-5363.

FREE SPEAKERKIT CATALOG 17 proven designs. Also,
200 drivers' specifications, JBL + polypropylene Thime
data, $3. GOLD SOUND, Box 141A, Englewood, co
80151. (303) 789-5310.

FRIED SPEAKERS 8 KITS
State-of-the-art sound. Try our prices! Fast, free shipping.
READ BROS. STEREO, 593 King St., Charleston, S.C.
29403. (803) 723-7276. Also Hatter, NAD, Carver, Nakami-
chi, Sony PCM F-1.

FUTTERMAN OTL AMPLIFIERS ©
Not having output transformers permits this tube amplifier
to perform beyond the capabilities of conventional trans-
former coupled tube amplifiers. With a slew rate of 33 volts
per micro -second and a bandwidth of 200 kilohertz, the
Futterman OTL Amplifier has the speed and precision of a
transistor amplifier with the harmonic correctness that only
tube circuits provide. There are six models including a
special model for Quad speakers. The OTL-1 is a four
chassis amplifier with two 5000 watt regulated power sup-
plies that stands 3 feet tall, weighs 225 pounds, and is
capable of extraordinary delicacy. For a complete technical
understanding of the operation of OTL amplifiers with a
comparison to conventional transformer coupled amplifiers,
and a complete history of the Futterman amplifiers, send
$5.00-($10.00 foreign) for our 72 page booklet "Under-
standing Tube Electronics", New York Audio Laboratories,
Inc., 33 North Riverside Avenue, Croton -on -Hudson, New
York 10520

GENERAL RADIO AUDIO FILTER #1952 tunable 4-
60kHz, 30dB Oct hi, lo, band pass 8 reject (617) 473-6025

GENE RUBIN AUDIO-LOS ANGELES
NAIM AUDIO LINN SONDEK ISOBARIKS
PS AUDIO REGA PLANAR ACOUSTAT
NAD CJ WALKER THIEL
MIRAGE LS3/5A SPENDOR
Prepaid shipping (213) 571-1299 (Pacific Time)

111

FOR SALE

GAS

FACTORY SEALED-LIMITED QUANTITIES

 THALIA II PREAMP $225

 GRANDSON 40 W/CH AMP $225
 GOLD PLATED CABLES (5FT PAIR) $10

 SLEEPING BEAUTY CARTRIDGES $150
 SUPER ELLIPTICAL CARTRIDGE $100
 SPHERICAL CARTRIDGE $75
ALSO AUDIO METRIC HEAD AMP $80

SHIPPED FREE IN CONTINENTAL U.S.
VISA-MASTER CHARGE-MONEY ORDERS

THE SOUND CENTER
8033 SUNSET BLVD., SUITE 194
WEST HOLLYWOOD CA 90046

OR CALL
(213) 650-0060

GRACE F9E's and F9E Rubys's, New With Warranties.
'We Will Not Be Under Sold". (206) 323-4987

GRACE-RUBY CANTILEVER FOR F9 SERIES
We offer the Grace 747, 707MK2, 704, Fl1L, F9E and
RUBY. Visa and MC. FREE SHIPPING IN US AND PR.
OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, INC., Box 145, Oxford,
OH 45056-0145, 513-523-3333, TLX427791.

GRAPHIC EQUALIZER KIT $100
12 bands/channel. 92dB SiN. .02% THD. See Radio -Elec-
tronics 5 78. Kit instructions/article/review: $3.00 (refund-
able); #E0-2: $100; Assembled $165. postpaid. Free cata-
log. SSS, 856B Lynnrose Ct., Santa Rosa, CA 95404.
(707) 546-3895

HEYBROOK HB-1 $339. PAIR
The affordable link for the demanding audiophile on a
budget. By appointment: ACS Limited, 2232 Ward Street,
Berkeley. CA 94705. (415) 841-4192.

STATE OF THE ART

RIBBON MID RANGE
As Manufactured by Sfrathearn

ABSOLUTE SOUND'S REFERENCE MIDRANGE

UNSURPASSED CLARITY

SPACIOUS STEREO IMAGING

System Power Rating 100 Watt Max.
Sensitivity 86 dB / Watt Mean at 1 meter

Dim. 251/8 X 5 1/8 inches
Also avolobie with:

Advanced fiat honeycomb bass drivers, fast leaf tweeters
Recommendation for true State of the Art system,

offering savings with no quality sacrificed
EXCLUSIVE NORTH AMERICAN IMPORTER

VARIS AUDIO
CALL (201) 671-3074

THE
SOURCE

Direct free -port pricing
American International Audio Video

745 Alexander Rd.. Princeton. N ,1 08540
1-609-452-7500

CALL OR WRITE FOR YOUR FREE BROCHURE

Close-out Sale!
Fans C030 Mark I. $125.00 each - limited
quantity. Send money order to:

Lord Brothers

P.O. Box 6430 Denver, Colo.

303-534-7590

90day warranty. Colorado residents add tax.

Houston and the Gulf Coast
Mark Levinson/Spectral/Bryston/Linr/Acoustat/Magnepan/Dahlquist/Nakamichi

Klipsch/Apt-Holman/Pyramid/Stax/Boston/DCM/Hafler/NAD/Rega/Amber
NAIM Audio/Meridian/Adcom/Fidelity Research/Thorens/Grace/Chapman

AudioConcepts
2200 SW Freeway at Greenbriar Houston, Texas 77098 713/527-0774

Credit Cards Accepted Fre.ght Prepaid in Continental USA
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GNP
LOUDSPEAKERS

THE NEXT GENERATION
For the past year we have given you a brief description
of who we are, and'of the innovative and imaginative
thinking that has been instrumental in the development
of our complete line of loudspeakers.
In this column we would like to discuss with you our
loudspeaker systems on an individual basis. with spe-
cial emphasis on the improvements we have made to
our least expensive models.
The GNP SYSTEM THREE offers a real price and
performance breakthrough for the audiophile and mu-
sic lover on a limited budget. Consisting of a pair of
SM-P1 satellite/mini-monitor modules and a pair of W-
100 woofer modules, the SYSTEM THREE employs
most of the advanced technology that went into de-
signing our acclaimed LEAD CYLINDER (Pat. Pend.)
system, but at a more modest price.

The SM-P1 is a minimal diffraction, phase
aligned, phase/polarity coherent design. Its first
order (phase and polarity coherent) crossover net-
works assure near instantaneous rise time at the
onset of music transients. And its low diffraction,
nonresonant cabinet construction ensures rapid
decay time after a music transient has been repro-
duced.
The W-100 is a free standing, acoustic suspen-
sion design bass box, featuring the latest in poly-
propylene driver technology. The woofer is mount-
ed in a rigidly braced, high density cabinet for fast,
tight, non-boomy bass. The built-in 150 Hz high
pass filter allows the woofer module to be used
with any GNP (or other) satellite,mini-monitor
speaker to create a three-way design.
These design features (and more) account for the
SM-P1 and W -100's musically natural sound.

In many ways the SYSTEM FOUR represents one of
our proudest achievements. Consisting of a pair of
SM-P1 speakers operating as two-way mini -monitors,
their small size clearly belies their performance capa-
bilities. First time listeners are startled when they hear
the clarity, resolution and focus of this speaker, and
are amazed by its deep, taut, flat bass response. With
the addition of a pair of W-100 woofer modules, the
SYSTEM FOUR can easily be upgraded into our
three-way SYSTEM THREE.
GNP loudspeakers ... destined to become a refer-
ence standard against which all other speakers will be
compared.
For further information, see your local audio specialty
dealer or write:

GNP Loudspeakers, Inc.
1244 E. Colorado Blvd.

Pasadena, CA 91106
(213) 577-7767

BILL HARDY of
Stereo Shoppe

"Tremendous amount of headroom,
Perreaux amplifiers play superbly
under any kind of speaker load."

FACT: Dynamic headroom is 3dB or
greater with music. Perreaux amplifiers
are intrinsically stable under all dynamic
conditions, into the most difficult
speaker loads.

STEREO SHOPPE
2300 Nicholasville Road

Lexington, Kentucky 40503
(606) 278-7278

HAFLER DH -220K, DH -110K $550.00 BOTH, DH -355
$325.00pr, FUMIG C-1000, M-1000 $550.00 both, HAR-
MAN-KARDON CD -401 $585.00, CD -301 $435.00, HK -
580i $390.00, HK -680i $500.00, RADIO SHACK MODEL 3
COMPUTER, 48K, TWO DRIVES $1725.00, SONY PCM-
Fl $1450.00, TC-K555 3 head cassette $350.00, 203-777-
1476

HAFLER ELECTRONICS & SPEAKERS
We are now stocking: DH -101K $199.95, DH -101A
$299.95, DH -102 $55.00, DH -110K $299.95, DH -110A
$399.95, DH -112 $74.95, DH -160K $299.95, DH -160A
$399.95, DH -220K $349.95, DH -220A $449.95, DH-220KE
$359.95, DH-220AE $459.95, DH -355 $400.00 per pair
(speakers), DH -500K $599.95, DH -500A $749.95, DH-
500KE $619.95, OH-500AE $769.95. 101, 200 and 220
accessories. FREE SHIPPING IN US AND PR. WORLD-
WIDE EXPORTING. Visa and MC. OXFORD AUDIO CON-
SULTANTS, INC., Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056-0145, 513-
523-3333, TLX427791.

HAFLER IN THE SOUTH!
In stock, the superb Hailer DH -110 pre -amp and DH -220 &
DH -500 amplifiers.. Immediate, FREE shipping. Also Fried,
Carver, Sony PCM-F1 Acoustat, NAD, Nakamichi, Audire,
PS, Klipsch, more. READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King
Street, Charleston, South Carolina 29403, (803) 723-7276

HAFLER PLUS-'he new Hatler DH220 power amplifier-
replacing the DH 200, reinforces David Hailer's commit-
ment to quality in every product he designs. We carry the
full Hafler line, available in either kit or factory assembled.
Own some of the finest audio equipment! Now at extra
savings! PLUS -FREE shipping anywhere in the continental
U.S., DESIGNATRON'S STEREO STORES, INC., 260 Old
Country Road, Hidksville, NY 11801, (516) 822-5277.

HEYBROOK HB-2 $489. PAIR
A classic design with uncompromizing performance and
compact dimensions. By appointment: Community Audio,
318 West Duval Street, Philadelphia, PA 19144. (215) 843-
9918.

HEYBROOK HB-3 SERIES II $989. PAIR
A monitor quality loudspeaker with all the impact and ex -
clement of the original performance. Available at: Audio
2000, 2137 Sterling Road, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33312.
(305) 962-5300.

HEYBROOK TT -2 $500.
The turntable that has lowered the price of perfection.
Available at Audio Connection, 615 Bloomfield Avenue,
Verona, NJ 07044 (201) 239-1799.

HAFLER AMPLIFIERS PRE -AMPLIFIERS. BEST
PRICES-PROMPT DELIVERY. EAST: (904) 262-4000;
WEST: (2.3) 840-0878.

HARMAN-KARDON SEPARATES, RECEIVERS, CAS-
SETTE DECKS, TURNTABLES. BEST PRICES-
PROMPT DELIVERY. EAST: (904) 262-4000; (213) 840-
0878.

ROGERS NEW SPEAKERS incredible detail and resolu-
tion, Hi Fi Gallery, 811 Broadripple Ave., Indianapolis, IN
(317) 253 5141

ROGERS SPEAKERS Playing music forever. The full
range on demonstration. Audio House, 4304 Brayan Dr.,
Swartz Creek, MI (313) 655 8639

IF YOU MISSED US AT THE LAS VEGAS CES, get ready
for the after shocks. The Seismic Generators acceptance
into the High End audio market will soon be obvious. This
product's style and performance put it in a class by itself.
You won't believe you have ever heard true bass reproduc-
tion until you hear the difference the Seismic Generator can
make in your system. Request more information today.
Write or call ENTEC at (408) 745-0377, 1016 Morse Ave.
Suite #12 Sunnyvale, CA. 94086

J.B.L. SPEAKER SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS
bought, sold and traded. 1-313-229-5191 or 5115 Red Fox,
Brighton, MI 48116.

GALA SOUND 0/
A NEW STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE

Many serious listeners have been misled by certain well in-
tentioned but musically and technically incompetent "audiophile"
publications.

Thousands of dollars have been spent on poorly engineered
products acclaimed in these publications whose expertise lies in
journalism, not audio. The goal of improved reproduction of music
is not well served in this manner.

Pianist James Gala has established a unique audio salon in
Rochester, New York.

GALA SOUND sells correctly engineered and musically accu-
rate audio components. We are involved in the recording-both
analog and digital-of philharmonic orchestras, have a contin-
uing dialogue with the world's preeminent audio engineers, and
Mr. Gala perfoOrns in concert regularly.

We fly our customers round trip at our expense from anywhere
in the continental U.S. to our store for the selection of an audio
system of $5,000 or more.

Phone (716) 461-3000 today and ask for Mr. Gala. If music is
important in your life, then you deserve a stereo system from
GALA SOUND.

650 MONROE AVE. ROCHESTER, NEW YORK 14607

GALA SOUND
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IN STOCK? Audio Research, Thorens, RGR, Hefter, On-
kyo, Technics, B&W, Meridian, E.V., Vandersteen, Dyne -
vector, Snell, Tascam and more ... For information: P. K.
Audio, 4773 Convention Street, Baton Rouge, LA 70806 or
(504) 924-1001.

IT'S A CRIME to sell a cartridge this good for only 200
bucks! That's hov, we feel about the new PREMIER
LMX. It's smooth and neutral, yet detailed and dynam-
ic. In a word, unquirky. We'd love to let you hear it.
Now in progress at AUDIOVISIONS, 1067 Montauk
Hwy., West Babylon, NY 11704.

It's more than a Breakthrough; it's a revelation. The
breakthrough is the detail and image resolving quality
of the PREMIER LMX. The revelation Is that this level
of performance is available at around $200. PRE-
MIER's new LMX moving coil phonocartridge now at
AUDIO BREAKTHROUGHS, 1534 Northern Blvd.,
Manhasset, NY 11030.

JRM POWER TOWER AMPS; 3PBP Electronic Cross-
overs; Transparency Loudspeakers. Jerry Martin, 3716
Broadway NE, Knoxville, Tn. 37917 (615) 688-6501. .

ROGERS SPEAKERS Your ears should be so good!!
Jannen Systems, 214, W. 21st St, Hazleton, PA (717) 459
5722

DENON RECEIVERS, AMPLIFIERS, CASSETTE DECKS,
TURNTABLES. BEST PRICES-PROMPT DELIVERY.
EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST: (213) 840-0878.

JANIS WOOFERS & INTERPHASE CROSSOVER/AMP
The Janis bass systems are the finest universal subwoofer
systems available. FREE SHIPPING IN US AND PR. Visa
and MC. WORLDWIDE EXPORTING. OXFORD AUDIO
CONSULTANTS, INC., Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056-0145,
513-523-3333, TLX427791.

LINN PRODUCTS & NAIM ELECTRONICS ... now avail-
able at Audio Connection, 201-239-1799

Striking

Allison Models Seven, Eight, and
Nine are strikingly contemporary in
appearance. Their simple geometric
shapes are beautifully executed in
fine oak veneers and finished in
hand -rubbed lacquer. One critic has
called the Allison:Nine the best -
looking loudspeaker system ever
produced in America.
For literature and information call
(800) 225-4791 [in MA (617) 237-2670]
or send coupon

ALLISON
ACOUSTICS
Seven Tech Circle/Natick, MA 01760, U.S.A.

Name

Address

City State Zip

KENTUCKY
AUDIOPHILES

SOUND AUDIO
153 Patchen Dr.

Lexington, KY 40502
Would like to welcome you to our new store in Patchen
Village shopping center. Quality equipment from affordable
to the exotic.
Belles Research Linn
Counterpoint Janis
3D Acoustics OLN
Nitty Gritty Sound Connections
Koetsu Grace
Onkyo Monster Cable
Audiophile and UHOR records, Mobile Fidelity Beatles col-
lection and accessories. Call 606-269-4118 or send
S.A.S.E.

KLIPSCH K -HORNS, walnut finish, new woofers, exc.
cond. $1550. firm. 1-207-772-1720.

LEVINSON HOD speaker components -Levinson oak
stands, Levinson/Decca tweeters and 2 pr. Quad speakers,
$2,950. Tel# 805-965-7886

LEVINSON ML -1, Michaelson & Austin TVA -1, Acoustat
Model 3, Counterpoint SA -1, Oracle Delphi, Nakamichl
682ZX, B&W 802. Call 913-764-6482 for details.

LINN PRODUCTS, MODIFICATIONS & NAIM
We are pleased to offer the complete line of Linn and Naim
products: turntable, cartridges, arms, speakers, electron-
ics, NIRVANA & VALHALLA MODIFICATIONS FOR LP12.
Visa and MC. FREE SHIPPING IN US AND PR. OXFORD
AUDIO CONSULTANTS, INC. Box 145, Oxford, OH
45056-0145, 513-523-3333, TLX427791.

MOVING UP? We'll buy your consumer stereo compo-
nents, working or not. Send description and SASE to Wiz-
ard of Aud, 1516 Pacific Ave., Santa Cruz, CA 95060

ROGERS MONITORS Reference loudspeakers from a ref-
erence hi fi dealer, Lyric HI Fi, 1221, Lexington Ave., New
York, NY (212) 535 5710 and 146, E. Post Road, White
Plains, NY (914) 949 7500

LINN-SONDEK, DAYTON WRIGHT PREAMP (SPA),
Fontek earphones, Fulton gold cables, Luxman T110, 609-
667-7123, (609) 482-4174 Day

LOW NOISE AUDIO TUBES
12AX7, 6FQ7, 12AU7, - $3.99; 12AT7, - $4.75; 6L6GC,
6CA7, - $7.99; 6550, - $8.95; KT88, - $79.00PR; KT77, -
$69.00PR.
Plus many other current and discontinued types available.
$25.00 minimum order, N.Y.S. residents add tax. Check or
money order. Add $2.00 for shipping.

JSA ELECTRONICS
P.O. BOX 202

Middlevillage, New York 11379

MAGNEPLANER TYMPANI III with Typani bass speakers.
Excellent cond., will ship U.S.A. $1300 or best offer. 201-
850-8226 anytime.

MARK LEVINSON AT
KEITH YATES AUDIO 916-441-0443

MAYWARE MKIV WORLDS BEST TONEARM, CAR-
TRIDGE. 'A Steal', direct from Manufacturer. Info SI
Mayware, P.O. Box 58, Edgware, Middx. England.

McINTOSH BOUGHT, SOLD AND TRADED. 1-313-229-
5191 or 5115 Red Fox, Brighton, MI 48116.

MCINTOSH MC -275 $850.00. Pair Bozak Concert Grands
with horizontal tweeter arrays. Serious offers only. Dave
Steinau, 3312 Riviera Dr., Sarasota, FL 33582. (813) 922-
2326.

MERRILL AR MODIFICATIONS
SUB CHASSIS KIT-$69.00 Designed to deaden

the AR turntable and allow replacement of original
tone arm. Consists of acoustically dead replacement
sub chassis and new bearing.

SPRING KIT-$8.00 Allows use of wide variety of
tone arms, platter pads, record weights, and other
accessories.

REPLACEMENT HIGH TORQUE MOTOR-$45.00
OAK REPLACEMENT BASE-$135.00 Beautiful

solid oak base with lead lining for extra deadness.
LEAD COATING SERVICE-$10.00, REPLACE-

MENT SPINDLE - $25.00
PLATTER BALANCING SERVICE-$10.00

Underground Sound, 2125 Central, Mphs, TN
38104, (901) 272-1275.

It was only a matter of time.
The Model 10 Preamplifier, together
with either the Model 120 or the
Model 200 Reference Power Ampli-
fier, represents a combination that
sets new standards for musical accu-
racy.
Using state-of-the-art electron de-
vices, our technologists have devel-
oped proprietary circuitry to preserve
the dimensionality and tonal purity of
live music.
You knew it was only a matter of
time. The time is now. Solid state has
finally come of age.
See and hear the full line of BRB Sys-
tems products at your trusted audio
dealer. Write or call for full product
information and the name of the
dealer nearest you.

P.O. Box 2235
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
(408) 730-1363
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MCINTOSH MPI-4. MC2100 $475, MR -71 $450, MC2505
$350, MA230 $300. Marantz 7C wicase $600. 15 power
$175. Teac AL700 Elcaset originally good value at $1100
now $349 factory sealed. Mullard 12AX7 British tubes
$5.95. Dahlquist DO -10 w,stands $650. ReVox A77 MK3
1/2 track $650, 1/4 track $650. Acoustech tuner w/head-
phone amp $50. Advent 100A absolutely mint $145. Crown
SS1444 quad re w/14" reels $2,000. Stax SRx/MK3
phones sealed $195. B&O 200M stereo ribbon mic mint
$500. SLH & Ferrichrome Elcaset tape, Sony EL -4 Elcaset
factory sealed $139. 350 prerecorded reel tapes $6. KLH
9's mint wioriginal carton $1,000. Panasonic SH3433 4
channel scope $300. Martin Gasman 779 Worcester St.
Wellesley, MA 02181 617-CEL-TICS.

MC INTOSH OLDIES. C-20 preamp, MR -65 tuner, Rek-O-
Kut 1312H turntable, Magnacord 1020. All unused, stored.
(201) 756-1784 until 9:30 PM, best otters.

MCINTOSH PLUS-McIntosh instruments are the Labora-
tory Reference Standard for the world. McIntosh designs
their equipment for a long life with low maintenance and
high quality performance. PLUS -FREE test report on your
new McIntosh equipment, on request, FREE shipping any-
where in the Continental U.S., Prompt delivery, Credit
cards accepted. DESIGNATRON'S STEREO STORES,
INC., 260 Old Country Rd., Hicksville, N.Y. 11801 (516)
822-5277

HARMAN-KARDON SEPARATES, RECEIVERS, CAS-
SETTE DECKS, TURNTABLES. BEST PRICES-
PROMPT DELIVERY. EAST: (904) 262-4000: (213) 840-
0878.

MOVE OVER MARK LEVENSON!
The RADIANCE PREAMPLIFIER le here

Ultimate sound, exclusive technology, hand crafted,
superior value. Send for detailed brochure. RADI-
ANCE SYSTEMS 2A, 90 Riverside Dr., NY, NY, 10024

'

No hyperbole - just the kind
of knowledge, creativity and
dependability you expect from
a dealer who represents these
manufacturers.

Acoustat LAST
Apt -Holman Magnepan
Audel Marcof
Audio Pro M & K
Boston Acoustics Monster Cable
Bryston N A D
Carver Nakamichi
Dahlquist Nitty Gritty
Denon Oracle
D C M Proton
Dynavector Pyramid
Fidelity Research Signet
Gem Supex
Grace Threshold
Hailer Vandersteen
Keith Monks V P I
K E F Win Labs
KLH & more . . .

5 listening rooms . . . New
England's largest Audiophile
record dealer . . . Keith Monks
record cleaning . . In-store
service . . . All shipments pre -paid
and insured in the continental U.S.

105 Whitney Ave., New Haven, CT
(203) 777-1750

Mon., Tue., Wed., Fri 10-6. Thurs. 10-8, Sat. 10-5

MORE WITH
FOUR SYSTEM

(UNDER $4000)

Turntable: LINN SONDEK LP -12
Tonearm/Cartridge: LINN BASIK

Tuner: ADCOM GFT-1A

Preamplifier PRECISION FIDELITY C7 -A

Amplifier: BERNING EA -230

Speakers. FUSILIER MODEL 3

SOUND BY SINGER
227 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10016

(212) 683-0925

ROGERS SPEAKERS Legendary performance, Main
Street Music, 315, E. Hyman Ave #208, Aspen, CO (303)
925 2921

MUSICALITY? Keith Yates, a trombonist and member of
the Board of the Sacramento Opera, has an "odd" refer-
ence system: Live Music. Keith Yates Audio can help you
achieve the musical results you seek. Authorized Dealer for
Mark Levinson, Linn, Threshold, EMT, Bryson, Acoustat,
Walker, much more. Prepaid Shipping. 916-441-0443.

NAKAMICHI: NEW DECKS Sold as USED, LX -3, LX -5,
ZX-7, ZX-9, ETC. COD Shipping. Audio Workshop (206)
323-4987

NAKAMICHI PLUS-Featuring the incredible BX-1 cas-
sette deck. Now you can have Nakamichi performance for
under $300. We also carry the full line of Nakamichi prod-
ucts. PLUS -FREE calibration and bias adjustment, on re-
quest, FREE shipping anywhere in the continental U.S.
DESIGNATRON'S STEREO STORES, INC., 260 Old
Country Road, Hicksville, NY

NAKAMICHI ZX-9 MINT, unused in box, warranty cards,
$1375,B.O. (216) 921-3303 9-12AM (EST).

N.C.A.S.
THE NORTHERN CALIFORNIA AUDIO SOCIETY is
the country's fastest growing, most active organization
for aucio professionals and hobbyists. Hear what the
leading experts have to say, learn about the latest
equipment and kits, read about the results of our
listenirg panels and much more. Members receive our
information packed monthly newsletter and our journal
with in-depth articles. Send $22.00 for one years mem-
bership to N.C.A.S., P.O. Box 14156, San Francisco,
Ca. 94114 or write for more information.

NEW CONRAD-JOHNSON PREMIER TWO PREAMP,
warranty. $1275., mint Tandberg preamp $525, amp $625.,
warranties on both, (512) 837-9629 evenings.

NAKAMICHI CASSETTE DECKS. BEST PRICES-
PROM!P' DELIVERY. EAST: (904) 262-4000: WEST:
(213) 840-0878.

NOISE REDUCTION-DOLBY DECODERS. Tape and
FM. Kits include encoding facility; also assembled. Re-
views. Integrex, Box 747, Havertown, PA 19083.

NORTH CAROLINA-AUDIO ADVICE-We know how to
put the magic back in your system. We represent Audio
Research, Acoustat, Magnepan, Vandersteen, Oracle, PS
Audio, Dynavector, Denon, Conrad -Johnson, Hafler, Micro-
Seiki, QLN, 3D, Mirage, VPI, Keith Monks and more. 3532
Wade Avenue, Raleigh, NC 27607, 919-828-9221. MC,
Visa, Am Exp.

ROGERS SPEAKERS Capture the magic in music. New-
port Audio, 1000, N. Bristol, Newport Beach, CA (714) 851
0112

ROGERS SPEAKERS A growing legend, all new models
on demonstration. North County Stereo, 131-B El Camino
Real, Encinitas, CA (619) 753 3546

Do Your Friends Believe ..
 The more drivers the better?

 The lighter the tracking force
the better?

 The more strands the better?
 Weighted rumble figures?
 Lots of watts?

If you've risen above the petty mythology of mass -fl
and just want good sound and the best value - then

AudioQuest products are for you.

audioquest
Premium quality high and low output moving coils with
hollow sapphire cantilevers.

Grooi/Dancer
High output moving coils & induced magnet cartridges.

Pure copper & litz speaker cables.
True litz interconnecting cables & tone arms cables.

For more information please write AUDIOQUEST
3857 Birch Street, #610, Newport Beach, CA 92660
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THE MICHELL GYRODEC Engineering artistry, a sonic
and visual delight. Newport Audio, 1000 N. Bristol, Newport
Beach, CA (714) 851 0112

THE MICHELL GYRODEC nothing beats it for isolation
and beautiful styling. North County Stereo, 131-B El Ca-
mino Real, Encinitas, CA (619) 753 3546

1) BEAM ACOUSTICS LOUDSPEAKERS now available
to U.S. Dealers from B&K IMPORTS -Dealer inquiries
welcome. 2) RAM Loudspeakers now available to U.S.
Dealers from B&K IMPORTS. Dealer Inquiries welcome.
See us at summer C.E.S. Chicago or call Dr. George
Buckley, Anthony Kazmierski, 1-313-471-3076.

1.319-365-1324 STEREO SHOP - CLOSE-OUT LIST
Nakamichi, Audio Research, Infinity, Crown, Conrad -John-
son, Soundcraftsmen, Luxman, B&O, others. Call/write.
1209 First Ave SE, Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52402

1.313-471-3076, 1-313-553-0508. B&K IMPORTS -Two
locations to better serve you! Fine British audio compo-
nents! Turntables, tone arms, cartridges, pre -amps, amplifi-
ers, loudspeakers. -Favored customer prices for one and
all: Two good examples Linn Sara's with stands $1,200.,
Linn LP12 $859. CALL US for fair treatment and fair prices.
We deliver. Visa, Master Charge, C.O.D. B&K IMPORTS,
24160 Twin Valley Ct., Farmington, Mich, 48024. Free
Catalog -British Hi-Fi Mags old and new.
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1.800-245-6000
TAPE WORLD

TDK: MAR -90 6.49
TDK: MA -90 4.39
TDK: SAX -90 3.29
TDK: ADX-90 3.19
TDK: SA -90 2.19
TDK: SA -60 1.89
TDK: AD -90 1.99
TDK: D-90 1.29
TDK: T-120HG 11.99
TDK: T-120, L-750 9.49
MAXELL: XL I or IIS-90 3.69
MAXELL: UDXL I or IIC90 2.75
MAXELL: UDC -90 2.29
MAXELL: UD35-90 5.35
Maxell: T-120, L-750 9.49
Maxell: T-120HGX, L-750HGX 11.99
MAXELL: XL -I -35-90B 6.69
Sony: UCXS-90 2.99
TDK: HD -01 (Head Demag.) 13.99
Video Equipment CALL
WE WILL HONOR ANY COMPETITORS PRICE OF
THE TOTAL ORDER. $3.75 shipping any size order
in US. Visa, MC, no extra charge. COD add $1.50.

Orders shipped within 4 days by UPS. Personal
checks 1 week delay. PA ad sales tax.

220 Spring St., Butter, PA 16001, 412-283-8621
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The Mariah LS -2 incorporates many design and
engineering concepts that yield a level of performance
that is unprecedented in a loudspeaker of its price.
Quoting 'Audio Alternatives', they deliver a generous
supply of clean sound ... They maintain excellent
depth of imaging. Their hallmark is an ability to
capture much of the dynamic shading inherent in
live music. It is a real pleasure to find an attractive,
light weight, full -range, floor -standing speaker at
this price that transmits some of the excitement
of real music. Highly recommended."

Suggested List $690/pair
The Mariah LS -3 is our newly developed loud-

speaker system. The hundreds of hours of intensive
R&D has provided a blend of accuracy, openess,
coherency, and precise imaging never before avail-
able at the LS -3's price. We invite you to audition
the Mariah LS -3. Suggested List $478/pair

MARIAH ACOUSTICS
Rt. 28, Arkville, N.Y. 12406 (914)586-3295

(Dealer Inquiries Invited)

1-601-323-0750 FOR LOWEST PRICES: NAKAMICHI,
HK, JBL, BOSE, POLK, DBX, GRADO, and more. DY-
NAMIC SOUND, Box 168, Starkville, MS 39759. 1 PM -9
PM, M -F.

1.313-553-9248 for KEF, CJ WALKER, LVX. We now
have Unity Audio Model 3 speakers, $350/pr in rosewood.
AB Sonics, 28140 Kendallwood Dr., Farmington Hills, Mich
48018.

1.313-471-3076, 1.313-553-0508, ATTENTION LINN
OWNERS! Improve the rigidity of your Ittok, LV-X, LV-V
armboard mounting by ordering the inexpensive, easy to
install "Sigma" clamping collar. Our hardened screw fas-
teners seat on a steel ring under the armboard with the
same surface area as your Linn arm collar. At $14.95 this
unit offers incredible rigidity tenfold more than standard
methods. Visa, Master Charge, C.O.D. Dealer samples
available.

1-203-762-5621 FOR HITACHI HMA75001I POWER AMP,
$325. Hitachi HCA75001I preamp with moving coil section,
$225.

ORACLE PLUS -Own the finest sounding turntables in
the world. The Oracle will greatly improve the total sound of
your system. Plus - quality control to assure optimum
performance and free shipping anywhere in the continental
U.S. DESIGNATRON's STEREO STORES, INC., 260 Old
Country Road, Hicksville, NY 11801. (516) 822-5277.

PENTAGRAM, C.J. WALKER, LINN BASIK, Spica, Fried,
Fuselier, David Berning, Counterpoint, Quicksilver, Preci-
sion Fidelity, Sota, PS Audio, Nitty Gritty, The Mountain
Ear, evenings & weekends (303) 963-3269

PINKERTON AUDIO
SYSTEMS

audio research 17 acoustat i celestion s1-6 denon
* magnepan * oracle ps audio it pyramid tr
supex * sumlko gem it. tympani 4 it and more ...
4132 manzanita, carmichael, ca 95808, sacramento
(916) 485-5725 californla

PLANS, CIRCUIT BOARDS, AND KIT PARTS (author
approved) for M. Leach's construction projects. Power
amps, preamps, prepreamps, and loudspeakers. Send
SASE for Information. Custom Components, Box 33193,
Decatur, GA 30033.

POLK SPEAKERS BEST PRICES -PROMPT DELIV-
ERY. EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST (213) 840-0878.

PORTABLE EQUIPMENT: UHER, Sony, Sennheiser,
AKG, AudioTechnica. Send SASE (Specify Model), Car-
penter Sound, Box 1321, Meadville, Pa. 16335-0821

PS AUDIO AND REFERENCE AUDIO INTRODUCE
THE "ELITE"INTERGRATED: incredible perfor-

mance in an elegantly -styled 19" rack; 55 watts/chan-
nel, bridgeable to 200, built-in PS IV, MC input, remote
supply. Only $699. TWO C AMPLIFIER: Slim, new 19"
rack -mounting to match the PS IV; increased power to
55 watts/channel. $380. PS IV preamp now has VID-
EO and TWO tape inputs. Fast, prepaid shipping.
Literature available upon request. REFERENCE AU-
DIO SYSTEMS: 18214 DALTON AVENUE, GARDE -
NA, CA 90248. (213) 398-4205.

PS AUDIO-FANTASTIC1
n stock! Fast, free shipping. READ BROTHERS STEREO,
593 King Street, Charleston, South Carolina 29403, (803)
723-7276. Also Acoustat, Nakamichi, Fried, Klipsch, Sony
PCM-F1

QUAD ESL -63 SPEAKERS W/STANDS. Brand new in
boxes: $2300. (8041 232-5072.

QUAD TUBES 22, II's, MINT (505) 983-1142.

RAPPAPORT AMP -1 AMPLIFIER, TWO, $1000 EACH.
REBUILT, AIR-COOLED, WITH SOLA LINE VOLTAGE
REGULATOR. (505) 662-9111.

CROWN QUALITY AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS, PRE -AMPLI-
FIERS. CALL FOR PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION.
BEST PRICES - PROMPT DELIVERY. EAST: (904) 262-
4000; WEST: (213) 840-0878.
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REFERENCE RECORDINGS
Is very proud of our new records' fabulous debut at Winter
CES! RR -11, Berlioz' "SYMPHONIE FANTASTIQUE" cap-
tures a grand performance of Maestro Varujan Kojian and
the Utah Symphony Orchestra. It took three record sides to
contain the awesome dynamics! Side Four contains a bo-
nus copy of the exciting Fourth and Fifth movements. On
RR -9, "IN FORMATION," The Kronos Quartet plays origi-
nal American compositions with jazz and popular flavors.
Recorded in St. Marys Cathedral, the depth of the natural
string tone is amazing. Treat yourself to these fabulous 45
rpm Keith Johnson Direct -To -Tape recordings now! Order
RR -9 at $15 or RR -11 at $25 postpaid directly from: Refer-
ence Recordings, Box 77225X, San Francisco, CA 94107.
(408) 289-1462. Visa/MC welcome. DEALER inquiries in-
vited. FREE catalogs.

REGA PLANAR 3, with arm, pristine, $375. 203-889-1937.

REGA, ROGERS, AUDIRE, CLARKE SYSTEMS, AD-
COM, GRACE, GRADO, HARMON KARDON, KENWOOD
PURIST, MICROSEIKI, PSE, SAE, SATTERBERG,
SHERWOOD, THORENS, Many accessories!!! E.kR.S.
(213) 961-6158 evenings, weekends. P.O. Box 658-U, W.
Covina, CA 91790. M/C, VISA. MONTHLY SPECIALS
LIST.

REVOX QUALITY TAPE DECKS, AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS,
TURNTABLES. BEST PRICES-PROMPT DELIVERY.
EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST: (213) 840-0878.

PS AUDIO's complete line of superb electronics in New
Jersey at Audio Connection, 201-239-1799

ROGERS ... Our favorite speakers. Shimeks, 505, W. 6th
Ave., Anchorage, AK (907) 277 3223

SACRAMENTO/N. CALIFORNIANS: Keith Yates Audio
offers Levinson, Linn, Threshold, KEF, Michell, Walker,
Bryston, Shahinian, Meridian, Koetsu, Denon, NAD,
Acoustat, Audio Design, Dynavector, Pyramid, more. Ap-
pointments: 916-441-0443. Info: stamped envelope to Box
161152, Sacramento 95816.

SAVE 75%, BUILD YOUR OWN SPEAKERS. Crossovers.
Woofers, Mids, Tweeters Instructions. HI-FI, Pro, Auto.
Send $2.00 for catalog -refundable. DKI Audio, Davis, II.

61019

CARVER QUALITY AMPLIFIERS, PRE -AMPLIFIERS,
TUNERS. BEST PRICES --PROMPT DELIVERY. EAST:
(904) 262-4000; WEST: (213) 840-0878.

DCM QUALITY SPEAKERS, BEST PRICES-PROMPT
DELIVERY, EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST: (213) 840-
0878.

HAFLER AMPLIFIERS PRE -AMPLIFIERS. BEST
PRICES-PROMPT DELIVERY. EAST: (904) 262-4000;
WEST: (213) 840-0878.

PAUL IIAUSER of
Audio Insight

"Perreaux is dynamic, musical,
solidly built, and an excellent value."

FACT: Perreaux amplifiers are
prime examples of high tech hand
craftsmanship. Live music is Peter
Perreaux's reference.

AUDIO INSIGHT
The Promenade at Bay Colony

6286 N. Federal Highway
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33308

(305) 491-7677

SILVER + TEFLON + GOLD + SWL'S QUICKSIL-
VER INTERCONNECT CABLE. Fine strand silver
coated copper cable with teflon dielectric and outer
jacket. Low capacitance, hi cond. & propagation vel.
High quality machined heavy gold plate RCA plugs.
Available in 1/2, 1, & 2 meter stereo sets ($25, $30, $45
respectively. Add $2.50 S&H. TX res. add 5% sales
tax). Custom lengths, connectors, bulk cable, speaker
cable. Dealer inquiries invited. Send SASE for catalog.
VISA & MC by phone. STEPHEN WORSHAM LABS
3720 Maplewood Dr., Dallas, TX 75205, Ph. 713-763-
6061.

SONY PCM-F1 DIGITAL
A breakthrough-The ultimate in audio recording! Record
digital audio PLUS video. Compare! Portable. In stock.
Free shipping. READ BROS. STEREO, 593 King St.,

Charleston, SC 29403, (803) 723-7276

SOUND INVESTMENTS. Beveridge RM1/2 preamp $1300,
RM3X over $595. Stax DA 300 amp, $1495. DBX 3bx b/o
over $275. Bedini 100W amp b/o over $1100. MAC MR77
$575. MR75 $795., 2300 rec. $1475. C32 preamp $1225.
C28 $500.; AR SP6C-1 new $1200. SP3a $475. PSE
Studio I pre $300. Acoustaphase T100 tuner $350.; C200
preamp $225. C.J. HV1 hd. amp $400. Klyne $375. Co-
loney AB T.T. new $1295 or b/o. Marcoff glass mat $20.
Marantz 108 just updated $650. case extra. SAE MK VIIB
tuner $425. Sherwood CPU100 just back $525.. JR 149's w/
powered superwoofer $750. Symdex Sigmas $400. Tymp
TID's $700. Extra TID tweeter panels $100 (2). Will take
interesting equipment in trade or will buy equip of similar
caliber (212) 377-7282.

SOUTHER ARM, WALKER TABLE, FR, ACCUPHASE,
PS and more for less at the Record Player! Write P.O. Box
2574, Goleta, CA 93118 or phone (805) 685-5522 for
appointment.

PROMETHEAN-new at Audio Connection, 201-239-1799

SPENDORS ARE SPLENDID
Excellent loudspeakers, reasonably priced: SA1, SA2,
SA3, BC1, LS3/5a and Prelude. Visa and MC. FREE SHIP-
PING IN US AND PR. WORLDWIDE EXPORTING. OX-
FORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, INC., Box 145, Oxford,
OH 45056-0145, 513-523-3333, TLX427791.

ROGERS FABULOUS new speakers, from $450 to
$6,600/pr. The Sound Mill, 115, Main St., Mount Kisco, NY
(914) 241 1230

ROGERS MONITORS By far the best value in British
speakers. The Sounding Board, 75, Franklin Ave., Ridge-
wood, NJ (2011 445 5006

PSE PREAMP, MINT, REASONABLE 218-365-5774

START WITH
SEPARATES SYSTEM 1

(About $2600)

Turntable: REGA PLANAR 3

Cartridge ADCOM HCE-1

Preamp: ADCOM GFP-1

Tuner: ADCOM GET -1A

Amplifier: ADCOM GFA-2
Speakers: SNELL TYPE E'S

SOUND BY SINGER
227 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10016

(212) 683-0925

ROGERS SPEAKERS Amazing clarity and incredible im-
aging. Soundscape, 406, W. Coldspring, Baltimore, MD
(301) 889 1134

THE PENTAGRAM P-10
Full Range Loudspeaker

While we emphasize the full range, "total
performance" capabilities of the Pentagram
P-10, we also subscribe to the common belief
that the quality of the mid -range sound can
"make or break" a loudspeaker.

The major portion of music signals are
within the mid -frequencies. A large proportion
of the energy content of music signals also lies
within these mid -frequencies.

The Pentagram P-10 mid -range driver is a 2
inch textured dome, with a 2 inch copper alloy
voice coil wound on an aluminum former.
Special high temperature epoxy is used to
bond the voice coil to the former, ensuring
high power handling. The dome has a very low
mass for exceptionally fast transient response.

Special attention has been paid to the centri-
city of the voice coil in the high intensity
magnetic field. This critical construction
technique results in a significant reduction in
distortion. The dome has been configured for
very wide dispersion of mid -frequencies.
Operating angle reaches a remarkable 176
degrees at 2 kHz and is still a broad 127
degrees at the 5500 Hz crossover point.

The result of this careful attention to these
small but important details is the accurate
reproduction of mid -frequencies, projected
and dispersed with that sense of "presence"
that brings you closer to the reality of the live
performance.

Audition the "total performance" Pentagram P-10
at selected dealers.

"The sound is very clean, with excellent
imaging and exceptionally good bass
response."

Bert Whyte, Audio 10-82

"The Pentagram does an excellent job of
capturing and delineating ambiance...Levy
has deafly done well matching the ribbon
tweeter and dome mid-range...The deep
bass was taut and powerful..."

Greenhill, Audio Alternatives

AMU
VP; PENTAGRAM® INC.

"A Labor of Love"

207.19 35 AVENUE BAYSIDE, N.Y. 11361
(212) 7466193 (212) 423.3923
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SYMDEX LOUDSPEAKERS
We are pleased to introduce the further improved
Symdex Sigma and the new companion subwoofer, a
three-way system of unparalleled accuracy and low
coloration. This reference system, which sets new
standards for definition and transparency, is a result of
thorough optimization of all design factors plus con-
struction and components of a quality never before
used in loudspeakers. The sonic results of this effort
have been described by listeners as a redefinition of
the state of the art of dynamic loudspeakers.

For further information, contact: Symdex Audio Sys-
tems, Inc.. P.O. Box 8037, Boston, MA 02114. 617-
938-8180.

Current Symdex owners note that factory updates
are available.

TWEETER OF THE MONTH CLUB!
High frequency masterpieces from all over the world,
picked at the point of perfection and delivered to your door.
A gift to delight the audio gourmet. WHERE ELSE BUT ...
MADISOUND Box 4283, Madison, Wisconsin 53711 608-
767-2673

THE MICHELL GYRODEC for music lovers only, Sounds,
502, Kaaahi St., Honolulu HI (808) 847 0104

THE MICHELL GYRODEC musically neutral, superior iso-
lation, engineered to perfection, beautiful and affordable.
The Sound Mill, 115, Main Street, Mount Kisco, NY (914)
241 1230

ROGERS STUDIO ONE: exquisite tonal quality + precise
image + tremendous dynamics = a Winner. Sound Com-
ponents, 2710 Ponce de Leon Blvd., Coral Gables, FL
(305) 446 1659

The South Bay's PREMIER dealer, GARLAND AU-
DIO, invites you to audition PREMIER'S new LMX
moving coil phono cartridge. The LMX's advanced
"cutter analogue" stylus delivers remarkably accurate
reproduction because it closely replicates the shape of
the cutter stylus. Hear it at GARLAND AUDIO, 325 S.
Monroe St., San Jose, CA 95128.

Tom Houghton on David Fletcher's THE ARM: Im-
pressive. I've never before seen this level of integrity in
construction. Matches perfectly to a broad range of
today's best cartridges. THE ARM is the best pivoted
tone arm available today. On demonstration at AUDIO
THRESHOLD, 36633 Gratiot St., Mt. Clemens, MI
48043.

THIEL LOUDSPEAKERS AT
GENE RUBIN AUDIO (213) 571-1299 (PAC)

THRESHOLD STASIS 1 POWER AMPS. Only 160 units
built and only 30 units in the U.S.A. Threshold 800S power
amplifier. only 12 built. Joe Sammut, P.O. Box 214615,
Sacramento, Ca., 95821, 916-726-2263

TELEFUNKEN, APMPEREX, GENALEX and other top
quality audio tubes available. Contact S.J. Wallace, 1203
Success St., Pittsburgh, PA 15212.

THE AMAZING VIDEOTONE MINIMAX 2 loudspeaker in
stock at Rochester Audio Consultants. $200 per pair. 716-
244-8247, 454-2000

THE MICHELL GYRODEC Redefining the state of the art.
Stereo Horizons, 3760-11 Sports Arena Blvd., San Diego,
CA (619) 223 2424

THIS IS A SPEAKER AD.

We all know what speakers are. Mostly round
things of paper or plastic driven by coils of wire, or
ultra -thin plastic sheets propelled by electrostatic
or electromagnetic forces. Unfortunately, the
laws of physics dictate that it is impossible for
any speaker, no matter how constructed, to
recreate the sound of real musical instruments
without adding a substantial noise of its own
(Spurious Simple Source Emissions or 3SE for
short). If you are interested in further details
about it. send for a short dissertation.

At BSC we deal in the exact reproduction of the
sounds of music. Rather than attempt to rewrite
the laws of physics we have designed an analog
microprocessor to match each speaker with its
surrounding acoustic environment. The net result
is music in all its clean -etched clarity without the
annoyance of a background hoot added by the
speakers themselves. If you are interested in
hearing this sound as well as reading about it, ask
us for the address of your nearest dealer.

bsc
TM

compusound
SPEAKER SYSTEMS

CD

BEIT1ETT founo CORPORRT1011 POST OFFICE BOX 565
RESEDA, CALIFORNIA 91335  TELEPHONE 1213) 345-1608

(212) 224-1870
MOONSHINE RECORDS

TDK SA -C90 2.45
TDK SA -C60 1.95
TDK MA -C90 4.95
TDK D -C90 1.45
TDK AD -C90 1.95
MAXELL XLI or Ils C90 3.85
MAXELL XLI or II C90 2.95
ALLSOP CASS. HEAD CLNR 4.45
DISCWASHER D-4 SYSTEM 9.95
TDK HDO1 (HEAD DEMAG.) 13.95
MAXELL VIDEO T-120 H.G 13.90
AUDIO TECHNICA AT 155E 120.00
AUDIO TECHNICA AT 130E 54.00
AUDIO TECHNICA AT 125LC 54.00
WILL MEET OR BEAT ANY PRICE SHOWN IN THIS
ISSUE. Minimum order, $10.00; add $3.75 shipping any
size order; New York residents add 131/4% sales tax. Visa,
Mastercard, American Express accepted. Send certified
check or money order for fastest service; two-week delay
on personal checks. Moonshine Records, 212-91 26th Av-
enue Bayside, NY 11360. All orders shipped within 3 days.

2 SHEFFIELD MISSING LINK, ORIGINAL PRESSING,
unopened, stored perfectly. Larry Covalciuc, 4602 Borman,
Omaha, Nebraska, 68157, 402-339-0308.

"UNDERSTANDING TUBE ELECTRONICS"
Our 72 page booklet is a basic education in the design of
tube electronics. We fully explain the operation of OTL and
TCL tube amplifiers, and offer complete technical explana-
tion of different types of preamp circuits. The art of design-
ing tube electronics has just begun.
Send $5.00 ($10.00 foreign) to: New York Audio Laborato-
ry, Inc. 33 North Riverside Ave. Croton -on -Hudson, N.Y.
10520.

VANDERSTEEN-DIMENSIONAL PURITY
We offer the remarkable 2C's at $990 per pair (stands
$75). Visa and MC. FREE SHIPPING IN US AND PR.
WORLDWIDE EXPORTING. OXFORD AUDIO CONSUL-
TANTS, INC., Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056-0145, 513-523-
3333, TLX427791.

Twin Cities' HI Fl SOUND ELECTRONICS invites you
to hear a remarkable new moving coil phono cartridge,
the PREMIER LMX with the "cutter analogue" stylus.
Remarkably musical, remarkably coherent at a re-
markably reasonable price. HI Fl SOUND ELEC-
TRONICS, 1226 Harmon Pl., Minneapolis, MN 55403.

25% TO 60% SAVINGS on Prestige Audio products from
Europe and Japan. Our prices often better than other
overseas suppliers. Products not sold in U.S. available.
Ship worldwide. For information and price list send $1 to:
Audiophile Exports Co., 507 Dragon Seed Building, 39
Queens Road Central, Hong Kong. Run by audiophiles.

THRESHOLD AUDIO is offering Conrad Johnson, Dyna-
vector, Pyramid, PS Audio, Grado, Sony, Marantz, Infinity,
Stax, VPI, YSL, and more. Stax DA 80M Power Amp;
Retail $1500, SELL $295. 409 S. 22nd ST Street, Heath,
Ohio 43055, (614)522-3762 or 522-3520.

SYMMETRY ACS -1 $300; DECCA ribbon tweeters $175
pr.; CROWN PL -1, SL -1 $500 Tony (612) 377-5224

VANDERSTEEN in New Jersey! No introduction needed
... Audio Connection, 201-239-1799

WHAT! NOT ANOTHER NEW SPEAKER SYSTEM!
With the myriads of esoteric speaker designs available, our
approach seems absurdly simple:

 Maximum component quality. Our systems are based
on the Hartley polymer drivers utilizing magnetic sus-
pension and backed by Hartley's 50 years of loud
speaker experience.

 Proven engineering practices. Using FFT analysis, our
systems achieve a dimensionally stable image, free
FM distortion, and with transient response equalled
only by a live performance.

Call or write for more information. (312)894-0294, EPIK
Audio, 653 Overland Trail, Roselle, IL. 60172.

WHOLESALE PRICES: Pioneer, Concord, Sanyo, Tech-
nics, JBL, Bose, Savard, Rich Acoustic. Call 205-792-0706
for quote or write Savard Sound, Mail Order Dept 260,
2413 Ross Clark Circle, Dothan, ALA. 36301-Visa-MC-
COD.
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ROGERS MONITORS All new models available at Victors
Stereo, 8, E Erie St., Chicago IL (312) 642 6349 and 5701.
Dempster, Morton Grove, (312) 966 5590

WALKER CJ55 & LINN BASIC LV-V
This is a most agreeable, attractively priced, complete disc
system. Visa & MC. FREE SHIPPING IN US AND PR.
WORLDWIDE EXPORTING. OXFORD AUDIO CONSUL-
TANTS, INC., Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056-0145, 513-523-
3333, TLX427791.

WONDER -CAP
and Rel-Cap are registered, protected trademarks,
and products of Reliable Capacitor Company. Won-
der -Cap" is another name for a special series of Relia-
ble's metalyzed polypropylene (PPM) and foil -polypro-
pylene (PPT) capacitors. These, plus SIEMENS
STYROFLEX polystyrenes in many valves including
RIAA, are available individually and in mod kits, at
reasonable prices, from:

TWO JEFFREYS AUDIO
527 W. Butler Dr., Phoenix, AZ 85021

Limited quantities of PREMIUM -GRADE VACUUM
TUBES are also available.

YOU CAN GOLD PLATE BULL BUT IT STILL
STINKS! (It only cost more.) Quality Audio without the
Bull is amazingly affordable. Send for Specs Catalog:
PHOENIX SYSTEMS, 91 Elm Street, Manchester, Ct
06040

NAKAMICHI CASSETTE DECKS. BEST PRICES-
PROMPT DELIVERY. EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST:
(213) 840-0878.

RECORDS

AUDIOPHILE RECORD GALLERY discounts on ultra
sound direct disc, half mastered, digital, Japanese Imports,
more! We specialize, only the finest fidelity recordings.
Catalog $1.00 P.O. Box 1073, Vienna, VA 22180

COMPLETE 72 PAGE JAZZ/CLASSICAL CATALOG. Im-
ported & domestic recordings, books, gifts. $1.00 (refund-
able). MUSICAL CONCEPTS, Box 53AA2 Cedarhurst, NY
11516.

MERIDIAN RECORDS. Critically acclaimed natural record-
ing, superbly pressed, a must for serious listeners. (714)
438-1282.

SHEFFIELD MISSING LINC $400, Thelma Houston $110,
Dave Grusin $110, Nautilus NR4 J. Klemmer $80, East
Wind Pentagon $75, All Sealed, U.P.S. P. Pflieger 518-
459-1396 Eves.

THOUSANDS OF LIKE NEW LP's and prerecorded tapes.
Catalogue-$2.50. House of Records, Hillburn, New York
10931.

THE URBAN AUDIO SOCIETY. Free membership & bene-
fits! Write: Box 9717. Phoenix. Arizona 85068.

DISCOUNT WORLD
TDK SAC90
TDK MAC90
Technics Receiver SA104
Technics Cass Deck RSM205

250
475

1255
995

Maxell UDX12C50
Maxell UDX1.2SC90
Technics Receiver SA203
Technics Cass Deck RS14224

. 295

13932
119 00

Sony Receiver STRVX1 15903 Sony Receiver STRVX22 1790)
Sant Receive R606 KO CO Sansor Cass Deck 1)77FR 1585
Pioneer Car Stereo KP45ee 1195 Pioneer Car Speakers TS106 315
Pioneer Car Stew KP5500 1295 Pioneer Car Speakers TS1S 4.5.5
Pioneer Car Stereo KP9600 1395 Pioneer Car Speakers TS152 405
Pioneer Car Stew UKP4200 12900 Pioneer Car Speakers TS1644 03.03
Pioneer Car Stew UKF9300 16900 Rove, Car Speakers TS1613 8000
Pioneer Car Stew UKP7030 189.00 Pioneer Car Speakers TS411 4600
Pioneer Car Stew UKE3100 1695 Pioneer Car Speakers TS94 55.00
Pioneer Car Stew 00.515 20900 Pioneer Car Speakers TS1395 7103
Pioneer Car Slew KE6100 239.5 Pioneer Car Speakers TSX6 7503
Pioneer Car Slew 0E7100 289.5 Pioneer Car Speakers TSX11 19800
Sony Car Stereo X925 149.5 Sony Car Stereo 050/508 209 .5
Sony Car Stereo XR35 179.5 Sony Car Stereo XR70/701 2503
Sony Car Stereo X955 2500 Sony Car Stereo X6E7 133 00
Sony Car Speakers 05101 3903 Sony Car Speakers X5301 58 03
Sony Car Speakers XS102 6.03 Sony Car Speakers XSELS 9800
Jensen Car Stereo RE518 253.5 Jensen Car Speakers J1069 4500
Jensen Car Stew RE512 23800 Jensen Car Speakers J2023 9900
Jensen Car Stereo R210 1295 Jensen Car Speakers 32037 715
Blaupunki Car Stereo 012032 2®.03 Blaupunkt Car Stereo CR2010 269.5
Concord Car Stew HPL101 149.00 Concord Car Stew HPL112 16900
Panasonic Car Stew COS900 31900 Panasonic Car Stew C0S756 18900
Clarion Car Stew 75031 2035 Clarion Car Stew 3150R 7903
Clarion Car Stew 55508 14900 Clarion Car Stereo 305063 12503
Clarion Car Stereo 51508 1195 Clarion Car Stew 100E084 6500
Altec Car Speakers 6X9 4C 855 MIK Car Speakers SK2 03.03
Wnistler Rad Det 01000 203.00 Fox Supertax Remote 22900

DISCOUNT WORLD. P.O. BOX 191. MINEOLA. N.Y 11501516-294-6136
Shipping charges are 4.00 per order to continental U.S.A. We accept
money orders. cashiers or certified checks Personal checks -3 week
delay. Write for FREE calatog. NY S ties add sales tax

PROTECT YOUR LPs. POLY SLEEVES FOR JACKET
120. SQUARE BOTTOM INNER SLEEVES 70. POLY
LINED PAPER 15e. WHITE JACKETS 350. POSTAGE
$2.00. HOUSE OF RECORDS, HILLBURN, NEW YORK
10931.

RECORD -TAPES! Discounts to 73%; all labels; no pur-
chase obligations; discount dividend certificates; 100%
guarantees. Free details. Discount Music Club, 650 Main
St., P.O. Box 2000, Dept. 14-0383, New Rochelle, New
York 1080'.

WANTED TO BUY OR TRADE

PLEASE CALL ME LAST for MCINTOSH or MARANTZ
tube type amps, tuners -10B. WESTERN ELECTRIC tubes,
amps, mixers. networks, microphones, tweeters, drivers,
speakers, horns, transformers, parts, literatures. TURN-
TABLES: EMT 927DST, 930St. THORENS TD -124. GAR-
RARD 201, 301, 401. RCA victrola credenza. EDISON
opera. Tel: 213/576-2642 David Yo PO Box 832 Monterey
Park, Ca. 91754

MARANTZ MODELS 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9 & 10B; McINTOSH C-
22, MC240, MC275 & MC3500. Sam Aberst, P.O. Box
5455, Beverly Hills, CA 90210 (415) 889-7729.

YAMAHA TC 800GL CASSETTE DECK, Crown CX stereo
tape decks or CX electronics only, prefer later vintage. Alan
Prichard, P.O. Box 407, Lemont, PA 16851 (814)238-7489,
237-2873

AAH, TUBE EQUIPMENT WANTED: MCINTOSH (TUBE
& SOLID STATE) MARANTZ, ARC, WESTERN ELEC-
TRIC, BERNING, ETC. 713-728-4343. MAURY CORB
11122 ATWELL, HOUSTON TEXAS 77096

WANTED: Old "Better" "Raw" speakers, coaxials, triaxials
only. B. Kal sh, Box 52, Redlands, Calif. 92373. (714) 792-
0220. Ask, write friends.

AR-L3T SPEAKERS, (205) 987-7119

A BETTER DEAL for your McIntosh, Marantz tube compo-
nents 713-772-4653 or 713-726-9070

WANTED: HARMAN KARDON 430 RECEIVER-Call T
Moore collect 702-293-4795

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

BECOME a part time Sales Representative and make
money while you build a career! Sell audio equipment ...
video computers. The 3 newest and biggest markets in
home entertainment and business aids for the 80's! If you
have a working knowledge of any of these 3 products, we'll
help you build exciting part time income and possibly an
entire new sales career. We furnish you with leads, adver-
tising material, price lists, and information on how to sell.
CALL TODAY FOR INFORMATION TOLL FREE 800-638-
8806 or 1-301-488-9600

ELECTRONICS INTERNATIONAL
Moravia Center Industrial Park

Baltimore, Md. 21206

SPEAKERS

ELECTRO-VOICE INTERFACE SPEAKERS-QUALITY
IN EVERY PRICE RANGE, BEST PRICES-PROMPT
DELIVERY EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST: (213) 840-
0878.

JORDAN 50mm REFERENCE MODULES
150Hz to 22kHz ± 3dB on axis

Jordan pulse response is significantly better than that
of expensive electrostatic headphones. $70/module.
40 page Jordan Manual with theory, specs, applica-
tions notes, and 5 system plans, $5. Phone orders
shipped next day UPS COD. Opus Rager Co. P.O.
Drawer H Foresthill, Calif. 95631. Russ 415 494 2700.

L5L11.. SPENDOR
BBC Standard Equipment

RCS Audio International Inc.
1055 Thomas Jefferson Street NW

Washington, D.C. 20007

audio design
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Typical warranty
card comments:

 'Made my (former) amp
sound sick

Castro Volley. (.alit la

"Very clear. Excellent"
Ottawa. Ontario

"Solid stuff no nonsense"
Brooklyn. N.\'.

"Excellent sound.
quality and price"

ilull. Ql11.1,1

"Thoroughly satisfied"
\ 'Brmtiver. arilitih (211.1.111.1.1

For more information,
please mall coupon.

audio design limited
Mix 125111,11s Ski110

Niagara . 14:411:1-0-2641
Tel ISM Tg.14,111.-812.

Name

Address

city
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TAPE RECORDINGS TAPE AND TAPE RECORDERS AD INDEX
DIRECT -TO -TAPE RECORDINGS: REAL TIME DUPLI-
CATED REELS (2%4 track, Dolby B/C, TypeX), CAS-
SETTES (Dolby B/C, TypeX), and DIGITAL CASSETTES
from MASTER TAPES. FREE CATALOG. Direct -to -Tape,
14-R Station Ave., Haddon Heights, NJ 08035.

LIVE OPERA TAPES, CASSETTES. Incredible selection
since 1930's. Worldwide. Free Catalogue. Live Opera Box
3141. Steinway Station. L.I.C. N.Y. 11103.

SERVICES

AUDIO PULSE REPAIR SPECIALISTS. Modification Kits
available for Model One's. WALT'S AUDIO SERVICE, 398
Granada Street, Rialto, CA 92376, (714)-875-0776.

CUSTOM RECORDING SERVICE, Tapes, discs, and cas-
settes. Stereo and mono. Live and copies. Editing. Masters
and pressings. High quality at reasonable rates. Joseph
Giovanelli, Audio -Tech Laboratories, 1158 Stewart Ave-
nue, Bethpage, NY 11714. (516) 433-0171

NASHVILLE RECORD PRODUCTIONS WILL PRESS
HIGH QUALITY PURE VINYL RECORDS FROM YOUR
TAPES, SEND FOR SAMPLE RECORD AND PRICE
LIST. ALSO FINEST DISC MASTERING. 469 CHESTNUT
ST., NASHVILLE TENNESSEE 37203

PROTECT YOUR COMPONENTS! HELP REDUCE
THEFT. Permanent anodized plates. Computerized retriev-
al service. Catalog $1.00. FINDERS, Box 2500-A, Chesa-
peake, VA. 23320.

REEL TO REEL TAPES-mostly Ampex, used once,
unboxed, 1800'. 50 Reels $48.00; Sample Reel $2.00.
Prices included shipping. Free boxes while supply
lasts. COD orders accepted. Paragon Sales, Inc. P.O.
Box 2022, Joliet, IL 60434, 815 725-9212.

OPEN REEL TAPES from studio masters. Philips, Argo,
Telefunken, Vanguard, Unicorn, MHS. Catalogue $1.00.
Barclay -Crocker, Room 1470-A, 11 Broadway, NYC
10004.

A TRUCKLOAD AMPEX AUDIO TAPE SALE
High quality open reel 1800' or 2400' on 7" reels, used
once, unboxed. Case of 40, $45.00. Cassettes avail-
able. Valtech Electronics, Box 6-A, Richboro, Pa.
18954

CROWN RECORDERS. We upgrade SX-824 with installa-
tion of DBX-150. Gives lower distortion and 90dB SN.
Permits use of Crown mixer. Full tape monitor. Crown
service our speciality. Ideal Acoustics, 110 Willow Road,
Starkville, MS 39759. 601,324-1020 anytime.

MISCELLANEOUS

HOW TO ANSWER BOX NUMBER ADS
When replying to an Audio Box Number Ad, please
use this address Box No. c,o Audio, 1515
Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036

LEGENDS AS USUAL.
These highly respected names can be found at Chestnut Hill Audio AcouStat. Adcom. Amber,
Apature. Apres. Audio Pro. B&W. Berning. Cabasse. Cotter. Dahlquist. Dayton Wright.
Dennesen. Denon. Discwasher. Dynayector. Fidelity Research. Fourier. Gilmore. Grace.
Grado, Hatter. Impulse. Janis. Kenwood Purist. Leach. Marcof. Manah. Monster Cable.
Mordaunt-Short. NAD. Oracle, PS Audio. Quad. R G R Rogers. Signet. Spendor. Stax,
Symmetry. Tandberg. Theta. 3D Acoustics. Thorens. Threshold VPI Vandersteen
7" Char, S"ee Ph.'de Ohl:, Pa ,91(1 (7,5) 923-3035

HILL AUDIO UR

bee

BOUND
ISSUES
A ready reference for audiophiles! A full
year of AUDIO is carefully hard -bound for
easy reference. Complete volumes for
the years '77, '79, '80, '81 and '82 are
available. $40.00 each plus $2.50 for
postage and handling.

BACK ISSUES/
BOUND EDITIONS/
BINDERS

BACK
ISSUES
Single copy back issues of AUDIO for 1981
and 1982 are available. (NOTE: Jan -Aug '81
issues are in limited supply.) $5.00 per
Issue postpaid.

BINDERS/
SLIPCASES
Maintain your AUDIO collection in these
top quality binders or slipcases. Binders
$9.00 each, 3/$26.00, 6/550.00.
Slipcases $7.65 each, 3/$22.00,
6/$40.00. $2.50 per order handling
and postage.

TO ORDER Indicate issue/book/binder/slipcase. Include proper amount for postage
and handling. California residents must include 6% sales tax. Allow 4 weeks for delivery.
$15.00 MINIMUM CREDIT CARD ORDER. Make checks/ money orders payable to: Old
Del Mar Emporium (ODME), P.O. Box 1621, Spring Valley, CA 92077. FOR CREDIT
CARD ORDERS CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-854-2003 EXT. 835 In CALIF. CALL
1-800-522-1500 EXT. 835.

Firm (Reader Service No.) Page

Acoustat 10

American Intl 25

Audiophile Systems (4) 27

Audio-Technica (26) 71

B & W Loudspeakers (5) 25

Bryston Manufacturing (6) 24

Camels Coy. II & 1

Chevrolet Cov. III

Discwasher Cov. IV

Dolby Laboratories 23

Dynavector (8) 16

B.F. Goodrich (37) 5-7

Goodyear (36) 67

Harman/Kardon 31

HiFi (11) 25

Jack Daniels 13

J & R Music World (12) 24

KEF (18) 15

Kyocera (7) 53

LaBelle Camera & Stereo 73

Logic (15) 17

McIntosh (14) 11

Mitsubishi (1) 29

Ortofon (16) 9

Quad (21) 4

Revox (22) 11

Salems 54 & 55

Sansui (12) 41

Shure Bros. (17) 47

Sony (19) 2 & 3

Studer-Revox (22) 11

Tandberg (24) 17

TDK (33) 21

Technics (30) 19

Telarc (26) 28
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MORE THUNDER FROM
THE CHEVROLET THAT TOOK

THE PERFORMAINE WORLD
BY SMRM.

1111%4--

GM

inTRoouanG THE nEw
5 -SPEED, 5 -LITER Z28.

Camaro Z28 first became Motor 'Rend's
1982 "Car of the Year:' Then, the Indy
500 Pace Car.

And now, the competition is in for
some more rough weather. With the
new 5 -speed, 5 -liter Camaro Z28.

More power and more gears than last
year. To &liver lightning -like response.

Plus, all of the advanced engineering
features that helped make Camaro the
hottest -selling 2 + 2 sport coupe on the
road today Including road -hugging
ground effects technology and a shape
so sleek, only its shadow can match it.

The new 5 -speed, 5 -liter Camaro Z28.

It's going to be nearly impossible for
the competition to steal any of its
thunder.
Some Chevrolets are equipped with engines
produced by other GM divisions, subsidiaries,
or affiliated companies worldwide. See your
dealer for details.
*Source: Ward's Automotive Reports, Spe-
cialty Subcompact Segment, October, 1982.

Let's get it together... buckle up.

11511-1 771111116 17111REEMININ*
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discwasher
n'MAG,
Cassette Deck
Demagnetizer

he Discwasher Brand D'MAG is not just a
head demagnetizer ... it's a cassette deck
demagnetizer.

Magnetic fields surround not onlytape heads
but capstans, guides and other steel portions
of a cassette deck as well; and all of these
magnetized parts are capable of reducing
high frequencips on recorded tapes by as
much as 4dB with only a single playback.

Discwasher D'MAG utilizes permanent high
energy samarium cobalt magnets for both
efficiency and consistency in demagnetizing
effect. With a single pass, D'MAG will neutralize
magnetic fields from any cassette deck, whether
home or car.

And permanent magnets mean that D'MAG
doesn't require batteries or power cords.

IT'S BEEN WORTH
THE 1 T

Write Discwasher -
for your free copy of

"Guide to Tape. Care".

discwasher
a

1407 NORTH PRtylDENC
A DIVISION OF JENSEN

11111,

AD, P.O. BOX 6021, DEPT. AU. COLUMBIA, MO 65205
RK Company


